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The award winning, chart lopping and 
international best selling soccer simulation 
ol all time! 
• Best Arcade game 16 bit '89 
• Europes best soccer simulation 90 
• Elspa game ol the year 
- 16 bit game of the year! 
Emap golden [oystick awards 

Featuring:- Plxef Perfect passing 
Blistering Pace 
Superb lacticle play 

"Has to be the best tootbati simulation yet" 
ST USER 

"Most playable soccer simulation in binary 
history C&VG63% 

"Boots the other football simulations over 
the cross-bar" Z^ap 96% 

"Simply the best football sim'' New 
Computer Express 

Pack includes: 
* 3 Superb Award Winning Games 
' Unique Full Colour Wall Chart 

With the History of the World Cup 
including Amazing Facts & Figures 

' Comprehensive User Guide 
' Strategy, Management and Red Hot 
Action makes this the Ultimate Soccer 
Experience 
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AVAILABLE FOR 
ATARI ST AMIGA C64 (CASSETTE + DISK) 

AMSTRAD CPC (CASSETTE + DISK) 
SPECTRUM (CASSETTE + DISK) 

4 The Stannett*. Lalndon North Trade Centre. 
Basildon. E a r n , SS1S 60J Tel. No. (0268) 541126 
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CONTENTS 
GAME THRILLS 

Start June the rude way as Fat Worm 
Blows A Sparky (Elite)! Alpine Games 
(Atlantis;, Kemshu (Cult), DoomskuHe 
(Powertepe)l And another helping of 

dps on tape with Pokemaniei 

PIPE MANIA COMPO 
Thanks to Empire, you could win a 

copy of the whizzy Pipe Mania and a 
blooming SAM Coup6 to play It on II 

WHAM WRAPPING 
Find out how the chewwy thing stuck to 
the cover could save you nearly £5 on 

a game!! 

S'MAZINGI 
AH the latest news, views and 

comment on the SAM Coupe front — 
plus, how you can buy your SAM 

Coupe from CRASH! 

LIVE CIRCUIT 
Seriously happening! Uoyd checks out 
the mail bag, Jetmen does something 

peculiar (agatnl), News, Compo 
winners. Comix and so much morel 

PREVIEW 
ScintUating summer scorchers coming 

at yal Intemation 3D Tennis, Dark 
Century and Hostages! I 

DJ NICKO'S TIPS 

If Nick would stop testing' the WHAM 
bars he might just get around to 

presenting a barrage of tips to help you 
tackle the toughies! 

REVIEWS 
Reviewed and rated — all the latest on 
me Speccy games action front with — 

Tumcan! Pipe /Mania! Ninja Spirit 
AMC\ Sonic Boom I CybwbaM BombeA 

BkxxtwycfA And so many morel 

BACKPAGE 
So far back, it's at the frontll (Erm... 

—Ed) Don't miss your chance to win a 
cameraand games thanks to Rainbow 

Arts!! Ptusl Find out whars going 
down in the next issue!) 
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SUCKER!! 
You've always been able to 
read CRASH, and for the last 

year you've been playing CRASH 
and now you can EAT the 
blooming thing! The WHAM bar 
we've stuck to the cover is our gift 
to you — because we lurve you, 
or rather we know what a greedy 
lot you are. In fact, you've 
probably scoffed it olready. Pigs, 
the lot of you. You con find out 
more about the delights of the 
WHAM bar later on in the mag — 
along with a really special offer to 
get a great game cheap! And we 
tnought we'd go with a suitoble 
lead gome on the Powertape this 
month: FAT Worm! Enjoy yourself! 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
THE POWERTAPE IS ONE 

YEAR OLD!! 
AND THE NATION'S 5TILL 
PLAYING OUR GAMES!!! 

1thrills 
THRILLS ON 

TAPE! 
Where to rind your brill 

thrlHsl • 
SI DC Ai 

FAT WORM BLOWS 
A SPARKY 

ALPINE GAMES • 
SIM Bi 
KEMSHU 

DOOMSKULLE 
POKE MANIA 

Check the inlay lor loading 
Instructions 

Should your tape prove faulty, 
send It In its box to: 
NEWSFIELD, CRASH TAPE 
CLINIC JUNE (77), LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS 1JW 
A healthy tape will whizz back tg 
you I 

Blows A Sparky 
• Wibbly worm action from 
Elite! 

•

Berrrrlimey! This Is It! 
One of the highest rated 
games in the history of 

CRASH!! 95% and no mistake. 
It used to cost a tenner, but 
now It's yours for nearly 
nothing, and It's the completely 
amazing Fmt Worm Bfowa A 
Sparky — oddest title ever, 
oddest game evert! 

Ifs no use hiding the fact that 
Fatty is the world's most 

dense worm. And being such, has 
clearly hit upon the theory that the 
inside of a Speccy is the place 
where he's least likely to be 
hassled by blackbirds, robins and 
the like. 

CRASH JUNE 3 
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But the inside of the average 
Spectrum is absolutely crawling 
with life. Creeper bugs buzz 
around in Sputniks, swooping 
low over the main PCB. The 
Sputniks, if not dealt with, 
transform into Crawlles which try 
to attach themselves to Fatty. Just 
to add to the problems, termite-
like Crawlies sometimes erupt 
from the surface of the PCB and 
chase him aroundl Bleel 
Fatty's eventual aim in life is to 
pass on his genes (and we're not 
talking 501s here!) to another 
generation. Considering the 
limited intelligence he has 
displayed to date, this seems a 
thoroughly dubious goal. To 
reproduce, Fatty needs to collect 

50 spindles lying around on the 
PCS. Then he's got to find the 
disk drive, get all his data copied 
and clone himself. 
The microscopic world of Fatty is 
a world of bewildering height and 
depth. What might seem a sliver 
of silver conductor to you or me is 
an insurmountable obstacle to 
him. To get around, he has to be 
carefully steered up convenient 
ramps and slid along data buses 
suspended at dizzying heights 
above the PCB. AH the various 
bits and blocks scattered around 
the place are given true 
perspective, so that, when they're 

GAMES 
• Winter sport action from 
Atlantis! 

• It's a funny old world, 
isn't It viewers? Last 
month we were 

shivering our timbers with 
Elite's Scuba Dive and this 
month we're just plain 
shivering with Alpine Games — 
a set of five different winter 
sports! 

But with all the action and 
exercise Alpine Games 

offers there's no need to be cold 
again — you'll be sweating 
buckets by the time you've 
completed the five events. So, 
strap on your ski-goggles and get 
ready tor the first event: Speed 
Skating! Use keys 1 and 2 
alternately to slowly and 
rhythmically build up the speed of 
your skier. Skate as fast as 

at the centre of the screen, they 
appear flat. As Fatty moves, and 
the object approaches the edge 
of screen, its sides come into 
view giving an impression of 
height not unlike flying over a 
Lilliputian version of New York. 
Fatty's fate is sealed if more than 
four Crawlies hitch a lift on his 
back, but there are handy 
debuggers scattered around, and 
by crawling into them, he can 
shed any Crawlies picked up. He 
can also fight back against the 
Crawties by using blaster 
sparkles fired horizontally 
straight from the nose, and by 
laying burper sparkles which 
wait until a Sputnik is flying 
overhead and then rise up to 
eliminate it. Very high-flying 
Sputniks are, unfortunately, 
immune. Burpers are also useful 
for changing direction, and can 
take out any Crawlies which 
happen to bump into them. 

Extra sparkies are awarded for 
picking up spindles, and can also 
be picked up when zipping along 
the thin data buses. And misfired 
burper sparkies which end up 
lying on the PCB can be 
consumed and regurgitated later. 
Mapping is an essential feature to 
find Fatty's way around the 
immense circuit, and to help, the 
game has a small insert map 
showing some of the nearby 
obstacles, spindles, and a rough 
indication of Fatty's present 
position. 
And if you've managed to take 
that lot in you'll be ready to blow a 
few sparkies yourself, here's 
how... 

FAT CONTROLS 
Control of Fatty (Wormius 
Enormous) is either by the 
keyboard (redefinable keys) or 
using a joystick on a Kempston 
interface. 

possible to reach the line inside 
the qualifying time. 
Next up is the Ski Jump. Hit the 
Q key when the power metre (at 
the bottom right-hand side of the 
screen) is at maximum level. As 
the skier lands on the bottom of 
the ramp, hit the A key to jump. 
An early or a late jump results in 
a fall, and we don't want that. 
The third event is the Skiing. Like 
speed skating, use keys 1 and 2 
alternately to build up your speed, 
and ski as fast as you can to 
reach the finish line within the 
qualifying time. Exhausted yet? 
You will bel The penultimate 
event is the Bob-sled. The 
course is viewed from over-head 
and you use keys Q/up, A/down, 

O/left, and P/right to steer the 
sled around the track. Be careful 
— if you crash you don't qualify 
for a score. 
Finally it's the Biathlon. To 
advance to the targets, press the 
Q key each time the metre is ait 
maximum. Hit all the targets 
within the qualifying time to 
complete the first round of eve nts. 
As you progress through Alpine 
Games, each event gets harder. 
You lose a life every time you fail 
to qualify in any event and when 
all your lives have gone, your 
score and performance figures; 
are given together with details of 
any medals won. And that's it — 
go for the gold! 
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• Brain-busting puzzle 
action from Cult! 

•

Kemshu Is a whizzo 
puzzle game which at the 
start will have you 

saying things like 'Blimey, It's a 
mite confusing and no 
mistake!', but this could not be 
further from the truth — it's 
dead simple! In fact, it's so 
simple it's confusing! Double-
blimey! 

You start oft with a square 
playing area, covered with 

multi-coloured blocks, and the 
flashing white thing is your control 
cursor. So far so good, eh? Now 
then, the colour block at the 
bottom of the status panel under 
the word Target is Your Colour. 
The objective is to change the 
colours of the playing area to 
Your Colour. To change a 
square's colour you have to 
surround it with four of your own 
colours — one at the top, one at 
the bottom and one on each side 
of it. 
The rows and columns of 
coloured blocks can be slid 
vertically or horizontally by 
moving the cursor around the 
screen and then holding fire down 
and pushing the joystick (or 
appropriate key) in the direction 
you want to slide them. 
As long as the screen is 
completed within the time limit 
you move on to the next puzzle 
screen — don't forget to check 
your target colour. It may take a 
couple of goes to get to grips with 
Kemshu — but once mastered 
you'll love itl We were playing it 
for ages here; however, CRASH 
can accept no responsibility for 
anyone going a bit barmy while 
playing Kemshu. Okay?! 

CONTROLS 
You can use a joystick, or tackle 
KemshUs puzzles using keys, 
which are: Q/up, A/down, O/left, 
P/right, M/fire and H/pause. 

• A graphical extravaganza 
of an arcade adventure!! 

•

Prepare yourself for a 
map attack! Yes, 
Doomskulle is one of 

those brilliant arcade 
adventures that is just crying 
out to be mapped! Well, it does 
feature 100 graphically brilliant 
screens and it's great to play! It 
all comes from CRASH reader 
Richard Cowie from Aberdeen!! 
Hurrah! 

The Doomskulle is a weird 
and wonderful...erm, thing. 

But, heck!, it's been shattered into 
four pieces and those pieces lost 
within the depths of a dangerous 
and well spooky forest. Many 
have tried to collect it before you, 
but have been killed by the 
legions of vicious creatures which 
roam the forest floors, which only 
resulted in scattering the four 
pieces further apart from each 
other. 
However, the collection of the 
Doomskulle is not all that your 
quest involves — a magic book 
must be found if the curse over 
the forest is to be lifted! Right 
then, you budding Indiana 

Jones: enter the forest and get 
on with it. 
Objects litter the forest, and if you 
think one may be of use to you 
pick it up (by standing on it and 
pressing fire) and store it for later 
use . When you reach the 
location where you think an object 
should be used drop it (stand still 
and press fire). If the object can 
affect something in the location, it 
will — if not chuck it or store it for 
another time, For example — to 
get past the giant ape drop some 
bananas. 
Extra shots of ammunition and 
extra lives can be collected by 
running over the relevant icons. 
Most of the wild-life is killed off by 
firing at them — though you'll 
need a good aim. they move 
quickly. To fire ammo press FIRE 
whilst moving in the direction you 
want to shoot. T'riffic, eh? 
YOU'RE DOOMED... 
If you don't know the controls! 
Q/up, A/down, O/left, P/right and 
SFACE/fire. Maps and solutions 
to DJ Nicko's Tips ASAP! 

F U N W I T H P O K E S ! 
Check out what Graham Turbo 
Mason has lined for you this 
cassette! Nicko tells all on page 
31! 
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There's nowhere to hide from..."SLY SPY" — ^ — i W ^ " i » w ~ 
His calling card is your invitation to — .„91—.i— 

,f dance with danger! c V * 
^ Experience the explosive existence of 4$ # | , ^ 
, the secret agent in this arcade ^ 

action thriller that will leave you ^ 
gasping for breathl /' ' * 
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T H E FASTEST. M O S T T H R I L L I N G , 
3 D D R I V I N G G A M E Y E T 1 

Toko the who ' l ot your t u r b n t b o i y o d 
Potjrfi i ' »i*. you and you 1 pot I MI < q<> in 

pursuit ot dangerous cummoK oil driving 
nn rvil 01 toy ot sooptrd up lOadMi.'i 

N('«>d lo < rtlitl op lit <1 lluirv Wrll |U',I 
alii1 prrss. of vow Turbo B u t t o n will 
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From Ine hlond 01 Uoh lo 
Monitei l\lnnd you will 
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in\ed\ Indiioih toy creoluies 
lilhol tombat moihinm 
nwhanuol imnilants lhi> 
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urid lolldoie mill finally >011 will 
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S H A D O W W A R R I O R S , the lotest gieutest and most 
onibitiaus martial arts coin-op game now rages onto 

your comp'jfti featuring interactive wenic bock-drops I 
The secret', of the Nm|itsu ossosiination techniques hove 
been handed down vice 'he Mediaeval warv now they 

live an in 'He |ungle of ihe American metropolis 
Athousand years of the Ninptsu secrets at your 

fingertips the Phoent/ BacHlip.TnpIc Blow 
Combination flying Neck Throw. Hong Kick and more 

give you O formidable amoury of stunning movfts 
Take your technique fo the street-, ^ ^ 
S H A D O W W A R R I O R . . . 
the hero of the nineties __ J 

()•< mi V)H'-.v.ire IK- 6(.'-'itie Site • 
r/„.ndn ' M2 ' f iSi Ti'tcpiioni? 061 812 6633 
Tfi»v« 6*9977 OCfAf; G H i ' 
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ARE YOU A 

I YOU ARE?! YOU COULD 
WIN A SAM COUPE, 
ICOPIES OF PIPE MANIA 
AND T-SHIRTS!!! 
• DON'T GO D O W N THE DRAIN. . . 
...Get hold of Empire's piping hot puzzle gome Pipe Mania — it's the 
wild and wacky plumbing game maf II drive you round the bend! The 
object of the game is to lay down a series of pipe bits to form one 
continuous pipeline — but the problem is that someone's already turned 
on the tap, and the yucky fluid Flooz is hurriing down the pi pell Can 
you build enough or the pipeline before the Flooz catches up with you?! 
if you're the luclty first prize winner in this Pipe Mania compo you'il 
find out soon enough as Empire ore giving away a a copy of Pipe 
Mania, a Pipe Mania t-shirt and, hey!, a blooming SAM Coup61 Wagga 
waggall And for ten runners-up there's a copy of Pipe Mania and a t-
shirt each! 

# TO W I N . . . 
16 be in with a chance of winning you're going to have to do some 
plumbing — there's o Pipe Mania puzzle to solve! See the empty grid, 
with a start and finish point and rows numbered one to five? Wefl, ifs 
ready to hove a pipe system plumbed into it — one which takes the 
Flooz from start to finish and goes through every square on the arid. 

I The pipe sections have already been mace up into rows (lettered A to 
E), but which of the pipe rows fit into the five rows on the empty grid? 

| To get you started, it's obvious that pipe section D slots into row three 
because that is where the Start is. Okay, get the idea? Good — off you 
go. Fill in the entry form with all the answers (or write them on o 
separate piece of paper) and send it off to us at: NEWSFIELO, PIPE 
MANIA COMPO, CRASH, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. Entries here 
by June 25 or you'll end up down the drain! 
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r Rightyho — thought you could fox me? Pahl I've worked out that: 
PIPE SECTION A SLOTS INTO ROWi 
PIPE SECTION B SLOTS INTO ROW: 
PIPE SECTION C SLOTS INTO ROW: 
PIPE SECTION D SLOTS INTO ROW Three. 
PIPE SECTION E SLOTS INTO ROW 

1 

L 
NAME 
ADDRESS... 
POSTCODE :rrJ 
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INTERNAT1G IAL 3D TENNIS IS A REVOLUTIONARY NEW T E N N f f S I M U t t t I © N . 1 

T H E INNOVATIVE USE O F VECTOR GRAPHICS HAS C R E A T E D A G A M E WrTH 
U N R I V A L L E D P L A Y ABILITY A N D A N U N P A R A L L E D N U M B E R OF FEATURES. 

"ThIJis fob...a b j f f i k through 
. . . m £ o n e cou ld la l l to be 
imWBssed." 

j m C&VG 9 4 % C&VG HIT 

^ "It's smashing, ace and beats 
the compet i t ion . . . immense fun. 
d e m a n d i n g for j ioy ice a n d 

ert a l ike, t ^ B p s t sports 

o Z2AP! SIZZLER 

Individual format 
release dates may vary 

• Remarkable new 3D real time animation system 
• One or two player games. 
• Four player ability levels - amateur, semi-pro. pro and Ace 
• View the game from any one of ten "camera" angles -

infinite on ST and Amiga. 
• Leam to play topspin and backspin balls. 
• True control over the direction of your shots. 
• T.V. tennis theme tunes. 
• Any-time save option 
• 64 different computer opponents, with 16 skill levels 

• 72 tournaments to play m all based on real events with 
genuine court conditions and prize monies 

• 4 court surfaces - grass, clay, carpet and cement each 
affecting game play 

• Digitised pictures <ST and Amiga) 
• Digitised voice of real Wimbledon umpire (ST and Amigai 
• Choose which 22 tournaments to play in a full tennis 

season, against world class competition and aim to earn a 
million dollars' 

C64 • 064 DISK • SPECTRUM • AMSTRAD • AMSTRAD DISK • ST • AMIGA 



IT'S FAB! 
IT 'S FREE! 
IT'S FRUITY! 
IT'S YOUR 

•

Lumme! Strike us down 
to the cess-pit of the 
universe if CRASH isn't 

the most generous blooming 
Speccy mag around! Not only 
do we heap four fab games on 
you each month with the 
Powertape but now, we also 
give you something to gobble 
while knocking the hell outa 
alien scum! 
It's your delectable WHAM bar 
that's stuck to the cover 
(unless some tea-leaf has 
pinchcd it), and it is indeed the 
space age fruit-flavoured chew 
bar! It comes with the 
compliments of sweet 
suppliers to the stars 
McCOWAN'S, who are based in 
the land of the Haggis, 
Scotland, and also make 
DESPERATE DAN, DENNIS THE 
MENACE, BUSTER. ROY OF 
THE ROVERS and TANGY bars! 
The WHAM bar it's the sweet 
with zero amounts of artificial 
colours and preservatives but 
tons and tons of flavour! And 
what rot other confectionary 
manufacturers talk! Take that 
choccy bar which claims to be 
"the only sweet you can cat 
between meals withoul ruining 
your appetite ! Rubbish! DJ 

Nicko can cat ten WHAMs in a 
row and still have enough 
appetite to scoff a bag o' chips 
for lunch! And what about the 
ad which says when a snack 
gap hits, it fits!'. Bull! The 
WHAM bar fits jolly well, 

{ 

-M 
f/Hfr 

* J* 

thankyouverymuch — 
measuring a perfect 140 mm x 
35 mm! 
There you have it! A well tasty 
treat that you can scoff at your 
convenience — don't leave 
home without one! 

FAMOUS WHAMS 
THROUGH HISTORY 
• WHAM!: This Is what 
happened when the old 60s 
Batman gave undesirables a thick 
ear. The Wham! flash co-starred 
with other fondly remembered 
exclamations such as Kerpowl 
and Thwack! Though all one 
gathers from the recent movie is 
'not to rub another man's 
rhubarb'. Oh dear. 
• WHAM!: The pop group. Oh! 
How they stormed the hit parade 
through the 60s with such 
melodious tunes as Wake M& Up 
Before You Go-Go, Wham Rap, 
Young Guns and many, many 
more. Then George Michael (the 
good-looking one) started singing 
about Careless Whispers on this 
own and, blaml, Wham! weret no 
more. Andrew Ridgely popped 
up again a few months back with 
the so-called 'song' Shake whiich 
didn't quite storm the charts. (Oh 
dear. 
• WHAM: as in Wham, bam 
thank you ma'm". The phrase one 
says politely to the Queen afuer 
being Knighted (are you qurtei 
sure about this one?—Ed). COh 
dear. 
• WHAM: The yummy scrumimy 
chewy bar. A firm favourite wiith 
everyone, in fact it's so famoujs 
it's stuck to the cover of this 
month's CRASH! Hurrahl 
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Nh kit Mmmmm, 
you just can't boat u 
WHAM bar lor that 
yummy oxporlonco 
M.uklo (aMy porwn) 
' I ho bar and tho 
wrapper sMowayu'l 
Oil Yolp! My tOOlh 
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c o i u a FIVE WHAM 
WRAPPERS AND SAVE 
£££s ON A GAME!!! 

i , 

It's truel Scoffing WHAM 
bars can save you money! 

And here's how: collect live 
WHAM wrappers (you already 
have one) and send them to us 
and we'll let you have CRASH 
Smash Turrican for just £5.50 
or X-Out lor only £5.0011 That's 
almost half prlcelll Berlimey! 
Turrican Is the mega-blaster from 
Rainbow Arts which graces this 
month s front cover. It's a wicked 
shoot 'em up as you take Turrican 
through many levels dealing out 
death to aliens! Check out the full 
review on page 41. 
X-Out is another whizzy shoot 
'em up from Rainbow Arts 
(reviewed in issue 73) where you 
take control of a submarine 
battling with underwater forces. 
Mark Caswell said 'It s one hell of 
a game to get through!!'. 
You can't afford to miss this offer 
— hurry up scoff four more 
McCOWAN'S WHAM bars, or six 
more if you want both games 
cheap, and get the order form in 
the post today!! 

ERVHEP 
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OR BOTH! 
CRASH/WHAM BAR OFFER: ORDER FORM 
I enclose FIVE WHAM bar wrappers as proof of purchase and the correct amount of 
money for: 
• £5.50 for TURRICAN (Speccy cassette) 
• £5.00 for X-OUT (Speccy cassette) 
Or TEN WHAM bar wrappers and the correct money for both 
games. 
• £10.50 for TURRICAN and X-OUT 
Method of payment (delete as appropriate): 

• CHEQUE 
• POSTAL ORDER 
• ACCESS 
• VISA 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER 

EXPIRY DATE 

SIGNATURE 

Name 

Address. 

..Postcode. 

Make cheques payable to CRASH Ltd. Send this form to NEWSFIELD, WHAM 
BAR/RAINBOW ARTS OFFER, CRASH, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. Do not 
send cash. Please allow 28 days for delivery. Enquiries: 0584 875851 

Dear Newsagent 
Please reserve a copy of 
CRASH issue 78 (JULY) for me 
as I don't want to miss out on 
my FREE McCOWAN'S 
DESPERATE DAN chewwy bar 
and games tape. It's on-sale 
JUNE 24. 

Signed.. 

Name... 

Address. 

Postcode. 

Newsagents: CRASH is 
published by NewsfiekJ 
Publications and is distributed by 
COMAG. 
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this p a g e is sam c o m p a t i b l e 

LLOYD 
M A N G R A M ' S SAM 

COUP* FORUM 

Loads of letters have poured 
into the Sam Forum this 
month, many on the subject of 
compatibility, and four people 
wrote in with a helpful listing 
which should help improve 
SAM compatibility with 
Speccy games) So, a very big 
hand for Dave Wood from 
Cleethorpes, Ersin Mustafa 
from London, Colin Henderson 
from Blanefield and Steve 
Summerskill from West 
Yorkshire who have all 
provided this listing... 

• First you'll need to get hold 

of a Speccy. On the Speccy 
type SAVE "48K ROM" CODE 
0,16384 — this saves the 
Speccy ROM to tape. Then go 
back to the Coup6 and type in 
the following program: 
100 SAM COUPE ZX BASIC 
LOADER 
120 CLEAR 49999: LOAD " " 
CODE 65536 
130 FOR A + 50000 TO 50008 
140 READ N: POKE A,N 
150 NEXT A 
160 CALL 50000 
190 DATA 
62,163,211,250,62,4,211,252,199 
RUN this program and play 
your 48K ROM tape. When the 
ROM is loaded the screen 
wipes and there you have it — 
the faithful 1982 SINCLAIR 
RESEARCH screen. Be warned 
-— the Coup6 keyboard now 
operates just like a rubber-

00010 ;SC_ASSEMBUER Specially written for the SAM COUPE 
00020 ;worka with 1 or 2 Disc Drives & Printer (but not Tape) 
00030 ;SC_Assembler features a friendly 64 column Editor System 
00040 idesigned to make entering & editing Unas quick & easily 
00050laBel:SBchL,De :typing this out would be reprinted aa> 
00050 label: SBC HL,DE ; no need for tabbing & fields 
00060 :text may be entered anywhere on the screen, you can also 
00070 ;bring lines & blocks of lines from top & bottom of screen 
00080 ;with function keys (which doubles up as a number keypad) 
00090 ;SC Assembler is able to store 96K of Source, but aa source 
00100 ;fs stored tokenlsed it can really hold 192K compared to 
00110 ;other Spectrum Assemblers. With all this memory available 
00120 ;on the SAM you can store upto 10,000 source Hnes, that's 
00130 ;enough to Assemble 20K of code. 
00140 ; Assembling code Is backed up by 30 worded error messages 
00150 ;On 'pass 1' you are provided with Info on where the code 
00160 ^starts, ends and length of code before going onto "pass 2* 
00170 ;the graphic bar on the right shows you how much memory is 
00160 :left for source, which is always being constantly updated. 
00190 ;there la also a Disassembler and much more. 
00200 ;SC ASSEMBLER costs £10 available from:- STEVE'S SOFTWARE 
00210 ;7 NARROW CLOSE, HISTON, CAMBRIDGE, CB4 4XX. 
00220 ; Please make cheques payable to MR S J NUTTING 

keyed 48K. So to LOAD type J 
and then SYMBOL PP. To 
delete type SHIFT 0. The 
Speccy games may play 
slightly faster. If you have a 
disk drive change line 120 to: 
120 CLEAR 49999: LOAD "48K 
ROM" 65536,120000 
And then SAVE this program 
to disc. Save the ROM to the 
address 65535,120000. If you 
save the program with a LINE 
10 command and then reload 
it, it will auto run. Simple! 

• I have managed to load 
games published by Ocean. 
First, load the emulator 
program, and select the patch 
program by pressing P. Next 
choose OPTION 4 on the menu 
(it's just like Pokemanial), 
then play the tape from the 
beginning. Using this method 
I have tried Batman — the 
Movie, Chase HQ, The 
Untouchables, Op 
Thunderbolt and Rainbow 
Islands and they all load! Of 
course, It's the 48K version 
which loads. 
Colin Chapman, Selkirk, 
Scotland. 
The feeling I get from all your 
Coup6 letters is the same 
feeling I had years ago when 
CRASH began — the 
excitement of a new machine 
and all the possibilities you're 
exploring! Keep your thoughts 
and tips coming to: 
NEWSFIELD, LLOYD'S SAM 
FORUM, CRASH, LUDLOW. 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. 

NEWS UPDATE 
It looks like Thalamus' Delta 
ChargeI (reviewed last month) was 
the first Speccy game ever released 
which actually made sure it was 
SAM Coupd compatible. Cool 
History in the making, or what? 
Lerm Software has announced two 
programs for the SAM Coup6: the 
SAM Assembler and the SAMtape, 
The Assembler is designed to be 
easy to use, featuring a full-screen 
editor so you type in your machine 
code just like a word processor, it's 
also quick and lives in the bottom 
half or the Coupe's memory leaving 
you 32K for source code. The 
Assembler costs £8.99 and Lerm is 
already working on an updated 
version. 
The SAMtope is designed for tape 
to disk transfer of your fave Speccy 
software onto the CouDe, woncing 
effectively like a Multitace. It costs 
£8.99 and full details on both can 
be obtained from: Lerm Software, 
11 Beacon sfieId Close, Whilely 
Bay, Tyne And Wear NE25 9UW. 
Special SAM Coupe software 
coming soon includes: Football 
Director II from D&H Games, 
Tasword the word processor; a trio 
of games from Players, and MGT 
have teamed up with US Gold and 

Ocean to make sure all recent 
releases, such as Turbo OutRunand 
Batman — the Movie are fully 
compatible, Details on all soon. 
Another SAM CoupA fanzine Ins 
been launched — the latest on« is 
called RGB Coupe and comes cut 
every month featuring software 
reviews, hardware news, orticks 
and features all about the Coup6. 
Information from: RGB Coup6, 12 
Oakfield Avenue, Birstoll, Leictster 
1E43DQ. 
Thanks to eager beaver reode-s 
who have been testing games. 
CRASH can now present a list of 
even more Speccy games whkh 
are SAM Coupl compatible. From 
Jonathan Longford ot Kings 
Norton, Birmingham: Boulderxlash, 
Commando, Barbarian, Starion, 
Cop Out, Cybernoid, Grand Prix 
Sim, Stunt Car Racer, Knightmare, 
International Karate Plus, Foxx 
Fights Back, Mrs PacMan, Soc-ed 
Armour of Antiriad, Jack The 
Nipper, Xor, Firetrap, Sidewalk, 
Draconus, Nebulus. From John F 
Guthrie in Bolton: Anarchy, 
Arcodia, Bosconian, Die AJien 
Slime, Draughts Genius, Gregory 
loses His Clock, Guardian II, Jet 
Poc, Joe Blade 1, 2 and 3, Motos, 
Noo terraqueous, Ricochet, 
Scumball, Tanium, Viper III, 
Micronaut One, Quondam, One 
Man and his Dnoid, Ultimate 
Warrior. From M Bell and J Spence 
in Stockport: Ghouls 'n' Ghosts, 
Aliens, Rainbow Islands, Dizzy III, 
Project Stealth Fighter. Big hurrahs 
for you three. HURRAH 11 
TYPE-INS 
With so little Coup6 specific 
software around we thought you'd 
like to have a go at these type-in 
listings sent in by Brendon 
McKeon. Tube draws a colourful 
worm (ugh!) and Twist draws 
something like a fan (not the 
football type!). If you have a 
quickie you reckon is better, why 
not send it in to: NEWSFIELD, SAM 
TYPE-INS, CRASH, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS 1JW. Remetmber 
— keep the listings short! 

TUBE 
10 LET P*l: FOR X « 1 T0 2S07 
STEP 3: LET P-(P+1) MOD 15+1 
20 FOR G - l TO 4: CIRCLE PEN 
P-X (9"SIN(X/7)+88),X/5+G 
30 NEXT G: NEXT X 
TWIST 
10 PLOT 127,87:CSIZE 8,8 
20 LET A+.9A +0 
30 FOR Z-0 TO 2226 STEP 
PI/2+0.1 
40 LET A-A+0.5 IF Aa— 15 "THEN 
LET A-A-14 
50 LET Q-G+.06 
60LETX«(86-Q)*SINZ+1227 
70 LET Y - (86-Q)*COS Z+8B7 
80 DRAW TO PEN INT A; X;,Y 
90 NEXT Z 
lOOFORX-OTO 114: FORtG-O 
TO 13: PALETTE G+l , (X+6)) 
110 NEXT G: NEXT X: GOTCO 100 

t 



The Sam Coupe 
Computer Fades 
On Offer! 

».<VHaiiMAttlllliiHi I life A 
mittftNitmiKitaftfc-

WlHnwlir^riiwgl — i i i 

'HI! SAM here. This is your 
chance to catch up with the 
latest and hottest computer 
around — the SAM Coup6! 
You can now buy your SAM 
Coup6 straight from CRASH 
— a guarantee of reliable 
and efficient service. Three 
different SAM Coup6 
computer packs are on offer, 
from the basic pack right up 
to a SAM Coup6 complete 
with two disk drives! And 
remember — you can play 
your favorite Speccy games 
on the SAM Coup6, so 
there's no need to miss out 
on all the latest action. And 
soon you'll be seeing special 
SAM Coupe games — taking 
advantage of all the great 
new facilities the SAM has to 
offer! Join the gang — and 
get a taste of the latest In 
computing with the SAM 
Coup6! 

SAM'S COUP* PACK ONE 
SAM COUPE 
The computer, the power pack, 
the manuals, the tapes and 
Flash I— the art program! Ail for 
£179.95 

• M S 
4*—l 

THE COMPLETE SAM 
COUPE PACK ONE 

SAM'S COUP* PACK TWO 
SAM COUPE 
WITH ONE DISK DRIVE 
The computer, the disk drive, the 
power pack, the manuals, the 
tapes and Flashl— the art 
programl Ail for 
£249.95 

SAM'S COUPE PACK 
THREE 
SAM COUPE 
WITH TWO DISK DRIVES 
The computer, two disk drives, 
the power pack, the manuals, the 
tapes and Flashl— the art 
program! All for £329.95 

COUPE DISK DRIVE 
£89.95 
256K MEMORY PACK 
£39.95 
COMMUNICATIONS 
INTERFACE 
£29.95 
EXTERNAL ORIVE 
INTERFACE 
£29.95 

SCART MONITOR CABLE 
£9.95 
MIDI CABLE 
£4.95 
2 METRE NETWORK CABLE 
£4.95 
ADVANCED TECHNICAL 
MANUAL 
£15.95 

SAM COUPl CRASH ORDER FORM 
Please send me: 
• PACK ONi i SAM Coupe £179.95 
• PACK TWO: SAM Coup* with one disk drive £249.95 
• PACK THRISt SAM Coupe with two disk drives £329.95 
Q COUP* disk drive £89.95 
• 2S6K memory pock £39.95 
Q Communications interface £29.95 
• External drive interface £29.95 
• SCART monitor coble £9.95 
• MIDI cable £4.95 
• 2 metre Network cable £4.95 
• Advonced Technical Manual £15.95 
All prices are inclusive of VAT and P&P. 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR THE TOTAL AMOUNT:.... 

I WOULD LIKI TO PAY BY VISA/ACCESS 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER | 

EXPIRY DATE 

SIGNATURE 

NAME 

ADDRESS ... 

I T A S E M M S 

POSTCODE. 

PHONE NUMBER. 

Moke cheques and postal orders payable to NEWSFIELD Ud. Senclhii 
form lo: NEWSFELD, SAM COUPt OFFER, CRASH, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS 1JW. Allow 28 days for delivery. Enquiries: 0 5 * 

iJJ75851. J 



The Campaign For Mangram To Get A Shiny New Desk is not 
doing as well as one would have hoped. The fund has raised the 
paltry sum of £00.04p (Those Who Must Be Obeyed didn't let me 
keep last month's £40 prize). Four measly pence, and that's only from 
raiding the change pocket on the drinks machine. Any Letter of the 
Month bribes... erm, contributions would be most welcome. And 
so, onto the forum answered from ye olde tattye desk. This 
month's Letter of the Month winner Is Patricia Reeve from 
Petersfield who wins £40 worth of software! You too could be 
winner by penning a great letter, send your missives to: 
NEWSFIELD, LLOYD MANGRAM'S FORUM, CRASH, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SYS 1JW. 

SQUASHED GRANNY 

Dear Lloyd 
That's it, I'm fed up and going 
out to shoot myself in the left 
foot as soon as poss. Here am 
I, a reasonably intelligent and 
mature lady, who could tell 
you the chemical symbol for 
silver without looking it up, 
knows what 'strange' and 
'charming' particles are (do 
you?) and never breaks the 
yokes of eggs. I can drive 
lorries, answer ten questions 
on 'Mastermind' and find a 
pair of matching socks in my 
sOn's room _ quite a competent 
lady you will surely agree. 
Well, that was yesterday. 
Today I am totally deflated, 
squashed flatter than a bug on 
a bat and with zero 
confidence. Reason? You — or 
rather you and your adventure 
game Karyssia. 
Let me explain, for two (ish) 
years I've had a 48K Speccy, 
which was given to me with a 
couple of games. They weren't 
very interesting games so I 
didn't bother with that side of 
things and got on with trying 
to learn how the programming 
worked. Well, recently two 
(ish) years of being poked and 
pushed about took it's toll and 
the Speccy announced its 
retirement,, so I cast about and 
pretty soon found a 128+2 
(yahooo! I) with quite a few 
games to boot. Some of them 
were quite good, so I started 
trying to win, and got 
hooked.... tthat was in 
February. 
Two editions of CRASH later, 
and about 40+games further 
along I hawe yet to win a 
single game! Karyssia Part 
One is typiical of my 
non—progress. All I managed 
to do there is find loinmar, 
pinch the iraayor's goodies (not 
a very homest hero are we!) 
and get lotst, wandering 
around thee woods meeting 
uncooperative brokers, rude 
bowmen, Hocked doors and 
dangerouss lakes. Then you lot 
show me Ihow it's done on 
CRASH (A^pril) and I can see 
how dim H've been. I guess you 
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need a special way of thinking, 
which I clearly do not possess. 
Yours, One squashed granny. 
Patricia Reeve, Petersfield 
GU32 2HL. 

That special way of thinking 
is known as Being A Little On 
The Potty Side. This state of 
mind usually takes a few 
years of rigourous games 
playing to develop, though DJ 
Nicko achieved it in a 
surprisingly short amount of 
time. You are obviously far 
too clever, anyone who can 
find a matching pair of socks 
must be, so here _ have £40 
worth of software, just a bit 
more games playing should 
help! 
LM 

WHERE THEY GONE? 

Dear Lloyd 
The reason for my writing was 
to give this list of games that 
were previewed between may 
19B9 and February 1990 and 
until April have not been 
reviewed. 
Please explain what happened 
to them. They are: 
May — Outran Euiopa 
June — Nightbreed 
August — Garfield: Winter's 
Tail. Lone Wolf: The Mirror of 1 Dear Lloyd 

Death, Blood wych 
October — Vendetta. 
International Drugs Bust 
November — Beach Volley 
December — Crossbow: The 
Legend of William Tell 
January —Crackdown, Snoopy 
(this even has had a solution), 
Darius+ 
February — Emlyn Hughes' 
Arcade Quiz, Cyberball 
Will they appear? Will they 
not? 
Andrew S Collier. Bolton BL3 
4LG. 

Right, Outrun Euro pa 
eventually became !ftjrbo 
Outrun, Nightbreed is due for 
September, Garfield we 
haven't seen, Lone Wolf has 
been delayed indefinitely, 
Blood wych is here, Vendetta 
is 'soon', dunno about Drugs 
Bust, Beach Volley was 
cancelled for being a bit crap, 
Crossbow _ dunno, 
Crackdown is out!, Snoopy 
and Darius Plus haven't been 
seen, Emlyn Hughes' Arcade 
Quiz is a while off and 
Cyberball is out! Satisified? 
LM 

FINDING HISTORY 

Knowing how clever you aie 
(ha ha) I need your help in 
locating some games. Back in 
1984, May issue 4 of CRASH 
you had printed a guide to 
Spectrum games, I am trying 
to find out if I can still get hold 
of these games. 
1. Inheritance by Simon Hessel 
48K Spec 
2. Great Britain Ltd by Simon 
Hessel 48K Spec 
3. 1984 by Incentive 48K Spec 
4. Millionaire by Incentive 48K 
Spec 
At one time or another I have 
played these games, but six 
years 
on, I don't have any of these, 
can you tell me, is there 
anywhere I can get hold of 
them. 
Oh clever one please tell me. 
Martin Rollett, Leeds LSI 2HQ. 

1984 and Millionaire can still 
be obtained from Incentive 
Software, Zephyr One, Calleva 
Park, Aldermaston, Berkshire 
RG7 4QW. Haven't got a clue 
about the other two _ can any 
readers help? 
LM 

PRINTER PLEA 

Dear Lloyd 
11 have a Citizen 120—D dot 

matrix printer and a +3 
Speccy. My problem is that I 
can't get LPRINT to work. I 
use the Artist U (on +3 disk) 
and a Kempston mouse to 
draw, etc. but to print a screen 
I have to SAVE it. reset the +3, 
and COPY it, with: 
Load "Filename" screen #: 
copy which doesn't print the 
screen very well. What 
interface do I need, or do I 
need a program? The cable I'm 
using at the moment is 
plugged straight into the back 
of +3, in the PRINTER socket. 
S Wilson, Warndon WR4 9JH. 

I'm afraid I can't be of mucb 
help here, but anyone with 
some advice for Mr Wilson 
can write in... 
LM 

WANT, WANT, WANT 

Dear Lloyd 
I get: 
1. Speccy +3 
2. Cassette lead 
3. +3 disks 
4. Light pen 
You get: 
1. Educational Software (under 
4's) 
2. Fab game ideas 
3. Stunning graphics 
4. Sound for games 

V HOW DO YOO SCORE AT SN06filNfi?' 1 v . - ' \ HOW DO YOU M T e ' a T DATING? 

' HOW TO T E U IF A GIRL FANCIES Y O U ! ' . " S & ^ - r ^ V v - X ; y v 
' . We know you're just dying to knows V ' < V • V : 
. - ^ V X J tha answer to this onell 5 *'. ' -

' " PHONE - 0898 664 3 0 2 ' » < W . I 
/ • v ' c v <* v ^ > * * % A t f M t a i » w • j A r t i m - ' l 

• ' A Voiceline production.' Calls cost 25p (cheap rate) and 38p (at v « V*1 . ftfUCw* * • 
' , all other times) per minute inc. VAT. Voiceline Ltd., P.O. Box 1640, ' 0 \ WlO'*5 . 1 

London NWI 8NP. You must get your parents permission before you dial. ^ V O*** ^ ^ ^ 
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OFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 

SPECTRUM GAMES 
M J P W t i .._ 7S9 
i« KDO T O W . 2 * * ! PlAYER SUPER LUCU. 298 4 SOCCER SW 2M XXWWPnOL JM no . in 
i m u t 
academy i» to. i on: _ 2» 
MWNCED SOCCER SM 2 M 
AJWXFIOR2 t M 
AiJtKSVMXOMt 2 M 
AWYCAPP - — - 2 9 * 
ARCADE FUOHT St* J * 
arcade fruit machne im 
MWTMOVES — 2 M 
ASSU.T COURSE - . . - - IM 
BACKIOSKOOL _ _ _ 1 M 
BARBARA* 2 M BARBS tH£ HI 
a*wyugOuOMrsBOXMO — 2 M USEUU . 2M 
BATUMI . . — .... „ . « * BWTLE9WS tM 
U S 1 M H » 
u M scary i m 
b u x s m i o r ; _2Js 
BOM&1AOOOR2 .. i » BOMNG MANAGER tM 
B>»TKH SUPER LEAGUE 2 M 
BU00YB0V 2 M 
CMXWEEGGIORl I N 
cussc punter im 
class*; ttvm>€h im 
combat s c h o o l — _ i m 
COMMANDO I * 
CONTACT MiCRUBE J » awfOfls „„„___ IM 
cricket captain im 
critical mass . — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 .M 
CRYSTAL CASTLES 211 
CUPFOOTIAU. IM 
arflcnwxiiMi tM 
WL£Y THOMPSONS OECATHON J M 
WNOAREIOR2 2 M DUTY. JM uzziaa. i j* 
t i c double tM UtoOOtKlMK 2M ENOURORWER in 
BJROPEMIIFOOIMi. tM 
FANTASTIC SOCC® 2 M FANTASY WORLD 0GZY 29* FACLT - «* 
FIRST PAST THE PC8TT~ ! ' ! . . „ IM FNE A SIOE FOOTBAU - ..IM FOOTBALLER IM 
football manager ; . » FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 298 
FORMULA Qr£ GRA.*tf> PRIX I M 
FRAMCBRIMD - _ 1 M FWWBiSTEH *R IM 
FRUTIMCHNESMtOR!.... tM FUL TVMOTTLE „ . 146 <l«YIJNEKERSSUPERSWfl 

SOCCER tM 
QAIMTLETIORI... IM awvmooooi _ —im 
GHOSTS AND G08UK8 299 GHOSTBUSTERS —1» 
GAWCMATOM I M 
GREAT ESCAPE „ 2 M 
GREBtBERET - . I M 
GREG LOSES OOCX 29ft 
GMDMM2 MB HARDBALL 2 M 
* « Y ON TIC MACK* 199 HOWARD THE DUCK iM HYPERSPORTS IBB 
Kt Tt l r i£ 

KAW wiWFBOW ' - ! __ 2JB 
MMMAJOKS 299 
NTERNATlChALFOOTBAlL tM MTERKATOWL MANAGER 299 JACK THE MPPW -tM 
JET SET WILY . I M J0EBU0E10R1 m J0EBLME1 __ . ..... tM (OCKBCKHO _ IM 
K.MQHTUARE I 99 
KCNAMTEJNS 299 IAS«GASCAS«0 - JM l£A0BWW» - -299 
league challenge „ i m jnifiw tM 
MAMCMMR .2J9B MATOCAY tM MCROMOUSE tM 
m a . _ , . , MO BUSTERS MB MONTE CARLO CASK) . tM 
MONTY ON THE RUN 2.M 
MOTOCROSSSM 299 NIGEL UANSELLORAWPRBf JM NDUAHASTER 199 
NORTH STAR IM OWE WO USA IJt 
OLUEANOUSA) 2 H 
ON THE BENCH— 2J9 
OPEFWTMNOLNSMP 299 OUT FOR THE COUNT MB 
CSERLANOER 2 99 
FWPEMOY J M 
PENALTY SOCCER 2BB PWALLSW— 299 
PIWOCN 219 
romBVUr t JB PC6TMANPHJ .1 JB 

POSTUWFWi 
f>na»TOfl . . _ 
PSEWILR2FOOTWU. 
pROBOwwasw . • 
PROOOLF I OR!. 
PRO SNOOKER 
PUBTRMA 
QUARTET . 

2J9 . 299 1JB 2JB 

OUATTRO SPORTS 
RAUYCROSSSIM 
RUMO 

RENEfiACC 
REX 

2J9 2M 29* 2B9 

ROCKStAH 
poller coaster 
ROLLM THLMOER 
RUQBYBOSS 
RuoaYW 
SABOTEUR I OB 2. 
SCOOBYCOO SHCRTORCWT 9CJHAT »OOLOAZE 
MOtCMZV SOOCERJ.. . 

29ft 299 2BB 299 
2 99 

299 199 >J9 299 

SOCCER BOSS 
SOCCER DIRECTOR 
SOCCERO.. 
SOCCER STAR. 
SOUWOFfSttY 
SPACE HARRCR 
S»€KZJY J 
SPOOKED 

IJ9 .199 2*9 2*9 • JB ...2J» .299 29» 

SPYW*TER 
anrvsPY 
STREET FKJKT1R, 
STRFPOKER2 STRBCER SUMMER GMCS 
SUPER CYOI 
SUPER LEAGi* 
8UfB> NUDGE X M . 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
SLKRTAMKSH— 
TETF9S 

299 -29B 299 iJB 299 . .29* 

299 
..2JB 
. 2B* 

2J* 
- I S * 
.—2JB 

T>€ATRE EUROPE 
THJNOERCATS. 
TOP DUN TVETRAN 
TRAPDOORl OR? 
treasure ewNoazr* 
TURFFOMt.. ^ m 

IM ..IM IM 299 199 

US BASKET MASTER WEWBLEY QREYMOWOS -
. I • l 

WNTER GAMES 
WUfiUL 
WOND0VOY  
WOAO CLASS LIAOCRBOMV 
ttOfUOAMES.. 

2BB 299 
29ft »t JB 299 

WOAO SOCCER 
rtCfllD SOCCER LEAGUE 
IflEARKUNORI-YOOBEAR 
ZYBEX. 

BACK CATALOGUE 
AFTERBURNER. CAULDRON 
OVNAkBTEOUX LASTNBUAI. F*CKAMA „ R-TYPE. ItJFMNCUAN 
STAF«STRK1(2 
XEN0PH08E 

SOFTWARE CITY 
SPECIALS 
aracfc GOLD 
black lawp 

FAT MRU BUMS A SRUtrr 
FEDERATION AOWNTURE. 
FPM.MSSION.. 
FlR£AM)FOF«SET 
FRANKB«TEN. 
GALAXY FORCE. 
GAUES SLBACR ECCON 
GAfltfUWKERSMOTSiOTS 
GOLD SILVER 8RON2 . 

ItARTLWO 
HEILFWE ATTACK 
wrwBAa. 
IOFTXHAJK. 
MFUMRN 
WTBWY INTERNATIONAL MATCHQAY | I20K JUL BREAK . KAPYSSA 

LED STORM..J MAGNETRON I MEGA APOCALYPSE . LUKE RE ICS POP QUK 
uwe T] 
UMPUTT 
MOUNTAJNSOFKE1 
MYSTERY ON T»« NILE 
f*ss»eswT-
OUESTCN OF SPORT RfnaeoEN. THE REALM ROAD BLASTERS SAMTANOQREAUSE 
SALAMWOER 
SHADQJED — 
SHOOTOUT 
SP'TREK wvewure 
SUPERSPRNT 
UPPER 
telaocjbJ 

—tM —2M .2.99 2.9* 
. .J IB .. 29* .199 299 

299 .199 *99 

2J9 ,.IJ9 1.99 

TEMPEST 
THJPIEOFVRAN 
THWWTOS . 
TIGER ROW 
TW BIZARRE 
WOCATORS . 
v n ® 
WAflCWKZ 
XAAO 

FULL PRICE 

299 IJt -IJB 299 ..tM ...2M 
I 99 

- 19* 
299 

..1.9t 

. . m 
29t 299 299 IM 
2 * -IJt V(t 
2 99 -JJt It* <99 199 .29* .IJt 2 98 .IJ* -IJt 199 

ANOENT BATTLES 
AUSTERUn 

•BWYQAUajSH IOCKOFF KLAX 
KMQHT FORCE 
LA2ERSOUAO 
UVERPOOL 
MICROPROSE SOCCER MYTH NEW ZEALAND STORY.. . NINJA SPIRIT 

COMPILATIONS 

MEGA MM OPERATION WOLF BARBAftANlORAGON MH1A REAL GH06TBUSTERS 9M 
NDUW JONES lEJtflf CF DOOW. BLASTEROOS LED STORM, TMLNOERBLAK MP MOWN 2 CASS 9 M DISK IS M 

lOOV OYNAMTTE AFTERWMR LAST NIMJA ?. «C LEAUWS DOUBLE DiMOON CASS IJt 
TAITOCOMOPS RASTW*. aYMG SHARK, ARKANOO 1 ANO 2 SLAPFIOKT BUBBLE BOBBLE. RENEGADE LEGENDCFUMJE CASS899 

TAITOCOMOPS RASTW*. aYMG SHARK, ARKANOO 1 ANO 2 SLAPFIOKT BUBBLE BOBBLE. RENEGADE LEGENDCFUMJE CASS899 
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS SUPERSPRfiT. REtfGAM. RAMPAGE. BARBARUN. CASSIS* 

OAUC SET t, HATCH t 
MATOOAY2SWKM*. WWOER.OLYWIAD NOt FAUOO. CMAMPWHSHPSFRNT TFW> ANO FfflD. STE« WMS SNOOKER, SI«R MAMG ON CASS 1*9 

KONAMI ARCADE COLLECTION m BREAK, GREEN BEPET. YS AR IMKmi 1 12. PMO PCNO MKIE. JACKAL HYPERSPOTTS ICNEStS SHA&LNS ROAD CASS 199 oscillt 

CASS. DSC 
m 

GIANTS 
ROUJNG THJNDEP. GAUNTUETJ n a purm*. cauorma CAMS 

CASS9 99 BSCI l t t 

•I CROWD KARNOV. GRY2CR. BARBARIAN, CRVY CARS PREWTOR, COMBAT SCHOOL. PLATOON TARGET RENEGADE CASS 9 99 

.999 ...499 1199 .699 JJt ..AM JJt (Jt JJt tJ* JJt 

BATWAN THE 1KME _ BEVE«£YHUSCOP...» BLACK TIGei 
aooowYoi 
BOMKR I M ~ i3Jt BHANCLOOONS FOOTBALL. 919 »99 CABAL «9* 999 OWHERCOMMMO *.»....n» CASTLE MASTER «** 999 
T>€CHA«> . t J t . -VA CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF «» IDA CWSEHO «M 999 OOTWENTAL CIRCUS (99 9Jt CRAZ* CARS 2 - JlBO NA CUCKET MASTER JiO NA CYSERBALL 9J9 B9t OANiW€S_ 999 JJt DOUBUDRAOON2 MS 999 
ncoua. .at. j® EWLYNHUGl«$ _____ J 99 . 99* E-UOTiCN 7 JO 999 FENDISH FREDDY — J99 9 98 
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR I J 99 WA 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR.. «9B NA 
FOOTBAU.OWECTORJII2W 1199. 13.99 
football imhaoeh 2Jt... ma FOOTBAUUAMGER2* EXMNSON at . WA GHOULS ANO GHOSTS _.Ot_ 999 OUNSHIP m JJt KMOCRFIST. JJt IDA NAflOORMK tit.. ,, ttt HEAMY METAL 999 .. 9.99 HOTROO ft J* NA IUPOSSAUOLE - Mt 99B IFC4ANA JONES LAST CRUSACE. 8.K N A r-JWHOE .. lit .....JJt 

THRlLLTtME GOLD 1 PAPERBOY GHOSTS AM) G06LK5, 
BATTY, TURBO E9PWT CASS t-*t 

F1STJ ANO THROTTLES BUGGY BOY DRAOONS LAR NAR1 
lwRncns riwoERCATs B«UROR«CCT 

cass s so 

THFULLTME GOLD J OCMUAMX), 19*2. SHTFIRE. COMBAT LYNX. DEEP STRKE CASS 9*9 

SOCCER SQUAD 
FOOTBAUER OF T1« YEAR. GARY UNEKERS 

SUPERSTAR SOCCER. GARY UHEXERS 
SWWWLLS AW RCPf OF THE ROVERS. 

cass a t 

THRILLTHAE PLAT I BUGGY BOY. SPACE KARHCR. UVE AM) Lfl Ot (MRLAAtCR WUGCWS LAW THU«RCATS BEYOND THE ICE P»LA£E, GREAT QURHNOS. HOPPING MAD i«A» wwwonscA$s*j* 

SUPREME CHALLENGE SOCCER SPECTACULAR PETER lEAROSim KT FOOTBALL SOCCERSIPREJUO FOOTBALL MANAGER. WORLDCHWPWNS PETER MLTONS HANCWALL MARACCNA CASS 4 » CMC 11** 

FRANK SRUNO S BIG SOX FFUWBRUNOSBONNG BATTY. COHWAMX) BOMBJACK 5COOBY DOO, BATT LESWS, SABOTEW. 19*2, GHOSTS AND GORUNS AmOLFOSSSM 

COIN OP HITS OUTRUN, NOW BLASTERS. SPY •A*UER. THMOERBLAOt WINICCOMMAKX) CASS 999 DI8Cl3.lt 

EDmONONE 
ooubu dragon. naoN. gemni m o s 

9U0WMM CASS r SO DSC 11 M 

TMHILLTIME GOLD 2 
AfflNOU SOOOBY DOO BATTUSfPS. 'rAflOTEUR FRANK BRUNO CASS 9,9° 

at *» 
. &9t MA 

650 4*9 I MR J 99 NA ., JJt„....9Jt IJt... -Ji'A ..ISO J 98 ..«.**. JJt ...JJt .JJt 

KARATE ACE 
WAY OF THE EXPIOOMG F5T BRUCF LB 

klngfu master avenger 
SAMLMtmijOGY UCH MATA, WAY OF T>t 

TIGER CASS SKI 

THE WZ R-TYPE. OPERATION WOLF. OOUBU DRAGON, BATMAN THE CAPH) CRUSADER Cm 99t 

SPACE ACE VWOM STRWSBAOL *EV*XS.CYB£R«*0. NORTHSTAR. fiWS TRANTQR„EXOL» CASSSS0 

SUMMERTIME SPECIALS 
WORlDCLASSLEAOERBOARt) SOLOMON'S 

KfV. BWif STARR. TRANTOR RYGAft CAPTAN 
AMERICA CASS S SO 

SUPREME CHALLENGE 
ELITE SENTPCL ACE 2. TETRG. 5TARGLIDER 

CASS ISO 

NHWWMWOR ... OPERATOR 1HMBWXT. OPERATION WOLF ISO—JJt PWLGASGOPC SUPER SOCCER ttt -HA PtPEMAM* - - JJ9 JJt P0t«S0Rrr tM.. NA PROFESSIONAL SOCCER... «*_JW PRO«rr STEALTH FtGHTER Ut—JJ9 RAJNBOW ISLAND JM JM RCK DANGEROUS . BM JM R060C0P JM JM RltCmE GWNTIET ™....Ot JM SCRABBLE. MONOPOLY *auE)0 UM HiA SCRAMBLEDSPMTS JM MB S)wo« at jm SONC BOOM AM 9M SPACE HARRtRJ tM- 9M STMUUDERi tM UM STAR WARS TWLOOY MM—MM STRCER - JtM K'A STUNT CAR *M.. IM SUPER LEAGUE SOOCS* tM K* SUPERWDFCERBOY .. ..JM NA 
..AM 
1M IM ..IM -1M 1M ...IM 2M 299 tM 

THCSOFLORE..HB TajQBiTRUOGY, TRACKSUT MANAGER TRESLf CHAMPIONS TCRBO OUTRLPi 
TWWTOiXHAacs VEhOETB VULCAN ^ ^ ^ H rtW N WOOUE EARTH • WDllMIll ..... WORLD BOKNO MANAGER XOOT -

...JM MA «99 MA 
j m — m ... JM. 999 -..X9* JM ...JM H* 

l „ JW 

a t .JM 
—MA 
...MA 

ORDER FORM ANO INFORMATION AH onMrt Mr* FIRST CLASS >ut>|Kl lo avail ton >TY Jutt fllun Ov coupon u wnd n lo -Softwm C»». Un« 4. BtW 31Twnpl* Swm! Wolvwtiwiurton, WV2 * 
ORDER FORM (Dtock Capitals) 

Name 
Address. 

Tel No I I 
1 Name of game CoFnputor Value 
I I I 

I I 

Postage I I 
TOTAL tl 

POSTAGE RATES: OfdOfS under £S 00 add 50p port and packing 
EECcountrws add El per item, non EEC countries add £2 per item 
PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheque* payable to Software City 

Card Type Expiry Date 

•••JJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
Signature 
Date CRASH JUNE 

EUROPEAN ORDERS MASTER CARD EUROCARD ACCEPTED 
JJ 



5. You receive all copyright. 
Richard J Moore (age 10), 
Blackburn BB2 5DX. 

I get: the picture. You get: 
thick ear! 
LM 

NOT SO CONSOLE CRAZY 

Dear Lloyd 
On the 25th December 1989.1 
received a Sega Master 
System with three games. The 
old Speccy was put away, and 
most of the games were sold 
(sniff, gniff). I enjoyed this new 
console, but after a while the 
games became boring, and I 
had to fork out £30 to buy a 
new game. Soon I grew bored 
of that, and became 
depressed. I decided to go 
deep into the loft, and recover 
the two year old Speccy and 
the few aames I had. 
1 wired it up and loaded up 
R—Type: the enjoyment of 
games immediately came 
back. With only eight games I 
spent €1.70 on my old mag 
(which had changed 
somewhat) CRASH. Now with 
four new wholesome games, I 
played for ages. The problem 
now was what to do with my 
Sega, the loft found the 

answer. The moral of this story 
is stuff expensive consoles, 
when you can have a Speccy. 
Simon Jones, Eastleigh SOS 
7EZ. 

Exactly _ there's more 
gameplay in Speccy games 
than you'll ever find in a 
console! 
LM 

BOREDOM RELIEF 

Dear Lloyd 
I would like to praise you on 
the formula for the mag. While 
I was on the dole last year, it 
was nice to be able to buy a 
mag plus games for one price, 
not only that but four games 
which help relieve the 
boredom of staying at home 
with no money for anything 
else. 
Now I am back in work and 
can buy new games, I still 
support my favourite mag 
because of the good selection 
of articles, the silliness of 
Jetman (which has a cult 
following around my works) 
and the verv helpful tips and 
cheats section. Far too orten 
other mags are too expensive 
and boring, and somewhat 
biased in their outlook. 

Keep up the good work, and 
once again I thank you on my, 
and many others, behalf who I 
know are still on the dole but 
can still enjoy computing 
thanks to yourselves. 
Yours forever a fan 
Colin Skilton, Dorking RH4 
2QD. 

Thanks, it makes it all 
worthwhile when you get a 
letter like this. And now this 
month, should anyone be 
going hungry at the mo, 
there's a chewy bar toot In 
the future we hope to be 
cover—mounting Range 
Rovers for people who can't 
afford British Rail's expensive 
fares. Oh, and I've passed 
your query about the game 
Rockfall onto Ian Collier, the 
author, who has 
coincidentally penned the 
next letter. 
LM 

ROCKFALL 2? 

Dear Lloyd 
I'm writing this letter because 
I'm glad you liked my game 
Rockfall. My brother thinks it 
would be a good idea to have a 
Rockfall 2 with levels sent in 
by readers. Do you? 

LIVE Vy 
C I R C U I T M 

(suggested guide lines:) 
a. each level to be drawn on 
squared paper inside a 
rectangle measuring 64 
squares across, 32 squares 
down. 
b. each level should be 
surrounded by outer walls and 
may contain any graphic you 
see in the game, but there 
should be exactly one 
main character one exit. 
Suggested backgrounds are i) 
all grass 
ii) black 
ili) grass with a random 
scattering of rocks (what a lot 
of numbering systems!) 
c. I don't want to be a judge! 
Ian Collier, Oxford 0X1 4AW. 

Yes _ why not? If you've got 
any ideas for a Rockfall 2 
game, send them in and we'll 
take a look. 
LM 

Well, that's it for this month, 
and what an interesting 
bunch of letters they are! 
Remember, be outrageous, 
controversial and intelligent 
if you want to win £40! 

WiMYiWJ 

The ultimate Spectrum Printer Interlace. 
Menu-driven, joy to use, programmable!. 
8KRom/8KHam. 1.2 m Centronics cable. 
Freeze Button, Muiti-Tooikit Unique & best! 

Multiface is a MUST tor tvery Spectrum owner. H can freeze a program any time and fracfr it up 
it transfers between tape/disk, cartridge/water it also lets you Peek. POKE study/modify ALL1 

Multiface does all at a touch of a button, is fully automatic menu driven, a joy lo use MAGIC! 
MF3 is tof Spectrum + 3 of + 2A and come* with or without a through port. MFt a MF128 arc tor Spectrum 48/126/ < 2 
MF1 has a through port, joystick interlace, works In 48K mod* and saves lo tape, Microdrive, Discovery and Wafadttve. 
MF 128 ha* a through port, works In 46K AND 128K mod* and saves lo tape. Microdrive, Ofeopie. Plus D and Discovery. 

VIDCOFACE 
With a through port, 

For any Spectrum, 
Turns pictures from video camera!recorder 
into Spectrum hi-res screens They can be 
frozen.saved, printed, altered, animated 
Menu-driven, fast, great fun, extra effects. 

|You MUST 
copyright 

For Spectrum 48/128/+2. 
With or without through port. 

GENIE and LIFEGUARD 
GENIE and LIFEGUARD are very special 
programs for Multiface or Multiprint users. 
By residing Inside Multlface or Multiprint, 

LIFEGUARD can on the other hand find 
INFINITE UVES, ammo, etc. GREAT! 

NOT use any ol the above products to copy, reproduce or infringe m any way any copyrigh t material without the clear petm<t*ion ol 
owner We do neither condone nor authorise the use ot our products tor Ihe reproduction of copyright material • to do so is ILLEGAL! 

thelAJlp'lcos are already disco'jntod and 
l a p ply to Mall Orton lo 14 .5.1990 only 

£10 K f l MULTIFACE, MULTIPRINT & VIDEOFACE! 
I encloses Cheque/Postal Order/Cash olusP&P for £ 
or debit my AccessA/isa No 
Name Card Exp. 
Address 

A < i < 54 Oeanscroft Ave. London NW9 BEN g j 24hrs 

P&P UK & Europe £ 1 00 P&P OVERSEAS £ 2.00 f 
MULTIFACE One £29.95 GENIE 1/128 (NOT 3) £ 6.95 
MULTIFACE 128 £34.95 V1DECFACE Digitizer £29 95 
MULTIFACE 3 £34.95 ! M3 with through port £39.95 
MULTIPRINT £29.95 H Multiprint + throunh port £34.95 
LIFEGUARD £ 6.95 ; Spectrum+ 3 Disks £ 2.95 
MUSIC Typewriter £ 5.95 C specimm + 3 Tape Lead £ 2.95 

01-2008870 17 



SOFT 
OPTIONS 

NOW TAKEN 
SOFT OPTIONS 

6 HOPE STREET 
HANLEY 

STOKE ON TRENT 
ST1 5BS 

TEL: 0782 204269. 

SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SPECTRUM EASTER SPECIALS SPECTRUM EASTER SPECIALS SPECTRUM SPECIAL OFFERS SPECTRUM EASTER SPECIALS 

POWERDRIFT 3.99 VINDICATORS 2.99 THE RUNNING MAN 3.99 DAN DARE 3 6.99 
TUSKER 3.99 ECHELON 2.99 MIAMI VICE 2.99 VENDETTA 6.99 
THE UNTOUCHABLES 4.99 SAVAGE 2.99 CRACKDOWN 6.99 IMPOSSAMOLE 6.99 
DYNAMITE DUX 3.99 VIRUS 2.99 HAMMERFIST 6.99 KICK OFF 6.99 
OPERATION WOLF 4.99 SUPER SCRAMBLE SIM 2.99 NINJA SPIRIT 6.99 SLY SPY 6.99 
ALTERED BEAST 3.99 PLATOON 2.99 SPACE HARRIER 2.99 STORMLORD 2 6.99 
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 4.99 COMBAT SCHOOL 2.99 LAST DUEL 2.99 SALAMANDER 2.99 
BATMAN THE MOVIE 4.99 IXARI WARRIORS 2.99 WONDERBOY 2.99 JAILBREAK 2.99 
CABAL 4.99 BIONIC COMMANDO 2.99 SUPERWONDERBOY 4.99 FIRE AND FORGET 2.99 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 4.99 BARBARIAN 2.99 BUCK TIGER 6.99 CASTLE MASTER 6.99 
DRAGON NINJA 4.99 MATCHDAY 2.99 EMOTION 6.99 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2 2.99 
BUGGY BOY 2.99 RED HEAT 3.99 MANCHESTER UTD 6.99 ZOMBI 6.99 
EXPLODING FIST * 2.99 PACLAND 3.99 HOTROD 6.99 TOOBIN 4.99 
1943 2.99 STREETFIGHTER 2.99 GHOSTS & GOBUNS 2.99 AFTERBURNER 2.99 
WEC LE MANS 3.99 SUPER HANG ON 2.99 RAINBOW ISLANDS 6.99 CRAZY CARS 2.99 
MYTH 4.99 MtCKEY MOUSE 2.99 REX 2.99 SLAPFIGHT 2.99 
CAPTAIN BLOOD 2.99 G.f.HERO 2.99 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2 2.99 W.C. liADERBOARD 2.99 
THUNDERBUDE 3.99 FOXX FIGHTS BACK 2.99 NAVY MOVES 2.99 X-OUT 6.99 
P.H.M. PEGASUS 2.99 TURRICAN 6.99 GRAND PRIX MASTER 2.99 SIDEWALK 2.99 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS 4.99 LASER SQUAD 4.99 SAVAGE 2.99 SIDE ARMS 2.99 
ENDURORACER 2.99 GHOSTBUSTERS 2 6.99 GAUNTLET 2 2.99 BATMAN CAPE0CRUSADER4.99 
D.T. SUPER TEST 2.99 HEAD OVER HEELS 2.99 TIGER ROAD 3.99 SHORT CIRCUIT 2.99 
DYNAMIC DUO 2.99 NEBLUS 2.99 THUNDERBIRDS 3.99 MONOPOLY 3.99 
GREEN STREET 2.99 SKATE CRAZY 2.99 VIRUS 2.99 PREDATOR 2.99 

SALE SALE 
SttCTHUM COMFtUmOKS 

MEGA MIX 
Operation WoH, Dragon Nlnja, 

Barbarian II, Real Ghostbssters, 
ALL 4 GAMES ONLY £1.99 

TAJTO COIN OPS 
Rattai, Bubble Bobble. Flying 

Shark. Slap Fight. Legend 01 
Kage, 

Arkanoid, Renegade. Ariunoid 2 
A L L 8 GAMES ONLY M M 

SPECIAL ACTION 
Driller. Captain Blood. 

Vindicator, SOI. D Thompsons 
O t y . C M . 

A U 5 GAMES ONLY £5.99 
WE ARE THE 
CHAMPIONS 

Saper Sprint Rampage, IK+ 
Renegade, Barbarian. 

5 CLASSICS ONLY 4.99 
KONAMI'S COLLECTION 

Jallbreak, Green Beret, Yle Ar 
Kuitg F « , Ping Pong. Yie Ar 
Xing F i 2, Hikle, Nemis, 

Shaolins Road. 
Hyperjporij, Jackal. 

All 10 GAMES ONLY £4.99 

SPECTRUM COMFUTKMS. 
10 GREAT GAMES 2 

Autwiederssheln Monty, Mask. 
Jack The Nipper II. Dud, 

Samurai 
Trilogy, Convoy Raider, Baiil 

Mouse Detective, 
Death Wish 3, 

Tbing Bounces Back, 
The Final Malrii. 

10 GREAT GAMES VOL 3 
lEttlt Frame. Rrelod, Ranarama. 

Fighter Pilot, Leaderboard, 
Rocco, Survivor, City Slitter, 

Dragoniorc. Imponaball. 
A L L 10 GAMES ES.5A 
10 MEGA GAMES 

Heresies, Blood Brodters. 
Cytwmold. Mask 2, Blood Valley, 

Tour De Fores. North Stir, 
Masters Ot The Universe. 

Deflector. Triuot. 
A L L 10 GAMES £5.99 

SOCCER SPECTACULAR 
Football Manager, Peter 

Beardsfeys Soccer, World 
Champions, Handball 

Maradonna, Soccer Supremo. 
ONLY £8.99 

SALE TIME AT SOFT OPTIONS - CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS THESE 
ALL ORDERS SENT 1ST CLASS POST, P+P UNDER £5 

75p, OVER £5 P+P IS FREE. 
IN STOCK ITEMS DESPATCHED BY RETURN, ACCESS + VISA ORDERS PLEASEADD 50p EXTRA. 

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SPECTRUM COMPILATIONS 

1 0 0 % D Y N A M I T E 
Double Dragon, Latl Ninja II, 
Wee Le Mans. Afterburner, 

SPECIAL PRICE £9.85 
KARATE ACE. 

Knag Fu Master, Bruce Lee, 
Avenger, Way Of The 

Exploding Fist, 
Way 0! The Tiger, UcHi Mala. 

Samurai Trilogy 
ALL 7 GAMES 6.99 

MAG 7 
Cobra, Short Circuit, Head 

Over 
Heels, Frankle, Arkanoid. 

Wlzball, 
The Great Escape, Yie Ar 

Kung Fu. 
ALL 8 GAMES 3.99 
FLIGHT ACE 

Adv Tactical Fighter. 
Heathrow Air 

Traffic Control, Strike Forte 
Harrier, 

Tomahawk, Spitfire 40, Ace. 
ALL 6 GAMES £6.99 
GOLD, SILVER, 

BRONZE. 
Summer Games 1, 
Summer Games 2, 

Winter Games. 
ONLY £7.99 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL OFFBtS SPECTRUM 4 DISC. 

Aflihem 6.75 
Galipoli 6.50 
Yankee 6.99 
Austerlitz the Campaign 9.50 
Napoleon At War 6.99 
Overlord 6.75 
Ancient Battles 10.95 
Roundneads 3.99 
Vulcan 6.99 
Bismark 4.99 

INVASION FORCE 9.95 

Desert Rati 6.75 
Zulu Wars 5.99 
Blltzkrelg 6.99 
Stalingrad 6.99 
Overlords 2.99 
Wellington at Waterloo 9.56 
T. Brook 3.99 
Special Operations 3.99 
Swords of Bane 
Conflicts II • 

2.99 Swords of Bane 
Conflicts II • 3.99 
The General 9.95 
SDI 3.99 
C.Yega Flight Sim 6.99 

ANIMALS OF ROME 6.99 

CABAL 

ORAGON NINJA 

RED HEAT 

NEW ZEALAND STORY 

OVERLORD 

STALINGRAD 

ALIEN SYNDROME 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 

MERCENARY 

THE MUNCHER 

TETRIS 

| 1 
Please send me the following titles CR77 

7.99 

8.99 

7.99 

7.99 

6.99 

7.99 

5.99 

7.99 

6.99 

8.99 

4.99 

11.99 

7.99 

6.99 

4.99 

Title Cass or Disk 

Amount 

P&P (if applicable) 
Total Amount 

P&P (if applicable) 
Total Amount 

Name 
Address. 

Telephone No. 



CARTOON 
CORNER! 
IT'S THE CORNER 
WHERE «!APERY 
ABOUNDS 
ATTENTION: DANIEL 
ROBERTS of SOLIHULL and 
MATTHEW WEINEL of 
SHERBOURNE, DORSET!! 
Could you both please drop Viv 
Vlckress here at CRASH a line 
we've lost your addresses!!!! 

CAN SPEAK 
TO MEL 
CROUCHER! 
• Not content with assaulting 
everyone with the written word 
Mel Croucher (he of the SAM 
Coup4 manual, many CRASH 
features and all round 
entertainer) can now be listened 
to on the blowerl The Mel 
Croucher Computer Fun Line 
was launched a while ago and 
offers information and heaps of 
fun on all computer things. You 
can listen to his deranged 

rambltngs by dialling 0898 
'299399 (calls cost 25p per 
minute cheap rate and 38p per 

J minute at all other times). A new 
three-minute show is on-alr every 
week and promises heaps of fun 
for all the family! 

A GRAND 
SLAM FOR 
ENGLAND 
• Just in time for the World Cup 
(Oh no! Here we go againl —Ed) 
Grandslam is releasing a footy 
game with a licence deal tied up 

with the England team. Players 
can select their squad from 22 
different footballers such as 
John Barnes or Bryan Robson, 
and take the team through to win 
the World Cup — just like 
England will in a couple of 
months (Hem, hem). 

GAMING FOR 
CHARITY 
• There's an exciting event 
happening in Hull on the 
weekend of June 30 and July 1 
— it's the Compute For Charity 
exhibition. Everyone from 
retailers to the big software 
houses such as Ocean will be 
there, and competitions from US 
Gold and Psygnosis are 
planned tool The objective is to 
raise money not only for the 
BBC's Children In Need appeal 
but also for a donation towards 
the Portobello Scout Group 
mini-bus appeal, and to provide a 
computer for Kingston Special 
Needs Scout Group. Compute 
For Charity admission prices are 
£1 for adults, 50p for children 
and Blue Peter badge holders 
get in free! Doors open at 10am 
both days, so if you're in Hull that 
weekend the place to be is: The 
Portobello Hall, The Broadway, 
Holderness Road, Hull. 

LIVE* 
a D a i r r M 

I 

BARGAIN 
HUNTING 
• The last two All Format 
Computer Fairs have been so 
popular that yet another is 
planned!) On the weekend of 
June 9 and 10 the doors of the 
New Hall of the Royal 
Horticultural Society, Greycoat 
and Elverton Streets, 
Westminster, London fly open 
at 10am allowing bargain hunters 
in to a computer paradise (as 
long as they've paid the £3 
admission fee). 

MENZIES 
GET SAM 
COUPE 
• If you haven't already got your 
SAM Coupd you can now run 
along to your local Menzies and 

hheck it out. Menzies, convinced 
'that there will be high sales of 
the Coup6, have decided to 
support it while chucking the 
Atari ST and Speccy (III!) out. 
Awww, the rotters! 

SOUND 
THROUGH 
YOUR TV 

PARALLEL 
PRINTER 
OUTPUT 

L I M I T E D 

They said it could not be done, but we've done 
it! The amazing videovauit upgrade Module 

will convert your 48k Spectrum into a 
128k Machine. 
The module has a Kempston Joystick 
Interface built-in, Full sound direct 
through yourT.V., Reset Button, Parallel 
Printer Output Port, plus a 128k Memory 
allowing you to load all those 128k 
games in one load with Mega Sound. 
The special introductory offer price is 
only £79.95 including VAT and 
conversion by us. 

HOW TO ORDER 
Send your 48k Spectrum or Spectrum* to us so 
that we can make a modification to the board -
this modification is included in the price. We will 
send you back your modified Spectrum and 
our 128k module ready t o use. You can order by 
Access/visa/cheque. 
Send your computer for upgrading now to -
VIDEOVAULT UMfTED Old Klngsmoor School, 
Railway Street. Hadfietd, Cheshire SK14 8AA 
Telephone 0457 866555/867761/869499 
Fax 0457 868946 
Head Office and Access & Visa orders Queries 

MICROLITE CONNECTOR 
Join any two 
add on units to 
your Spectrum 
with the new 
Mlcrolite 
Connector 

£14.95 only 

© COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT 095020 



COMPUTER STORES 

COMPILATIONS 
GAMES PACK 1 10 GAMES 
FOR 5.99 
LEADERBOARD, FIGHTER 
PILOT, RANA RAMA, 
FIRELORD. ROCCO. 
SURVIVOR, IMPOSSABALL, 
DRAGONTORC, CITY SUCKER. 
10TH FRAME. 

PACK 2- SEVEN GREAT 
FIGHTING GAMES FOR 6.99 
WAY OF THE TIGER, UCHI 
MATA, SAMURAI TRILOGY, 
AVENGER,KUNG FU MASTER, 
BRUCE LEE, WAY OF THE 
EXPLODING FIST. 

PACK 3- 10 MEGA GAMES FOR 
6.99 
CYBERNOID, MASTERS OF 
THE UNIVERSE, HERCULES 
SLAYER. TRIAXOS. BLOOD 
VALLEY. NORTH STAR, 
DEFLEKTOR, MASK TWO, 
BLOOD BROTHERS, TOUR DE 
FORCE. 

PACK 4-15 US GOLD 
CLASSICS FOR 6.95 
LEADERBOARD. EXPRESS 
RAIDER, IMPOSSIBLE 
MISSION. SUPER 
CYCLE,GAUNTLET, BEACH 
HEAD II, INFILTRATOR. KUNG 
FU MASTERS. 
SPYHUNTER.ROAD RUNNER, 
BRUCE LEE. GOONIES, 
WORLD GAMES, RAID. 
BEACHHEAD 

PACK 5-10 CLASSIC GAMES 
FOR 6.99 
ENLIGHTENMENT- DRUID II, 
TRA2, DARK SCEPTRE. 
MYSTERY OF THE NILE. NINJA 
HAMPSTER, CATCH 23, 
FRIGHTMARE. MAGNETRON, 
MEGA-APOCALYPSE. TARZAN. 

PACK 6- 6 OF THE BEST FOR 
3 99 
SIDE ARMS, SHACKLED, 
MISSION ELEVATOR, 
DESOLATO, 
THUNDERCEPTOR, FAST-N-
FURIOUS. 

PACK 7- 5 SOCCER GAMES 
FOR 6 95 
FOOTBALL MANAGER, PETER 
BEARDSLEY, WORLD SOCCA. 
PETER SHILTONS. SOCCA 
SUPREMO. 

PACK 8- 8 FAMILY CLASSICS 
FOR 6.99 

BRIDGE, DOMINOES, CHESS, 
BACKGAMMON, CARD GAMES, 
WORDSEARCH.POOL. 
PINBALL. 

PACK 9- 4 PRESTIGE GAMES 
FOR 2.99 
RESCUE ON FRACTALUS, 
BALL BLAZER. KORONIS RIFT, 
THE EIDOLON. 

PACK 10- 3 RACING GAMES 
FOR 3.99 SUPER HANG ON, 
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT, 
SUPER SPRINT. 

PACK 11-4 FOOTBALL GAMES 
FOR 5.99 
11 A SIDE SOCCER. INDOOR 
SOCCA, STREET SOCCA, 
SOCCA SKILLS. 

PACK 12-10 GAMES FOR 4.99 
MERCENARY, HARD BALL, 
10TH FRAME, CHOLO, 
LEVIATHON, XENO, TRANTOR. 
BOBSLEIGH. ARMAGEDON 
MAN, SHACKLED. 

PACK 13- 10 GREMLIN 
CLASSICS FOR 6.99 
JACK THE RIPPER II, THING 
BOUNCES BACK. BASIL THE 
MOUSEDETECTIVE.AUF 
WEIDERSEIN MONTY. 
SAMURAI TRILOGY, THE DUCT. 
CONVOYRAIDER, MASK. 
DEATH WISH 3, FINAL MATRIX. 

PACK 14- 6 FLYING GAMES 
FOR 6 99 
SPITFIRE 40, STRIKE FORCE 
HARRIER, TOMMAHAWK, 
ADVANCED TACTICAL, 
FIGHTER, ACE, AIRTRAFFIC 
CONTROL. 

PACK 15- 7 SPACE GAMES 
FOR 4.99 
VENOM STRIKES BACK, 
XEVIOUS, CYBERNOID, 
NORTHSTAR, 
ZYNAPS,TRANTOR, EXOLON. 

PACK 16- 5 KONAMI GAMES -
3.99 
GREEN BERET, YIE ARGH 
KUNG FU, PING PONG, HYPER 
SPORTS,MIKIE. 

PACK 17-7 SCREEN HEROS -
3 99 
RAMBO, FRANKIE, MIAMI VICE, 
HIGHLANDER, STREET HAWK, 
KNIGHTRIDER,DALEY 
THOMPSONS SUPER TEST. 

SPECTRUM 2.99 CASSETTES 
WONDER BOY.PAPER BOY, MATCHDAY, RENEGADE, BIONIC 
COMMANDO, BUGGY BOY, COBRA, JOE BLADE III, FIGHTING 
WARRIOR, ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMPSTER, SPACE HARRIER, 
PREDATOR, PLATOON, TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY. FANTASY 

WORLD DIZZY, BARBARIAN, BOMB JACK, BOMB JACK II, 
ENDURO RACER, GHOSTS & GOBLINS, GREEN BERET, JACK 
THE NIPPER, RALLY CROSS , RAMBO, SHORT CIRCUIT, WAY 

OF THE EXPLODING FIST, YIE AR KUNG FU, WIZBALL, 
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD, SOCCER DIRECTOR, SUPER 

LEAGUE, ANDY CAPP, LITTLE PUFF, BEYOND THE ICE 
PALACE, COWBOY KIDS, BLASTEROIDS, ENTERPRISE 

NINETEEN, BOOTCAMP, HIGH 
STEEL, PENALTY SOCCER, SPY V SPY III, HIGHJACK, 

PROHIBITION,THOMAS TANK ENGINE, ROADBLASTERS, 
SKATE CRAZY, QUARTET, S.D.I, COLOUR OF MAGIC, MONEY 

MANAGER, ZYNAPS, ROY OF THE ROVERS, RAMPARTS, 
IMPLOSION, SLAIN, CYBERNOID II, URIDIUM/F1RELORD .STAR 

RAIDERS II, WINTER GAMES, ACE OF ACES, EXOLON, SIDE 
ARMS, VIRUS, ESPIONAGE, CYBERNOID, PETER 

BEARDSLEYS, BLACK LAMP, TIGER ROAD, CROSS WIZE, 
ARKANOID, FOX FIGHTS BACK, GOTHIC, NEBULUS, PSYCO 
PIGS, UXB, MARAUDER, ATF, ACE 2088, TETRIS, SURVIVOR, 

GAUNTLET + DEEPER DUNGEONS, HOPPING MAD, 
KNIGHTMARE, AFTERBURNER, ECHELON, PEGASUS BRIDGE, 
MARIO BROTHERS, DONKEY KONG, FERNANDEZ MUST DIE, 

NAVY MOVES, GRAND PRIX MASTER 
L 

+3 DISCS 
RUNNING MAN 6.99 
PASSING SHOT TENNIS ... 699 
FOUR GREAT GAMES 6 99 
(EOU1NOX.COP OUT, 
KU KU. IAN BOTHAMS) 
SENTINAL 6.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER II ... 8.95 
GRAND PRIX MASTER 6.99 
THUNDERBIROS 6.95 
SUPREME CHALLENGE... 8.95 
IK+ 6 95 
GOLD SILVER BRONZE.... 8 95 
PACMANIA 6.96 
DRAGON SPIRIT 6.95 

SPECTRUM 3.99 
TUSKER, POWER DRIFT, 
MYTH. DYNAMITE DUX. 
GALAXY FORCE, 
PEGASUS BRIDGE 

SPECIAL OFFER 
LAZER GENIUS 6.99 

EDITOR. 
ASSEMBLER,MONITOR AND 

ANALYSER 

SPECIAL OFFER 

THE COMPLETE OFFICE, 
FOR ONLY 6.99 

WORD PROCESSOR. 
HOME ACCOUNTS. 3D 

ELECTRONIC 
SPREADSHEET, 

DATABASE. C15 BLANK 
TAPE 

ALWAYS IN STOCK 
JOYSTICKS, POWER SUPPLIES, JOYSTICK INTERFACES. 
AERIAL SPLITTERS, TV LEADS, MONITOR LEADS, DISCS. 
PRINTERS, RIBBONS, DUST COVERS, DISC CLEANERS 

CASS LEADS, BOOKS. MONITORS, AND MUCH MORE 
THE COMPLETE COMPUTER STORES. 



IADVENTUREI 
HELPLINE 

^WDttfc^ 

| Do you play computer adventures' | 
Have you ever been faced with » 
seemingly impossible situation? 

WE CAN HELP 

Our adventure rescue 

team work 7 days and 7 

evenings a week and will 

be pleased to answer 

your queries. Open 

noon till midnight. 

We offer help with any 

games or any computer 

- so if you are tearing 

your hair out ring this 

number now! 

0898 338 933 

FORGOTTEN 
AGAIN! 
• Following Dark Century {see 
previews) Titus' next project on 
the Spectrum will be Fire And 
Forget II. As the driver of an all 
powerful combat vehicle you 
chase and blow the socks off a 
vicious gang of terrorists. But this 
isn't any old vehicle you've got 
your hands on, because with a 
flip of a switch you take to the air 
and fly around. This all sounds 
great fun, expect a preview very 
soon. 

BUILDING 
LARKS, 
AHOY! 

> Ever fancied building your own 
town or city, well very soon you'll 
be able to do just thatl 
Infogrames' Sim City is coming 
to the Speccy. You become a 
Mayor/City Planner who must 
keep all of the people happy all 
of the time, and so builds plenty 
of houses, recreational areas 
and parks, but must keep crime 

SINCLAIR SUPPLIES 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Spectrum M1* • c a n 
Spectrum 12U*2 11499 
Spectrum 128/* J £24.99 

LIGHT GUNS 
Magnum C29.99 
Cheetah £2494 

OTHER PARTS 
Spectrum Membrane E9 99 
OL Membrane £9.99 
Spectrum Datacorder £19.99 
Kemplon Interface c a n 
10 Maxwell CFI £24 99 

NQL PRINTER 
Manneamenn TiHy MT81 Centronkt 1J0 CPSm 
CPS NLQ FrtctkxVTr actor Auto Park £112 99 

COMPUTERS 

Spectrum *J 
Sam Coup* 
Sam Coup* • 1 Drive 
Sam Coup* + 2 Drive* 

CABLES 
•3< 
•S/*2A Centronics 
*3J*2 Serial 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Each Fun School p*clugi Indudtt • challenging 
program! Pftcee at* for Spactrum caeeeoe. Add 
Ufordiec. 
Fun School 2 (under 6'*) M M 
Fun School 2 ( W » | » . M 
Fun School 2 (Ovf >*»( U W 

Spectrum *2 £11999 

BARGAIN BUNDLE |4-7s| 
Include* Count wWi Oliver, Look Sharp. Number 
Fun, Learn to Read. Baafc Arithmetic. Getaet 
ONLY » . M 

Pncas include VAT 4 P«P. Payment by ChtyPO to; 
OmaMate Suppiiei (Oept Q)21 Cwion Street Dirty DEI 7ES Tat (0332) 2»1t1« 

ZXI1 SOFTWARE SAE FOR UIT. 

AT LAST! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
A T R E A L I S T I C P R I C E S 

All prices include post/packing, handling and V A T 
ULA 6C001 £11.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE 
128k ROM £11.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MAT 
Z80A £2 99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD TEMPLATE 
7805 REG £1.49 SPECTRUM + MEMBRANE 
4116 RAM £1-49 MODULATOR 
SPEC PSU £10.49 S/MANUAL 

Remember all prices indudc P & P, handling and VAT 
Full s p a r e s list a v a i l a b l e / T r a d e e n q u i r i e s w e l c o m e 

Access/Visa or Postal Orders, Cheques 
SPECTRUM R E P A I R S £9.99 + PARTS + C A R R I A G E + V . A . T . 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FYS 3NE 

TH. (0253) 822706 

and pollution down. But if the 
population isn't already restless 
enough, Mother Nature 
occasionally takes a hand with 
earthquakes, tidal waves and 
various other natural disasters. II 
you fancy yourself as a bit of a 
dab hand at the DIY building 
game watch out for Sim CityUon 
Infogrames very soon. 

ARCADE 
SNIPPETS 

I US Gold have signed up 
Capcom's UN Squadron, the 
one or two player horizontally 
scrolling shoot-'em-up battle 
against crime cartel Project 4. 

V̂ LIVE 
X dRcurr 

Pick a character out of three, 
pilot a craft out of three, then 
destroy the heavily defended 
base! Heavy, man... » 

• Activision are busy bees too: 
hot on the heels of Ninja Spirit, 
Dragon Breed and R-Type II 
comes Atomic Robo Kid. Based 
on the Irem coin-op, it gets you 
playing a small robotic hero who 
must survive wave after wave of 
robophobic creatures. Where's 
the spirit of glasnost? 

reprints of old Spectacular and 
mazing stories) and the soon to 

released Spider-Man, written 
nd inked by Todd 'major 
eirdness' McFarlaine. 
is month's tale sees Spidey's 

Id foe, The Beetle released 
rom jail with a not surprising fear 
f super heroes, especially a 
rtain arachnid. A man known 

nly as The Arranger wants the 
eb slinger dead, but Beetle 

refuses the offer, and The 
Arranger is forced into contriving 
a fight between the two: who will 
Iwin? Will Spiderman succumb? 
One of the weakest stories for a 
while. Writers seem to be hard 
pushed for new ideas. 
Disappointing. 

ROBOCOP 
Marvel, £1.05, Monthly 

Movie Robocop 2 is In 
production, and in the 

meantime the further adventures 
of the No1 cop of the future are 
here. OOP's dream city is almost 
complete and Old Detroit is 
demolished to make way for 
Delta City. While the skyline 
changes one thing remains the 
same: half a ton of titanium steel 
with a human brain and 
computer-fast reactions patrols 
the streets. Robocop is after 
Cybex, cybernetic genius 
designer of Delta City, now 
insane. Robocop isn't the only 
one who wants Cybex — 
mysterious Darkstone has 
brainwashed an assassin-for-hire 
and sent him to Cybex's lair. 
Problems for both Rooocop and 
the assassin appear in the shape 
of cybernetic apes. One huge 
specimen captures Cop and — 
well read it yourself! 
The comic brilliantly captures tthe 
grim and brooding atmosphere of 
Old Detroit — I just hope the 
second cinematic outing is as 
good. Script writer Alan Grant of 
2000 AD fame, along with Lee 
Sullivan and Kim DeMulder, 
has come up with a winner. 
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THE NEW EAGLE 
Fleetway, 45p, Weekly 

•
Old stalwart Eagle has just 
undergone a re-vamp. It's 

now on glossy paper with more 
colour than ever. Pilot of the 
Future Dan Dare is centre stage 
again, sporting new uniforms, 
weapons and spaceship, the 
Eagle. Rumours have it he's 
turned vegetarian — and will get 
marriedl Heroes don't get 
married) 
The weekly sports strips on 
horror, urban survival, and of 
special interest, computers: 
Computer Warrior pits your 
typical boy next door against real 
life scenarios from current 
games. Nicely drawn, — and a 
dangerous experience! Check 
this out now. 

• FOR SALE 
Spectrum 128K +3, in excellent condition 
and boxed, joystick, games worth £100 
including Afterburner. Sell for £150. Write 
to Mr Jasper. 85A High St Whitton. 
Middlesex TW2 7LD or telephone 01 894 
2239. 

Spectrum Plus 2 128K with £120.00 
worth of games, all for £150.00 ono. 
Phone 0990 20576. Games include 
Strider, Mr. HeN, Last Duel plus an 
interlace for any joystick. 

Spec rum 48 K+ tor sale. Joystick, 
Interlace One, and two microdrives plus 
over 100 original games, mags included. 
Ail In excellent condition. All for £100. 
Games include Batman, Strider etc. with 
cassette recorder. Phone H.W. on (0494) 
881815. 

Sega Master system, Sght-phaser with 3 
games and Hang-On, After-Burner, Rocky, 
Gangster Town. World Soccer and 2 
control pads. Worth over £200, sell for 
£60. Tel: Kevin (0843) 585011. 

Spectrum +2, good condition, Kemps ion 
Interlace, joystick plus 60 games, £140. 
Tel: 01 440 9798 after 5pm. 

• FANZINES 

Issue* 1 • 2 of Spec Mag, the magazine 
on tape, are now available. £1.50 gets you 
interviews, reviews, previews, pokes, 
games plus lots more. Send 
cash/cheques/POs to C. Lambert. 3 
Howbum Crescent, Pegs wood, Morpeth. 
Northumberland NE61 6RX. 

END OF THE LINE! 
Sorry, folks, CRASH Is discontinuing Its Classified Section. 
In an effort to beck ELSPA, the European Leisure Software Publishers' Association, 
and FAST, Federation Against Software Theft. In their very worthwhile fight against 
software piracy (grrrrl), NEWSFIELD has regrettably decided that too many ads 
which are potentially peddling pirated tapes are getting onto the pages of your fave 
mag. 
It's difficult for us to safely judge the honest intentions of an ad, and while we know 
99% of CRASH readers are nice antl-plracy kids and don't want to hurt their feelings, 
we're sure you'd all agree to the motto better ssfe than sorry. We alt want the 
software industry to continue giving us the great product we enjoy now, and piracy 
threatens Its existence) 
Small software houses and other legitimate businesses, who have up to now made 
use of the classifieds are invited to ring Nell and Sarah on 0584 875851 to find out 
how little a small ad in CRASH can cost. Make that call, do business! 
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• MISCELLANEOUS 

The final ad for -G.P. Riders" • 100% 
menu driven strategy + free screen galleryl 
Still available: 'Knockout" • 1 or 2 player 
boxing sim + strategy: *Spi-Drt>id" -
addictive "Spindly" done: £2.99 each, 
any 2: £4.99. All 3: £6.99 (cassette). 
Coming soon: GTt Simulator: V. Vlty, (CR 
77), 11 Willow Gr„ Bare, Bare. 
Morecambe. Lanes. 

Soccer Manager!" Manage your team to 
the top! Features: fully Icon driven, fast 
response, select squad + formation, 
save/load, physio • scouts, loans, transfer-
market, player + team statistics + much 
morel A great footy challenge! Only £4.99 
(cass): V. Vtty, (CR 77), 11 WHtow Gr., 
Bare. Morecambe, Lanes. 

+3 owners I Vinsoft/Giadius's games are 
all now available on +3 disk! -Knockout*, 
•G.P. Riders-, "Spi Droicr, "Fruit Machine' -
£4.99 each! Any 2: £6.991 Any 3: £8.99! Al 
4: £10.9911 "Laser War*: £6.99! 'Soccer 
Manager*: £6.991 - both: £10.9911 V. Vity, 
(CR 77), 11 Willow Gr., Bare, Morecambe. 
Lanes. 

Laser War" - a totally addictive 1 or 2 
player game based on the I ron* arcade + 
film theme. Includes screen designer for 
endtoss variation! Only: £4.99 (cassette). 
Coming soon: "Star Warriors" + "No Mans 
Land": V. Vrty, (CR77). 11 Wilow Gr., Bare, 
Morecambe. Lanes. LA4 6JJ. 

"Fruit Machine" - our 5th release! All the 
superb features of the real thing. Inc: 
gamble, holds, nudges, 
feature/stops/screen/held, 10,20 or 30 
credits + more! Only: £2.991 (cassette): V. 
Vlty, (CR 77), 11 Willow Gr., Bare. 
Morecambe, Lanes. PS: Sing along now: 
'Altogether with a chimpanzee". 

Megaprix the PBM motor racing game. 65 
drivers. 30 teams, 5 engine and tyre types. 
16 real Grand Prix tracks, sponsors, pit-
stops. designer, engineer pit crew. Start-up 
£2, turns 50p. More details? SAE: U 
Sims. 76 Mount Road, Canterbury. Kent 
CT1 1YF. 

"Hack Pack". Amazing software that 
gives you full control ol programs. Hack & 
crack any protection! Only £7.99. Speech 
Sampler £3.99. Drum Beat Machine £3.99. 
20 Character Fonts £3.99. Speedy 
Load/Save £3.99. Message Scroller £2,99. 
84 Games Pokes £2.99. Interrupt Sound 
Effects £3.99. Lots more available. Send 
20p stamp and address for lull catalogue 
or simply order now! (Please add 50p P+P 
unless ordering more than one program). 
Sigmasoft Dept CR. 8 Pine Dale, Fainford. 
Merseyside WA11 8DP. 

Eam money using your computer. No 
programming skills are needed. You work 

>mpletely Irom home in your spare lime. 
Send SAE tor details to J. Casey. 
Woodbrooks Cottage, South Chailey, E. 
Sussx BN8 4QH. 

101 Jokes (guaranteed to offend almost 
anyone) Volume 1. A selection of nany 
humorous, sick, very rude and 'blue' jokes 
stuck together in one big A4 leaflet. Name, 
address and £1.50 cheque/PO/oohage to: 
101 Jokes Volumu 1, SPECCY, 49 Antrim 
Road. Lksbum. County Antrim, Northern 
Ireland BT28 3; made payable to Thomas 
Vanner. WARNING: DO NOT ORDER 
THESE JOKES IF YOU ARE EASILY 
OFFENDED. Delivery - allow 14 days. 
PRINTERFACE Connect futlslze 
Centronics standard printers to your 
Spectrum. Complete with lead. Only 
£18.95 SPECAMP. Now HEAR your 
Spectrum! £9.95. Orders to: Mc Donald 
Microsystems. Factory HM, Glanmire. Co. 
Cork. Ireland. 

K0BRAHS0FT SPECTRUM AND SAM COUPE UTILITIES 
C T i SAM ADVANCED TAPE UTILITY:- NEW Make your eeesntlel backups ol your 
spectrum tepee with this new tape to tape utility. WIH backup up to SSK CONTINUOUSLY:-
CI0.99 ON TAPE. 

CD1 SAM TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER UTILITY;- NEW Trenster your Pulsing. 
Countdown end Mult! Smell Block tape program* to yourSwm disc drive. A too make* * 
RELIABLY LOADING Up* backup. Easyto uaa:- £12.B5 on Tap*. 

r tap** ic 
IB FREE I LATEST Pulsing, Countdown and UuttlBlock programs.FREE superb DISC CATALOGUER Now 

hand Is* FULL 12SK PROGRAMS .INCLUDES 5P6 COMPANION which shows how to trsnsfsr 
many gam**.Supplied on DISC at:- £14.95 

DMS +3 DISC MANAQEMENT SYSTEM:- NEW Now you can orgwtlss ALL your dlac 
fllss. Has INDEX and sssy to uss DOS routlnss. Gives (lie list on disc and PRINTOUT. Large 
data baa*; FAST March tor Individual fllss. Msnu progrsm* lor your dlac* lor eesy program 
s*taction Easy to use:- CI 2.95 on DISC 

D.I.C.E-;- NEW Vsrslon 2.1 +3 disc utility. Modify and reed ssctors, Back up dlecs; FULL 
DIRectory; Rscovsr srsssd tiles;Lock out faulty til**; Ersss/Rsnsms files; New Print Option; 
Msnu Driven; Eaay to us*. -An excallsnt package'.CRASH October U : £12.95 on DISC. 

MT1 MICROOfllVE TOOLKIT;. NEW FULL WD tool kN with Forms), Swctor *ra**r**tor*. 
Sector Editor, Full Can Backup. Merge flansms.FAST MC Catalogue:- £12.95 on Tap*: 
£14.95 on Cart. 

SCfi ADVANCED TAPS UTILITY;- SCS wlU now backup MOST tap*»M»odl** Fsst 
Loaders, LONG blocks, ths VERY LATEST Pulsing,Countdown program*, FULL Muki-Loed 
programs:- £8.95 on taps. 

SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE:- FULL emirs* from beginner to advanced level 
Apptlse lo ALL Spectruma. Sultsbls lor an. Fres Dlsasssmblsr AND Edkor/Asssmblsr:- C20.00 

DB2 *3 DISC BACKUP UTILITY:- NEW Backup +3 PROTECTED discs toDtSC or TAPE; 
Eaay lo uaa; Handlee Multi-Load* and now even mora discs:- £14.95 on Disc. 

PLUS i DIARY AND F1UNQ SYSTEM:- NEW A cocnpUt* dlary.'noi* pad/filing 
ayetem/databaae lor the •S, with LARGE dstsbsss and Diary to 20M, last aearch/rstrl«re and 
blorhythme for 4 people :-£12.95 en Dlac. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:. SD5 TAPE TO M/O; SOS TAPE TO OPUS DRIVE; SL4 
SPEEDLOAOER; CODE INVESTIGATOR; SW1 TAPE TO WAFADRIVE. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • BUY WITH CONFIDENCE. 
Ssnd Chequs/P.O. lo:- "KOBRAHSOFT, DEPT CR, "PtMeant Vl*w". Hulme Lane, 

Hulms.Longton, Stoks-on-Trsnl.Stalts.ST3 5BK (Ovsraeaa:- EUROPE add C1 P*P PER ITEM, 
othere C2) Send SAE (»* x 5*) lor deUlled CaUlogue 
- mark envelops 'ENQUIRY". For more Information 
please phone:- 07t I X 5244 Access, Vies Wstcoms 

• plssss phone sbovs number. 
(24 Hour. 7 Day ssrvto* for FAST MsII Ordsr). 
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BATMAN PACK 

The Commodore AiOO Balman Pack mull 
sistfy rank as one of the most popular oom-
puMr packs ever! The pack features trw 
Commodore Amiga WO computer with 
mouH controller and TV modulator, plus 
tour top software lit*? The software in-
cludes ' Batman The Movta' - Rid Gotham 
City ot me conning joker, in Ocean's lop 
wiring iitle baaed on the blockbuster Bat-
man film, New Zealand Story - high quali-
ty conversion ol the leading arcade game, 
interceptor - Dogfight with two F-16'a m 
this leading flight simulator Deluxe Paint 
It - lop quaMy Amiga graphics package 
which eel the standard tor others to follow. 
Saturn the coupon (or turtle/ details 

PACK INCLUDES: 
A500 Computer A Mouse £399.99 
A520 TV Modulator 
Batmen The Movie 
New Zealand Story 
Interceptor 
Deluxe Paint II 

£34.99 
£24.95 
£34.95 
£24.95 
£49.95 

TOTAL RRP: £549.78 
Less Pack Saving ei50 78 
PACK PRICE: £399.00 

WC 
VAt 

AMIGA 2000 

For the mora serious or protewionel appr<ce 
Dons uaer. Commodore have a selection ol 
systems based around the expandable Amiga 
2000, St prices 'torn The A2OO0 
Matures • tun 1Mb RAM (expandable to 9Mb), 
9 system eipenslon slots. plus IBM com-
patibility with the uae dI PC-XT or PC-AT 
bndgeboards Complete and return the 
coupon, putting a tick 
in the A2000 MM. tor 
details ol A2000 com-
puter systems .vat. tm«J! 

ip(W alio iwiwin 111* 

£1295 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY 
Flight of Fantasy Is the very latest Amiga 500 pack from Commodore, 
realising BRANS NEW aoitware releases.» maw this the moat spec-
tacuiar ASG0 pack ever! The peck teaturee the Amiga 500 computer 
with mouse controller and TV modulator, as well as tour top software 

mm&MMW 
Tlw y i [" IPW 
Ml in* MtMSvd 101 fcngt art 
EWUpM Oelui* •'•ml II irtduow 
pamital. atay to wh toon ViM &™>g 
Oul »>• irlitl XI yOW CrMH HWI 
pieces rmi'Mirvi 30 
01 )nu Mailt 
ttCAM flofior uoss'ds 

Haie'a Hmetning awniHWir drtliarw* 
• t Kicce Boon SKH> "Hf tormc 
aw* itytt O'apNea Our rtwoea Jaw 
ana Ouha ir* on tti* H w X w u 

Mumtna wfto New b**n tatftu'ws 
9, me note! MmKn mil k»r»<l to 
cnata m art ftottt Amy to D£STW 
EArtTHi Jlana and Ou» no" «<•' «Y 
inrougn nonJn it evil Asms lo iwio 
the Human* m p i 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 

Sl« on yeui magic i > M piaeua* 
ihrrwing a ia«6tw end you'i* <aaffi 
»aoeia*dhapp<ng FtemtiMiwM 
0* Bon » Ukmdsf wand. you *ill en-
ccurter Oori hum? Mining ireack. 
MUM camM BaaiBH wctwcal 
aauiianti ma fwmioati,* semga e> 
legend and tolktort R ina*y *m*< ttie 
aorta or t i iua i end * *ihsp<*«iita 

F29 RCTALIATOR 

T*» unniM in BgN »«h a tho«* 
or lw »<ciM end low Mn* •mi Joi.nl (H Olivam ISCI'tSI INSeOUt 
A*rw EVRBM tutelage Mrne-nn' mwec-

m* UM at -> «naiMa 
cockiHt diaotti* netting 'hot i*ac 
• m i w in* >h<<«k M or live thinning 
•ImtAKKm 

PACK INCLUDES: 
AMO Computer 4 House £399.99 
A520 TV Modulator £24.99 
Deluxe Paint II £49.95 
Escape,'Robot Monsters £19 99 
Rainbow Islands £24.95 
F29 Hetallstor £24.95 

TOTAL RRP: £544 S3 
U n Pack Saving. £14562 

PACK PRICEi 1399.00 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF THE AMIGA 
RANGE, COMPLETE THE COUPON AND 

RETURN IT TO SILICA SHOP 
THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

miG/A w\mr ormfR YHII 
FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY QN all hardware ordere shtpped In the UK, 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: team ol Amiga technical experts at your service 
PRICE HATCH We pormjtly match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
ESTABLISHED It YtARS: proven track record in professional computer sales 
fJ3*r TURNOVER (with SO *LMFF) SoUd and rehaWe *Hh maintained Qrowlh 
BUSIINESSJEDUCATIONSGOVERNMEHT volume discounts available lor large order* 
SHOWROOMS DempnsirjUjon and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: ot y^y, Amiga requirements Irom one supplier. 
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be malted to you With offers and software/peripheral details 
PAYMENT: o„ cash. chMue and all major credit cards 
CREDIT PAYUENT TEROS v l i,Cen»»o ored't brokers - return coupon for details. 
Before you deeds ntwn la buy your new Amiga compute*, we suggest you Wink very cartfuBy about WHERE 
you buy it Consider *nu 1 will be Hke a lew monhs alter buying your Amiga when you may leave* additional 
penpharslf gr Hftwsre or "¥f> and advice » «h your new purchase And. *ia the company you buy 'rom contsct 
you wiTfi oeta'K of products? A! Sitice Shop, we ensure tliat you wel have nwlung to awry about SWea have 
been eiw>4n*d tor ov»< 12 years, end nave an annual tumouv e< CO miiuon W '» ou> unnvelled eipvimce 
and emcanrae *e can now clenn 10 meet Our customers requirements with en understand,ng which is second 
10 none Bui don't |U« lake Our aord tor« Complete and ratum 
the coupon no* kx our tateet Fiee :ie> at we and begin lo e> 
penenc* tn* Sttlce Shoo Swvoa' 

MAIL ORDER: Oldar L,r*> Open Utr-M t OCui iflqpm 
LONDON l » i » r Opŵ nd Houra 
SIDCUP SHffF 

T^h^wnJath^lf^^dai^eri^^ ui^ 
sooemaoapm HO U«l» Higi-c Qjwnmg Ft» No oei-Xe MM 

52 Tottenham Court Road. London. W1P OfiA Til: 071-580 4000 - Uon-Sai SJOw* laopw taa w y ' tiMsdas iwbi Fn m. m m * 7 V 
"i-4 The Mews. HalherKy W. fedcuo. Kent. DA14 4(W 

Opwitog Houn Mon tW t00tr*43Cym KlpW Fplday tfW Tpm 
Thl: 081302 Wfl Fu No Ml MS DOIT I 

BUSINESS/EDUCATION: 1-4 The Mews. Haiherley Rd. Sidcup. Kern. S&14 40X W: N I - M T I M 
Ordaf t.naa Open Uon-Fn «OC»m-»OOom f f no wvjoe osos 

To: Silica Systems Ud, Petf CRASH-0690-32, 1-4 The Mews. Hathertey Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DAM 4QX 
PliflSI SEND 1HF0RMATS0R QN 1 M AWiGA 

| Mr/Mrs/Ms 

| Address: .... 

initials: Surname: 

SILICA 
i H OP 

Postcode: .... Tel: I 
Which eomputer(s), If any, do you own? . A2000^^ 

taut - Mwrtaad pneaa we ie»laliona «•> cwpa a'lan 'W-j' we ooueon e w i 

RETUHH THE COUPON HOW FOR ^ 

F R E E B R O C H U R E S ^ 
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C and V G Feb 1990 94% 
Pipe Mania is "a classic puzzle arcadB game that is so addidi 

Pipe Mania is a game o' great ingenuity, simple in concept and 
YouH need to act instinctively, but think strategically! 
One wrong move, one brief hesitation or mis-placed pipe 

ST Action 
Pipe Mania is a conceptually simple and cheeky 

game which is incredibly addiciive 
Commodore User Screenstar 
TemficaHy addictive outlasts any arcade conv 

AVAILABLE FOR 
C o m m o d o r e A m i g a 

I PC and Compatibles 
I S T 

I o n 64 Cassette 
W Disk 

Cassette 
Otsfc 

C P C Cassette 
CPCOts* 

Cassette 



c o m i n g s o o n 

P R E V I E W S 
L i n e d u p a n d r a r i n g t o r a g e o n t h e 
Speccy! ! it 

f f p i P * 
fait* m • INTERNATIONAL 3D 

TENNIS 

the programming foam with the 
| %ilfy name, Sony Bio Softwwin are 

putting lli** finishing tout hr\ to a 
iww hMinis (joiim* colled 
International 30 tennis, with o 
iflrovr horn P(1 loco any moment 

look at tli«? • rt**nihot a n d you Ihnte out no o w l w a r y nuih h*li< ^ 
think tln» game verge i \lt<|lilly rmin, the to a tu completely tlull 
towards llie primitive Weren ' t Ittlle vector graphic* which move 
iiHikii^lii-li m m graphics lolt behind act utalely. S«*«<iik| a t how C h m 
on the o i l you wonder Hut ih>I a n d Jopt at Sensible S o l t w m e are 

WIMBLEDON 
FORTNIGHT, 

AHOY!! 

til! ill 

• 

ntvet you llm t Imhh r tu I whim I 
lltn -.ti-fliln) wheel til i i tor<l Sli'lMl 
H i Cotwor Hi tint) hit Ma lhie« 
t. <in |li termin i tti o hid to I w< ome t 
rally rhompion Kally promiMn 3D 
fijl«<l vn. tar Quiphi t t (lil>n H o h l 
Dfivin') wliu l> w i l l / / a lunnl 

Itfitr! lit llii\ Vrtl y lliolttmil I d 1 tllk 
11 mm why lliey to n-.n vt« (Or4 
11 ill mi than tpr i lm It ti lot n i i i e i 
iIh 111 utti^i tprifcn the tennit 
court can I vie we. I li< >111 uny 
| N:I <r« tiv«, t il >M <li ilely tiny thelti 
ai«) inliniki views i»l the timji> a n d 
to the players i hange |»tis|*n itv* 
a n d orioles in i elation to thtt > ourl 
It woolo I i n i | « I'.-.ii ile to < rmt(e 
enough tprik** • mi I Unit ies, 
tlmin i im <\V l iuiuet til animation 
You can play cioainst a Irmml ot llm 
computer and ilium are Khh slull 
levels IN I IMMI-.M from amaieur, 
wait proleuionol , professional a n d 
ih« IntvitHifiiiihi/ U> fiutnit tultes 
you to 77 tournaments hi till a m i 
you'll I** ploying on i I,II. Mncit 
u i t l t u m in. luting) d a y , cement, 
g r a t t ond, erm, t a r p r t Pats tin* 
stmwl teines a m i < mum, sottwtliady 

MOW 



c o m i n g s o o n 

• HOSTAGES 
Sunday mornings ore usually pretty 
bonng but in Hostages, the latest 
Speccy orcode adventure from 
Infogrames, one particular Sunday 
it pretty eventful. A bunch of 
terrorists have launched on assault 
on the Paris Embassy ond are 
holding five f>eoplo hostage As 

MAKE WAY FOR 
CAP'N 

CAVENDISH!! 

Captain Cavendish, head of the 
Intervention Group of the State 
Police Force, you must send your 
squad in and rescue ihc hostages 
Six members of the IG5PF {three 
marksmen and three climbcrs) are 
yours to control, and ihe task is no 

Eushovcr fill (hose terrorists full o' 
xjd whilst malting sure the 

hostages don't get in the firing lino 

TiHC 
M 

O t I O ft mmmvo 

BATTLES 
DARK CENTURY I bo* • DARK CENTURY riotous tank based shoot 'em up 

Dorir Century The action is set in 
Titus is on the verge ol releasing the the far future, on the Siderol Prison 

; l i t 1 5 * • • I H M D I • • 

I B B B I 

i B f 

m 

Planet Four of the roughest, 
toughest villains are atternplmg an 
escape Your mu%ion, codenamed 
Survival Edge, is to neutralise the 
tank*, thoy hrjve pinched and 
recapture the villains before ihey 
take lheir leave of the prison plane! 
Ono lonely fighter against an army 
of tanks and four crooks is not a 
very good proposition get together 
a crack commando squad and 

prepare to lead your men in the 
attack Dark Century should be on 
the streets by the time you reod this 

L o o k s l i k e a c t i o n 
a l l t h e w a y ! L o a d s 
m o r e p r e v i e w s 
n e x t m u n i . . . 
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f Genius Mouse is a high resolution two button mouse featuring optical 
counting, teflon guides, microswitches, rubber coated ball and high 
quality interface. 

V When combined with OCP Art Studio this graphics package is quite 
simply the best system available. The features are unmatched... 
Create an Image - .brink It, etpuid ^ 
It. more It. rotate It. copy It. 
colour tt etc.. etc. 

y Spray patterns or afcadea. make « 
Flu tic line* - stretch and 
manipulate shapes. 

•y Zoom la to add detail In fine mode. 

ruUdown/Icon driven menu for 
eaae of use. 
Mouse operation, plua Joystick and 
keyboard control. 
16 pens, S sprays. 16 brushes • so 
flexible anyone can create superb 
graphics easily. 
Full cut and paste facilities plua 
excellent printer support. 

\ j Pixel edit, font editor, (lip. Invert, 
route, solid or textured fill end 
professional manual make Art, 
Studio simply the best graphics 

ART STUDIO 
ONLY 

£49.99 
TOTAL PACKAGE 

INCLUDES MOUSE, 
INTERFACE, ART 

STUDIO, MOUSE MAT 
AND HOLDER 

PLUS BUILT-IN 
JOYSTICK INTERFACE 

The Genius Mouse system even 
comes with a built ln Joystick 
Interface - so there's no need to 
unplug It when yon want to play 
games. 
Accepts any standard 9 pin 
Joystick Including rapid fire 
models. 
Works on (N31 (Kempstoil) system. 

& FREE! & MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

skMHAlu (WORTH £12.99) 
W I T H EACH PACKAGE 

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST 

WITH CUSTOM MOUSE IC 
\y The Genius Mouse /Joystick lnterafcc 

features a custom made t.C. specifically 
designed to give the superamooth 
operation needed for graphics use 

y By utilising the latest chip technology 
tt has been possible to produce a 
combined mouse and joystick interface 
that la half the else of the older type 
units. 

Ho other system can offer this power at 
this Incredible price!! 

WHAT THE MAGAZINES HAD TO SAY... 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 MRS 

HOW TO ORDER • • 

BY PHONE 

0782 744707 
24hr Credit 
Card Line 

BY POST 

E l 
Send cheques/POs made 

payable to 
"Datel Electronics" 

FAX 
0782 744292 

UK ORDERS POST FREE I 
EUROPE ADD fit 

OVERSEAS ADD £3 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS 
AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

CALLERS WELCOME Please reserve goods by telephone prior to vlait. 

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT. ENGLAND. 

SALES ONLY 
0782 744707 

TECHNICAL ONLY 
0782 744324 

O M 1 



SPECIAL 
VALUE 

MICRO 
MANAGERS 

ADDRESS MANAGER 
More op to MO o t B N , addressee 

Find juat whet you want easily -
multi indexing 

f Label printing routine - full screen 
erfitina editing. 

FINANCE MANAGER 

MASTER TOOLKIT 
Add a whole range of powerful DM 
commands to the existing 
Spectrum Basic 
Re number, realtime clock, 
memory •up, tract function, 
number conversion, program 
comptfi lon. etc. 
A real must for the programming 

A superb yet simple program that 
allows you to keep your finances in 

Prom household to email business 

STOCK MANAGER 
Waal for the email business • up to 
800 tinea. 
Produce Invoices, sales to tela, 
pricelists, etc. eeaUy with this 
simple to use program - stock 

ALL THREE ONLY 
n j a A A Microdrive 
t l compatible) 

I 
EDITOR ASSEMBLER 

If you are writing Machine Code or 
just exploring your Spectrum then 
this la for jos. 

Pull 2SO Instruction sat supporter. 

Too many feat area to list. 
MACHINE CODE TESTER 

The ultimate professional tutor/ 
V de-bugger fThla program was written to help 

the beginner to explore the world 
of machine code programming. 

, , Site In memory alongside the 
* editor aaaeiiibler program. 

ALL THREE ONLY 
(All Microdrive f k a X Q A IAU saicraui 
compatible) 

Quick Shot JL 
VALUE PACK 

WITH FREE SUPERSPRINT GAME!! 
The Ram Ttvbo has long been 
recognised mm the beat Joystick 
interface ever devised for the 
Spectrum. The Qulckabot tl baa sold 
over 15 million world widetl Put the 
two together A you have got the beet 
combination possible - add a free 
copy of fiiipersprlnt' from Activieion 
• you can't get a better dealt! 
The Ram Turbo is a dual port 
interface supporting all formats -
Kempeton. Cursor A Interface Q. 
Through port allows for Other add-ons. 

Bull tin reset switch A power protector. 

fAilosrs simultaneous two player 
option for dual games (inc. free 

fSupera print). 

Works with any standard S pin 
( joystick Including auto Are typea. 
i The Quickahot n la a superbly 
styled joystick with trigger • top 
Are buttons for esse of use. 

v r Pour auction cape on the base 
• facilitate one hand operation. 
ONLY £22.99 COMPLETE 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST) 
RAM TURRO INTERFACE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY O N L Y £ 1 4 . 9 9 

JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 
y Pull Kempeton compatibility. 

^ Works with moat any program. 

Superbly styled caaa - flte an ugly 
v Into your Spectrum. 

X Accepts any 9 pin type Joystick, 
" Including rapid Ore models. 

ONLY £6.99 
SPECIAL OFFER1 
COMPLETE WITH QUICK SHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
i 

y Pull Kempeton compatibility. 

^ Works with moat any program. 

Superbly styled caaa - flte an ugly 
v Into your Spectrum. 

X Accepts any 9 pin type Joystick, 
" Including rapid Ore models. 

ONLY £6.99 
SPECIAL OFFER1 
COMPLETE WITH QUICK SHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
I DUAL PORT JOYSTICK INTERFACE 

7 Pull compatibility with Kemps ton 
A cursor 

T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 
Joysticks. 

V Supports rapid fire models. 

Allow* two player simultaneous 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OU ICR SHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 

w 
7 Pull compatibility with Kemps ton 

A cursor 
T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 

Joysticks. 
V Supports rapid fire models. 

Allow* two player simultaneous 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OU ICR SHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 

7 Pull compatibility with Kemps ton 
A cursor 

T Two sockets to accept any 9 pin 
Joysticks. 

V Supports rapid fire models. 

Allow* two player simultaneous 
control. 

ONLY £8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
COMPLETE WITH OU ICR SHOT II 

ONLY £15.99 
CABLES ETC. 

+3 CASSETTE ADAPTOR 
X Allows you to connect a caaeette 
* recorder to your +3. 

ONLY £3.49 
REPLACEMENT TV LEAD 
ONLY £3.49 
+3 PRINTER PORT LEAD 
v y Conect a Centronics printer to 
™ your or +2A. 

ONLY £9.99 

ONLY £8.99 
TWO WAY EXTENSION 
W Allows peripberala to be connected 

together {memory conflicts 
allowing). 

ONLY £10.99 

Bfi®pM 
• J ;_ 

f Works with moat any fnllalae 
Centronics printer. 

fHuge range of printer driver 
options for majdmtim 
compatibility. 

4-2 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
^ Allows standard 0 pin joysticks 

(guickahota etc.) to be connected 
to your +2 A +3 computers. 

ONLY £2.99 
56 WAY EXTENSION 
V Allows you to distance peripherals 

5" long. 

THE ULTIMATE PRINTER INTERFACE WITH BUILT-IN 
WORDPROCESSOR...NO SOFTWARE TAPES TO LOAD1I 

f Software on ROM - just power up A 
got 

fSran baa built-in Joystick Interface 
(Kempeton) 

X Comes complete with printer cable 
• • no mote to bay. 

PLUS A SUPERB WORD PROCESSOR... 
Not only are the printer drivers in W mil range or wordproceeeor 

V ROM the RamPrint even has a V eommJda wUhoafths need to 
wordproceeeor bullt-intl Just ^ ^ anything. 

ONLY*!£34.99 NO MORE TO BUY!! 
s n c s 



LIGHTWRITER 

i i n » m i n i s ! * ! * ) 

\J Very eu]r to uic • all function* are 
* selected from on tcreen in.true 

tlona. 
v/ Fully Mean driven. Choose ink*, 

papers, erase. tlU. etc. 

w Top quality Interface A light pen 
unit complete with software 
(cassette). 

X Save/Load screen images that you 
" have created with your Light pea. 

v£ Complete with full lnatructions 
» on It'a Installation and use-

difronics SYNTHESISER 

¥ 

¥ 
¥ 

Highly reliable design • many 
thousands have already been sold. 

This unit is attractively styled in 
computer colours to Integrate 
perfectly with your computer 
system. 

Animate several screens in the 
computer's memory. 

Comes complete, ready to go. 
Plugs neatly Into rear of Spectrum. 

S p e e c h Syn thes ise r 

•Oy Very easy to use. comes complete 
" with comprehensive instructions. 
^ r Complete with 4" pod mounted 
™ speaker. 

Infinitely variable vocabulary using 
v sllophones. 

Create words ft sentences easily. 

\ Can be used to create sound 
effects. 

X Complete with software on 
» caaaette. 

Through boa connector for other 
add-ona. 

ONLY £19.99 

JUST PLUG IN & DRAW CIRCLES, 
RECTANGLES, SQUARES 
& FREEHAND DRAWINGS. 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 
LIGHTPEN/INTERFACE/SOFTWARE 

ONLY £15.99 

PARALLEL/CENTRONICS 
PRINTER INTERFACE 

¥ 

¥ 
¥ 
¥ 

Now you can connect most full slae 
parallel printers to your Spectrum. 
Fully relocatable controlling 
software (cassette), 
interfaces with most software 
using the printer channel e.g. 
Tasword. Devpac. etc. 
IXIst. LLprlnt supported. HLRcs 
screen dump (Epson). 
Comes complete with printer cable 
- no more to buy. 

ONLY £19.99 

¥ 

¥ 

Irs a full sound sampling system 
allowing any sound to be recorded 
digitally Into computer RAM. Once 
stored the sound can be replayed 
at different pitches with many 
varying effects. 
It's an echo chamber A digital 
delay line. Create some very 
interesting effects. 
It's a two voice music/sound synth. 

The Music Machine can also be 
used as • drum machine - eight 
drum sounds are already provided 
for yon, but you can easily produce 
more of your own. 

¥ 
¥ 

The extremely powerful software 
allows you to compose tunes from 
Individual bars of mualc. You can 
edit your creation on screen & 
Save/Load sounds, Instrument, tt 
rhythms. 
Fully MIDI compatible. The Ram 
Music Machine supports full MIDI 
In, MIDI Out ft MIDI Thru. 

Output through your Hi-Fi or 
Headphones. Comes complete 
with Microphone. 

Use a full aire MIDI keyboard to 
play the Mualc Machine. 

THE RAM MUSIC MACHINE IS 
PROBABLY THE MOST EXCITING 

MUSIC ADD-ON AVAILABLE 
FOR ANY COMPUTER. 

¥ 
¥ 

¥ 

bounds produced by the Music 
Machine can be mixed with a MIDI 
Synthesiser's own sounds. 
Oa screen Sound Editor can 
produce MIDI data from your own 
compositions. 
Various sampled sounds are 
provided in order to get you going-

No other product can offer so 
much In one unit • It'a the 
TOTAL SOLUTION!! 

ONLY 
£49.99 

FOR THE BEST MUSIC | 
ADD-ON AVAILABLE 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 

SUtC 5 
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PLAYING 

Oh deary, deary, me. I don't seem to be having much tuck in the 
way ot cars lately. So tar I'd crunched my front wing by backing 
into an invisible bollard, and now I've had an accident with a 
BMW of all things, a real CRASH SMASH! Ho ho! Don't try this at 
home kids, it works out quite expensive! Never mind, no one was 
hurt and cars can be fixed (just!). 
There are plenty of tips this month to keep you on your toes. For 
all strategy fans who think they're hard done by in the tips and 
POKEs department I have hundreds (well almost) of multiface 
POKEs that transform Laser Squad and Ancient Battles into 
something quite different. There are also tips on Striderand 
picturesque maps of Dan Dare III and Garfield - Winters Tail. And 
don't forget to check out the crucial Pokemama on the cover 
cassette for all your pulsating POKEs. 

YOUR 
STRATEGY 
SOLUTIONS 
I know that all you strategy 
fans out there think you're not 
catered for too well these days. 
You never get any POKEs or 
tips on your favourite games — 
but now that's all set to 
change! 
Laser Squad and Ancient 
Battles are two of the most 
popular strategy games of the 
moment, well in Wayne Smith's 
eyes anyway. If you have a 
Multiface these POKEs from 
Wayne are what you're looking 
for. 

Laser Squad 
(N=Number from 0-255) 
First man start address is 
54178,127 
54180.N + 54181,N + 54202.N -
Movement Pts (N must be equal) 
54182,N + 54183,N = 
Constitution (N must be equal) 
54184,N + 54185,N = Stamina (N 
must be equal) 
54186,N 
54187,N 
54188,N 
54189,N 
54190,N 
54191 ,N 
54192,N 
54193,N 
54194,N 

Armour front 
Armour left 
Armour back 
Armour right 
Weight {0 is best) 
Skill 
Close combat 
Strength 
Agility 

NOTES: 1. If you increase the 
number of AP's you have, it's 
more expensive for shots. So it's 
not really worth It 
2. Don't buy armour at the 
beginning, save your credits for 
weapons and ammo and use the 
POKEs. 
Second man start address is 
54218,127 
Third man start address is 
54258,127 
Fourth man start address is 
54298,127 
Fifth man start address is 
54338.127 
Sixth man start address is 
54378,127 
Seventh man start address is 
54418,127 
Eighth man start address is 
54458.127 
It doesn't matter which scenario 
you play, the addresses are 
around the same place, you just 
get more or less men. 
Ancient Battles 
These POKEs are for the 
Assyrians {late empire). 
General 
46318,15 = Plate shield bard 
46321,31 - Dis drilled wild 
Guard Chariots 

46374,10 = Morale 
46375,N = Fighting ability 
46376,31 - Dis drilled wil< 
46378,N = Skill with weapn 
46379,N - Percentage aried 
Guard Cavalry 
46428,15- Plate shield brd 
46427,5 - Turns them to tCL 
46429,10 - Morale 
46430, N = Fighting ability 
46431,31 » Dis drilled wile 
46433,N - Skill with weapn 
46434,N * Percentage arned 
Guard Infantry 
46461,7 = Plate shield 
46462,10 = Morale 
46463.N = Fighting ability 
46464,31 - Dis drilled wik 
46466,N » Skill with weapn 
46467,N • Percentage arned 
Chariots 
46548,10 = Morale 
46449.N • Fighting ability 
46550,31 = Dis drilled wik 
46552,N = Weapon skill 
46553.N - Percentage arned 
Cavalry 
46659,5 « HCL 
46660,15 * Plate shield bard 
46661,10 = Morale 
46662,N » Fighting ability 
46663,31 - Dis drilled wild 
46665.N = Weapon skill 
46666.N = Percentage armed 
Regular Infantry 
46723.7 = Plate shield 
46724,10 - Morale 
46725,N o Fighting ability 
46726,31 - Dis drilled wild 
46728.N - Weapon skill 
46729,N = Percentage armed 
Regular Archers 
46792,7 « Plate shield 
46793,10 = Morale 
46794.N = Fighting ability 
46795,31 - Dis drilled wild 
46797,N x= Weapon skill 
46798, N - Percentage armed 
Regular Slingers 
46824,7 - Plate shield 
46825,10 - Morale 
46826, N » Ability 
46827,31 - Dis drilled wildl 
46829,N * Skill 
46830, N » Percentage arrmed 
Conscript Infantry 
Spearmen -
46909,7 = Plate shield 
46910,10 o Morale 
46911,N. Ability 
46912,31 - Dis drilled wild 
46914,N « Skill 
46915,N - Percentage arrmed 
Archers -
46975,7 = Plate shield 
46976,10 » Morale 
46977,N - Ability 
46978,13 - Dis drilled wildd 
46980,N - Skill 
46981,N a Percentage arrmed 
Dikut Mati 
47023,7 = Plate Shield 
47024,10 = Morale 
47025,N - Ability 
47026,31 - Dis drilled wildd 
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47028,N = Skill 
47029.N - Percentage armed 
Syrian Spearmen 
47055,7 = Plate shield 
47056,10 = Morale 
47057,N = Ability 
47058,31 = DIs drilled wild 
# 47059,A = Weapon {A - 1=Bow, 
2=Javelln, 3=Mlx, 4=Sling) 
47060, N = Skill 
47061 ,N = Percentage armed 
*= Syrian spearmen are not 
armed, so this poke lets you 
select a weapon for them. 
Armean Archers 
47095,7 = Plate Shield 
47096,10 = Morale 
47097,N = Ability 
47098,31 = Dis drilled wild 
47100,N = Skill 
47101 ,N o Percentage armed 
Cythians 
47134,15 ® Plate shield bard 
47135,10 « Morale 
47136,N = Ability 
47137,31 = Dis drilled wild 
47139,N = Skill 
47140,N = Percentage armed 
To change regular Hi to Sp then 
POKE 46722,6. To increase 
strength of regular Hi then POKE 
46730,200, this gives you 16 units 
of 2,000 men. 

GARFIELD • 
WINTER'S TAIL 
The fat lasagne eater, who 
drives you mad when you see 
him stuck to someone's car 
window, is back. Those of you 
who could get past level one of 
this groovy game could 
probably do with a few tips on 
what to do. The chocolate 
factory level has been tipped 
and mapped by M. Totlett of 
Wolvercote, Oxford, 
flight, down pole, left, left, switch 
left, right, right, right, right, right, 
nght, up escalator, left, left, switch 
down, left, up escalator, right, 
switch down, right, right, up 
escalator, left, left, left, up 
escalator, left, switch right, left, 
switch right, left, left, up escalator, 
right, switch right, chicken laying 
eggs, switch up, right, right, right, 
right, switch down, right, right, 
down pole, left, left, left, left, left, 
left, left, two lights on in control 
room, right, right, switch down, 
take lift down, right, right, right, 
right, lift down, left, left, left, left, 
left, left, lift up, right, right, switch 
down, left, left, down pole, right, 
right, switch left, right, down pote, 
left, left, left, chicken laying eggs, 
right, switch down, right, right, 
right, right, right, lift down, left, 
left, left, left, left. left, down pole, 
right, right, switch right, right, 
switch right, right, right, up 
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escalator, left, left, left, up 
escalator, left, switch right, right, 
right, right, chicken laying eggs, 
right, right, right, down pole, left, 
up lift, left, left, left, left, up lift, left, 
left, four lights on in control room, 
take lift down, go right to the exit! 

CASTLE 
MASTER 
No complete solution or map 
for this new Freescape game 
yet, but here are a few tips from 
Martin Lloyd of Wlrral to keep 
you going. 
1. In the wilderness use a stone 
and fire it at the box to the left of 
the drawbridge, then go into the 
castle. {An alternative to this Is to 
let the drawbridge down, stand on 
the edge and fire at the box 
again: you'll be catapulted over 
the castle wail and onto the roof 
of the church I - Nick). 
2. When In the court yard, shoot 
the flag on the end of the long flag 
pole, the screen flashes and a 
little line on the celling appears. 
Shoot that —it's a spirit. It 
disappears and everything stops 
flashing. 
3. Walk up to the well and 
examine it. Vou'll get the key for 
the wizard's hut which is in the 

wilderness, by the castle. 
4. Still in the courtyard there are 
some stables, walk behind them 
and there's a secret door. 
5. When in the hot baths, shoot 
the black bit which is floating on 
the water; the screen stops 
flashing. Now walk up to the box 
by the door and examine the 
white handle, It'll drain the water 
from the pool and a passage 
underneath the diving board 
appears I 
6. When In the great hall examine 
the fire place and find a message. 
7. In the kitchen, walk into the fire 
place and find yourself be in the 
larder (loadsafoodl). 

DIZZY 3 COINS 
I've had letter after letter 
moaning that my map of this 
classic Dizzy game hasn't got 
all 30 gold coins on it. I KNOW! 
Old Daisy Isn't too pleased 
either as she demands that you 
find all 30 before you can 

complete the game. So here, 
especially tor all you moaners 
is a description of the position 
of every coin from Stephen 
Belcher (excuse me!) from 
Reading. 
Seven in the castle 
1. By the portcullis. 
2. Entrance hall - in the top right 
hand corner, behind the second 
railing. 
3. East wing. 
4. West wing. 
5. The mantiepiece above 
Denzil's head. 
6. Castle staircase. 
7. Starting place - this can only be 
found after the troll in the 
deserted mine has been seen. 
Four in the east 
8. By the Dizzy Hawk, the guard 
house. 
9. In between the two crates on 
the docks and pier. 
10. On the crafty cloud above the 
four way warehouse, jump right 
onto the roof and then jump left. 
11. Jump down between the 
green and the purple crate Into 



the amazing illusion screen. 
Nine in the tree house 
12. To the right of the bottomless 
well, behind the leaves. 
13. Next to the railing, by the lift 
control. 
14. Base of tree house. 
15. The right window of Daisy's 
hut. 
16. Behind some railing in 
Denzil's pad. 
17. Below the meeting hall. 
18. Stay on the same platform as 
above but go right to the end of it. 
Jump left onto the long jump 
cloud. 
19. In front of Daisy's parents' 
hut. 
20. Behind a piece of railing by 
the bottomless well. 
Eight in the west 
21. On a cloud In the complex 
cloud route. 
22. On a cloud near the volcano 
top. 

23. On a cloud in more 'orrible 
clouds. 
24. On the top of the active 
volcano. 
25. Behind some leaves in the 
large oak tree. 
26. In the deserted mine. 
27. In the dragon's lair (wrong 
game!). 
28. Underneath the table in 
Daisy's prison. 
Two in the strange world 
29. In the church. 
30. In the market square. 

KARYSSIA 
(PART THREE) 
Have you been following the 
solutions to the Karyssia games 
from the Powertape? If you 
have you'll be wanting to know 
the solution to the final part on 

last month's cover. I'll keep you 
in suspense no longer, here it 
is... 
Passcode to part three: LOXA 
Wait, swallow pearl (the only way 
to retain possession of the pearl 
when the guards arrive), wait, 
wait, wait, wait, wait, say Arona 
Corala (if this is said before now, 
your disappearance will be 
noticed and you'll be killed in the 
dungeon), w, n, n, n, get curse, s, 
u, u, cast curse, e, n, get fear, s, 
w, d, d, w, cast fear, kill gaoler, get 
copper key. e, u, u, e, s, w, get 
bow, e, unlock gate (examining 
the gate will reveal it has a copper 
lock), open gate, s, kill guard, w, 
w, w, w, n, w, w. get levitation (the 
stores are inaccessible), e, e, s, 
e, s, s, s, w, s, s, w, s (the guard 
wakes up If you' do anything 
here), u, u. get arrow, get brass 
key, d, n, shoot guard (the only 
way past the guard), n, n. unlock 

STRIDER 
l loved this game in the arcade. 
Well, I loved it at last year's PC 
Show arcade anyway — 
because it was free! Here are 
pictures of all the nasty things 
you encounter in the game and 
a few tips to help you bash 
them! These are from Ian Turner 
of Goostrey. 

GUN EMPLACEMENTS - LEVEL 
1 - HARD 

LASER l>OD - LEVEL 1 - EASY 

WEAPON CANNISTER - ALL 
GUARDS - ALL LEVELS - EASY LEVELS - EASY 
TO KILL 

0 - ^ - g 

ROBOT WOLF - LEVEL 2 
FLYING GUARDS - ALL LEVELS EASY 
- EASY 

HUSCLE MAN - LEVEL 1 - NOT 
SO EASY 

A j ! A 
CEILING OF FIRE - LEVEL 1 -
EASY 

ROBOT GORILLA - LEVELS 2 & 
5 - EASY ON LEVEL 2, WELL 
'ARD ON LEVEL 5 

Jr 

AMAZON WOMAN - LEVEL 3 -
EASY 

WATER - LEVEL 3 - EASY 
J ® 

PIRANHA FISH • LEVEL 3 • 
MEDIUM TO HARD 

AUTOMATED TRICERITOPS -
LEVEL 3 - HARD 

GUN TURRET - LEVEL 4 - EASY 

LARGE SATELLITE - LEVELS 4 
& 5 - NOT SO EASY 

PARACHUTE BOMBS - LEVEL 2 
-EASY 

POLITBUREAU SNAKE - LEVEL BALLET DANCERS - LEVEL 2 
1 - HARD EASY 

SICKLE MAN - LEVEL 4 - HARD 

•a 
FLOATING GUN - LEVELS 4 & 5 
-EASY 

gate (the gate has a brass lock), 
open gate, n, e, e, e, pull rope 
(this obviously rings the alarm 
bell; guards from the ground level 
will now go to the courtyard), cast 
levitation, pull lever (this traps the 
guards in the courtyard). 
E, e, e (the guards in this 
passage are not here now), get 
doubleswords (your status should 
now be outstanding and 
energetic), w, w, w, n, e, n, n, n, e, 
u (mere wouia oe a guard here 
had the bell not rung), w, s, get 
silver key, n, e, d, w, s, s, w, n, u 
(there would normally be a guard 
here), s, w. n (reading the books 
will provide valuable dues: Chat 
Karyssia fights with magic swords 
- obviously the swords of the 
Starfighters - and that the Star 
Pendant is probably connected 
with these. The Book on 
Cabalism tells you that the Star 
Pendant was a cabalistic amulet 
but the spell has been lost. 
Remember the spell on the 
pentagram in part two...?), unlock 
door, open door, e, get skill, cast 
skill, get pendant, get diamond 
key, w, s, w, w (the other stairway 
is just as suitable), s, e, n. get 
invisfoility spell, get bless spell 
(the illusion speli is a red herring), 
s, e, n, cast invisibility (the other 
six elite guards will not be fooled 
by this spell), w, n, kill Wyvern 
(this can only be done a: if your 
status Is at its maximum and b: 
before it is fully grown), cast bless 
spell, smash orb, n, examine 
diamond key, door, Enxara Aloxia 
(the key indirectly opens the 
door), n, throw knife (else she will 
shoot and kill you), cast levitation 
(the only way out of the flames; 
you must have the floatstone at 
this point), Karyssia Astara 
Ordanta (this is the cabalistic spell 
which affects the glowing swords. 
NB. Swords Astara Ordania is 
also available), kill Karyssia (at 
last you get a hand-to-hand fight, 
which you will win if you are a 
master of combat and energetic). 

BLOODWYCH 
Just a few tipetts for this game. 
I had a bit of trouble with it 
myself, but that was probably 
because It wouldn't load! This 
should solve a few of your 
problems with it. 
1. When recruiting try to get two 
warriors and two wizards. 
2. Never attack other champions 
as this is a waste of time and food 
since they won't attack you. 
Instead, follow the tip of recruit: 
rob and dismiss. 
3. Food is essential later on in the 
game. So conserve it by eating as 
little as possible. Try to keep you 
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food teve! at half full or less. 
4. Any monsters you can 
communicate with will either help 
or trade with you. Warriors are 
generally better communicators 
than the wizards. Never try 
communicating with a group of 
monsters, monsters with more 
than two legs, monsters with no 
legs — or girts (common sense 
really!). 
5. Rather than buying cheap 
spells, try saving up and getting » 
the more expensive ones, they're 
essential on later levels. 
6. When you open the first door or 
the serpent level you'll find that 
the second door is locked. None 
of your keys will open the door, 
but make a note of the three 
green pads. Move over all three 
and then leave a champion on 
one of them, sit on the second 
pad yourself. Now click on the 
door and it should open. 
7. Here's a list of useful 
spells...green: paralyse, good for 
the price; compass: one you will 
definitely need: warpower: gives 
you the strength of ten; formwall: 
builds a wall for you; yellow: 

antimage, alchemy and spelltap, 
useful against heavy magic users; 
summon: calls up a monster to 
fight for you; vivify: kills your . 
enemies; disrupt: another spell to 
kill your enemies; red: fireballs, 
firepath and blaze; blue: conceal 
and vanish. 
8. Certain spells like the summon 
and ftrepath can't be used on the 
enemy directly, they have to be 
laid as traps. Never face the 
monsters you summon as they'll 
attack you. 
9. When you find the stairs 
leading down from the maze you'll 
automatically be turned back on 
the sixth and seventh step. When 
you get there, turn round and face 
the opposite direction. 

POKEMANIA 
I bet the question on 
everybody's lips is Will 
Pokemania ever cease getting 
better and better every 
month?'. Well If that isn't the 
question on your lips it ruddy 
well should be! Graham 

TURBAN Mason has come up 
with a wobbly scrolling message 
this month, as well as his ultra-
groovy multiface screen. Here are 
the goods... 
Sonic Boom - Infinite lives 
Hopping Mad - Infinite balls 
American Turbo King - Infinite 
cars 
F16 Fighting Falcon - Lots of 
ammo and planes 
Spherical - Invincible 

DAN DARE I I I 
Cor! A map and solution to the 
store stage of that hot new 
game, Dan Dare III. Good old 
Terry Hill from Newhaven has 
been busy at his Speccy to 
bring you this lot. 
Store Stage 
When you begin, shoot all of the 
nasties using the rapid fire gun. 
Then go straight across to the big 
Mekon and hover just inside the 
entrance about half way up: he 
now has a big problem shooting 
you. To kill him, use the rapid fire 

or power shooter. 
Access the stores terminal and 
buy 99 bouncing bombs, three 
nukes and any extra lives you 
may need. 
Don't top up the ammo because 
there's a new plasma rifle in the 
transporter room. 
Use the bouncing bombs and the 
plasma rifle to clear the room. 
Teleportirig; When you first start, 
only use teleports when Dan's 
energy is high. Try to follow 
earlier, smaller squares rather 
than attempting to keep Dan in 
larger squares. You should arrive 
quicker. 
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SINCLAIR QUALITY AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE 
H O W T O G E T Y O U R 48K S P E C T R U M R E P A I R E D F O R O N L Y £24.95 

TEN * REPAIR SERVICE 
Commodores 
• Repaired 

I 

B 

M J M W J U ^ BEST PRICES ! 

IRE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your repair? 
N««d your computer repaired last? Then send it now to the videovault 14hr 
Repair Service, we are a We to repair vour 48K spectrum using all the latest In test 
equipment for only t i« 9S (Spectrum 16K/4BK and Plus models only). 
We also have a while you wait* department I please call tor an appointment) for 
same day repairs. Commodore 64 computers repaired for only C40.Q0 including 
vat 4 P+P (Power supplies and Tape Recorders excluded). Please note we give 
youalOOV, low fixed price of em.95 which includes return post and packing plus 
VAT Don t forget we are Amstrad authorised for quality and speed, don t risk 
your computer to any other unauthorised repair centre. we don t just repair the 
fault and send your computer oack we give your computer a free overhaul, 
included in the price we check sound, loading, memory colour and ear/mlke 
sockets to make sure vour computer will give you years of service 

• Van orOerrepalrMSpectrumMKl Spectrum »ionfy 
tH VS. Spectrum . i UOOO.ConwnMore M C«0 00. 
mctudtng pwtt. »Mur and P < pipoww uKwtm ina 
TapeMcorden extrai 

• M computers futy ovemauteo ana hiity tested 
bete* return 

• fuityinturw torn* return journey 
• Wlweyotiw*tnpatrimtS.iSpeCtnimafla 

Spectrum tiSpectrumOrepairtUOOOiCoinmoOore 
MtaiOO.tKeoiacemenf tape Itecorderj ana Power 
Uipplttl are at an additional Charoti 

• Span parts avaKHHeBy mat orwr or Over the «MW 

• sb top gamMwortn (39 00 fteewm every Spectrum 
repair wow incbtet reil memorŷ tteyooarr) tett 

• WtirsortjlMrCommoOcftM s VCM C0mmO00f?15 
•4.Spectrum«Jand*J 

• The most up to flateteit equipment oevwooefl By ut 
to locate fauKtwitnin your computer 

• Over tye^t of tennce In computet 
• Simntnwarrancyiiftltcttoourtertmoftraaing 

•mien ire available on reauenjust send} « Up jumps 
rme una warranty oy ut it additional to any ottwr 
ngmi you already haw 

• J tomsMtf Of 'UfifC i i uTWJn'jCH? tO Qncwq wf r v t « JO* !C C&ft 1 'totXHrvm CVWT AWJ It 
taaoomcoa sflawtweeurwwrorie îiwcofna^ 

conmawfH 
PWffSiBK IWKOrtf 
CSS .00 
+ E2.35 p+p 

SewrumPwer 
SWftlNBm 
flioWifttJGOen 
0 * 0 * £14.95 
• £2.55 p+p 

tfrtOOTMemsrartt 
Soecmmffi< £9.95 
+ £2 IS p+p 
ipKtrjm* £16.95 
+ £2.35 P+P 

Now over 6 years, repairing home micro s throughout the 
world, 1st class service and fast turnaround. All computers | 
are soak tested before return 

We now have available a Disc Drive and Printer 
System for the Spectrum call us for details. 
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Send your computer to • vkjeovault LM , Railway Street. 
HadHeld. Cheshire SKI4BAA Tei M57 86655S/86TO/95M99 

ww Office, enaulfies ana orders only 

Manchester telephone 06l-256037Swtine you wit centre orty 

S H 

Ltd. 

URGENT NOTICE Don t be misled by adverts showing Between prices 
A recent complaint against a Manchester repair firm Mancomp was upheld oythe| 
Advertising standards Authority on two counts, 'it had stated BBC repairs 
0etweenti4and £45 then charged the customer £85 "Their guarantee policy was | 
misleading as it did not make clear that all repairs were not covered 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUTER COMPANION 
EDITION NOW HOT OFF THE PRESS 
New wgger catalogue oowwailatue containing ow 3.500 I 
items including software foe an computers, joysticks. spare 
parts Outness software. doc*s plus many more lust seno 
J xist class stamps for your free cocy Over M pages fuiorf top 
quaaty products delivered to your door 6y return post 
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I'm off to do a bit of moonlighting 
at the local newsagent to pay for 
my car repairs (back to the paper 
round!), so I can't do a very long 
outro this month. All that needs to 
be said is that Wayne Smith of 
Tidworth has won the £40 software 
prize for all those strategy POKEs. 
Well done to you. 
Keep sending in all your tips, 
maps, solutions and cheques for 
large sums of money (worth a try!) 
to . NEWSFIELD, NICK METRO 
MUNCHER' ROBERTS, 
PLAYING TIPS, CRASH, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 
1 J W . 
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BLACK f WHTE 
...PACKED WITH FEATURES FOR SUPERB 

STRATEGY & GAMEPLAY AND AVAILABLE IN FULL 
COLOURI FROM A RETAIL OUTLET NEAR YOU? 

f an YOU Win Ehe League 

^ ^ C h a m p i o n s h i p . the F J L Cup & The 

League Cup ? - 4 D m of 20 Team • 

Hon League Dt* 20 Teams - Result! & 

League Tables ALL Divs, DETAILS Of OVER 

IS00 PLATERS * 3 Skill Levels. 

Tape SPEC 4 8 / I 2 8 I : COM 64/I2BK 

AMS CPC 464 - £9.9S 

Disc SPEC * 3 : AMS CPC 6 6 4 / 6 1 2 8 -

£13.95 
Disc COM 6 4 / I 2 8 K - £ 1 2 . 4 $ 

AMIGA/ATARI - £19.99 

An Exoting & Realistic War Game 

set m Anglo Saxon England in the 

II th Century featuring a Smooth 

Strolling Graphk Display of 2 

COHPLETILY SEPARATE BATTLE SCENES 

on 3 Skill Leveh. 

T a p e S P E C 4 8 / l 2 8 K - £ 9 . 9 S 

CRICKET 
M A S T E R 

J 

L 

3 S U P E R B S T R A T E G Y G A M E 

All the Action. Drama S femwn of 

One Day International Cricket is 

captured in this Ammngly Realistic 

Strategy Game with 3 SkiH Levels - BALL 

BY B A U ACTION & A FULL NATCH 

COMMENTARY 

tape SPEC 48/I28K: COM64/I28R 

AMS CPC 464/664/6121 - £8.95 

Disc SPEC AMS CPC 464/664/6128 

£12.95 

D K COM 6 4 / I 2 8 K - £ 1 1 . 4 5 

AND 

AGame of Logic, SktU, fun & 

Frustration with Superb Graphics 

and Intriguing Gameptay that wii 

Punle. Baffle. Surprise and Deiigltt you 

as you solve the Problems and Mysteries 

of T-PYGE through 3 INCREASINGLY 

COMPLEX AREAS OF PLAY. 

Tape SPEC 4 8 / I 2 8 X - £ 9 . 9 5 

4 SUPERB STRATEGY GAMES from CHALLENGE SOFTWARE 

/SOFTWARE \ 

N O W Y O U ' R E T H I N K I N G 
CHALLENGE SOFTWARE, 37 Westmoor Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN7 7LE, Telephone: 01 -443 1914 



IT'S THE BEST 
WAY TO BUY 
GAMES! 

CRASH 

ORDER 
ACTION 

Apart from our highly 
recommended games list, 
you can order any game 

released by a major 
software house to date, on 

cassette or disk. You'll 
save loads of dosh and all 

orders include VAT and 
postage. H you wish to 

order a game NOT 
included in the above list 
please use the following 
Special Offer discount 
table to calculate your 

Offer price from the 
recommended retail price 

quoted on the software 
houses adverts. 
SPECIAL OFFER 

DISCOUNTS 
RRP OFFER SAVE 

8.95 7.201.75 
8 99 7.24 1.75 
9.95 7.95 2.00 
9.99 7 99 2.00 

12 95 10.40 2.55 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.95 11.95 3.00 
14.99 11.99 3.00 
19 99 15.99 4.00 

For any discounts not 
listed here ring our hotline 
on 0584 87 5851 and ask 

for mail order Remember, 
apply the discounts to 

RRP prices only, not our 
discounted offer prices 
quoted on this page!! 

Prices valid for 
UK/Eire/Europe only. For 
overseas orders please 

add 
£2.00 per item for Air Mail 

delivery. Not all products will 
have been released at press 

time. Goods wilt be 
dispatched as soon as 

possible. Customers will be 
informed of any long delays. 

CHAR1 
DETAILS 
It's tfie best way to buy the games you want to play! We recommend ten games lo 
buy and knock some dosh off the official price! And you're safe in the knowledge 
that all your orders are being handled here at CRASH, so we can provide the most 
efficient service around! Don't delay — send your order in today! 

TAKE A DIP IN THE 
BARGAIN BUCKET!! 
ANY SPECCY 
CASSETTE GAME: 
£7.99 
SAVE £2!! 
ANY SPECCY DISK 
GAME: £11.99 
SAVE £3!! 

TURRICAN 
RAINBOW ARTS 

PIPE MANIA 
EMPIRE 
NINJA SPIRITS 
ACTIVISI0N 
cass only 
AMC 
DYNAMIC 
SONIC BOOM 
ACTIVISION 
cass only 

DYNASTY WARS 
US GOLD 
DELTA CHARGE! 
THALAMUS 
cass only 
ROBOT MONSTERS 
TENGEN 
CYBERBALL 
TENGEN 
STORMLORDII 
HEWSON 

GET SET FOR SUMMER! 
INCREDIBLY FUNKY STUFF FOR THE SUNI 
FIVE DIFFERENT T-SHIRTS 
A BLOOMIN' 'STEAL AT £4.99, 
SPECTRUM SURFER 
Large only 
EVIL EMPEROR 
Large only 
RED MOON 
Large only 
KING GRUB 
Large & Medium 
CRASH LOGO 
Medium only 
BIG CRASH SPORTS BAG 
Don't put up with o Sainsbur/s plastic 
carrier bag! Get tfie best — a wnizzo 
CRASH sports bag with two carrying 
handles and a removable shoulder strap! 
WE'RE GIVING THEM AWAY AT £6.99!! 



FILL THAT 
CRASH GAP!! 
65 Four fantastic games on 
tape!! Micronaut One (Pete 
Cooke) I Dizzy (CodeMasters)l 
Wonted: Monty Mote (Gremlin)! 
Moon Cresto (Incentive)! 
INSIDE: Fin* live action look! 
Nick's tips go crazy! Loads 
morel! 
66 Four fat games! Quondam 
(Ocean)! One Man And His 
Droid (Mastertronic)! Robot 
Messiah (Alphabatim)l Whole 
Nerw Boll Gome (Pete Cooke)! 
INSIDE: Fab Batman poster! 
licence To Kill checked out! 
Batman story! Plus heaps of 
tipsl 
67 Four fascinating games on 
tape! Metabolis (Gremlin)! 
Non terraqueous (Mastertronic)! 
Mountains Of Ket (Incentive) 
Ultimate Warrior (Pawertape)! 
Plus a Maze Mania playable 
demo! INSIDE: Mognum Force 
— what's the new light-gun like? 
Special Dizzy map! 
68 Four freaky games! 
Roclcman (Mostertronic)! Temple 
of Vran (Incentive)! SuperSleuth 
(Gremlin)! Sceptre Of Bagdad 
Ariantisll INSIDE: Tusker's hunt 
lor the Elephants' Graveyard! 
Tips and a Rick Dangerous Map 
special!! 
69 Four flippy games on tape!! 
Super Soccer (Ocean), Zanthra> 
(Powertope), Delta Wing 
(Mostertronic), The Final 
Mission (Incentive)! I INSIDE: 
System 3's new duo! The 
Defender Light Gun explored! 
Plus all the action and heaps of 
tips! 
70 Four fun games on lope! 
Pogo (Ocean)! Sam Stoat 
(Gremlin)! Chiller 
(Mastertronic), Action Farce II 
(Powertape)! INSIDE: Arcade 
action! Comix! Football poster! 
More Rick Dangerous mapped! 
71 Six smashing games on 
tope! Cosmic Warlood (Ocean) 
Super Stuntmon (CodeMasters)! 
Incredible Shrinking Fireman 
(Mostertronic)! locomotion 
(Mastertronic)! Deja Vu 
(Powertape)I HyperLane 
(PowerTope)I INSIDE: CD on the 
Speccy preview interview! Mel 
Croucner checks out the SAM 

Coupe and tells us obout writing 
a manual! Tips, Jetman and 
loads more!! 
72 Five fantastic games on 
tope!! Split Personalities 
(Domark)! Dizzy I! Special 
CRASH Edition (CodeMasters)! 
Winter Wonderland (Incentive)! 
Action Biker (Mostertronic)l 
Stars & Stripes (PowerTape)l 
INSIDE: 8o Jangeborg 
interview) Dizzy — ore the 
Oliver Twins completely potty?! 
Plus tips, reviews and loads 
more! 
73 Four fab games on tape!! 
Eskimo Eddie (Ocean)! Agache 
Gold (Incentive)! Jason's Gem 
(Mastertronic)! Egghead 
(Powertape)! Plus Pokemania! 
INSIDE: Speccy CD system 
tested I Arcades! All the games 
and action in Live Circuit! I 
74 four frog-like gomes on 
tape!! Organ's Gold (Ocean)! 
1985 (Mostertronic)! Koryssia 
— Part I (Incentive)! Mission 
Fallout (PowerTape)! INSIDE 
The Sam Coup6 — the complete 

K'de to the super Speccy — 
r page special! I Big fat 

Budget bonanza! DJ Nicko and 
more! 
75 Four Froodv gomes on 
tape!! Master Blaster 
Cybodyne)! RockfaJI 
Powertope)! Koryssia Port II 
Incentive)! Breakpoint 
Powertope)! INSIDE: Rod new-
ook issue! The CRASH readers' 
awards ceremony — all the 
stars, oil the winners I 
S'amazing — the Coupe disk 
drive arrives! DJ Nicko with the 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts map! And all 
the power-pocked regulars! 

76 Four flappy games on 
taped Scuba Dive (Elite)! 
Nuclear Countdown 
(Atlantis)f Karyssia Pt III 
(Incentive)I Surface 
Tension (Powertape) I 
INSIDE: Adventure 
special — what are 
adventure games all 
about?! Arcade actionl 
Pick of the post with the 
SAM Forum! Nicko's tips 
and heaps morel 

DON'T 
GET LEFT OUT! 

Yes! Become a 
subscriber to CRASH 

lor 1 2 months for 
just £ 1 5 . 4 0 ! 

(Mainland UK only) 
By subbing, 

compared to the 
shop price of 1 2 

issues at £ 2 0 . 4 0 , 
you' l l be saving 

yourself t§3£ : V*n d l 

you'l l be saving 
even more because 
any special issues 
cost £ 1 . 9 5 — but 

you don't pay extra 
when you're a 

subberi! Subbers 
outside mainland UK 
now save £ 3 . 0 0 on 

previous prices!! 

A 12 MONTH 
SUBSCRIPTION TO 

CRASH!! 
WHAT A BARGAIN! 

SAVE 
£ 5 ! ! 

on normal UK prices 

O BRILLO GAMES EVERY 
M O N T H O N THE POWERTAPE!! 
O ALL THE LATEST SPECCY 
GAMES!! 
G THE HOTTEST HINTS, TIPS 
A N D POKES!! 
O SMASHING TOP PRIZE 
COMPOS 
THE NATION'S PLAYING O U R 
GAMES!! 

12 MONTH MAINLAND UK SUB: £15.40 
12 MONTH OUTSIDE MAINLAND UK SUB: £22.00 
12 MONTH EUROPE AIR MAIL SUB: £ 3 5 . 0 0 
EARLY WARNING: If you wish to start your new sub with issue 78 send in your coupon 
no later than 30th May 1990 

I would like to subscribe to CRASH for 12 issues. I want: 
• 12 MONTH MAINLAND UK SUB: £15.40 
• 12 MONTH OUTSIDE MAINLAND UK SUB: £22.00 
• 12 MONTH EUROPE AIR MAIL SUB: £35.00 
Method of payment (please tick) 
Access • Visa • Postal Order • Cheque • 

Credit card number. 

Expiry date 

Signature 

Make cheques and postal orders payable to CRASH Ltd. 
Send this form to: NEWSFIELD, CRASH SUBSCRIPTIONS, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW 



520ST-FM SUPER PACK 

E18J6 
Frrrt3.rO €19.95 

Elite £19.95 

1Mb DISK DRIVE 
£ 4 5 0 OF SOFTWARE 

ARCADE GAMES 
Arkanoid II Imagine £19.95 
Beyond The Ice Pslace Elite 
Bi»ck Lamp 
Buggy Boy 
Chopper X Masterironie £9.99 
Hcert Warriors Elite £14.95 
Maitie Mednete Electronic Arts £24.95 
QuedraHen Logoiron £19.95 
Ranarama Hewson Consultants £19.95 
Return To Geneeis Fi retard £19.96 
Roadwan Melbourne House £19.95 

Mandarin £19.95 
Electronic Arts £24.95 

Firebird £9.95 
Ehle £19.95 

Ocean £19.96 

The Ann Steer Pack a dad tor you II you want lo get ok la • Synpaun E ^ e Edwards Super Ski 
win the be* « aniartanmeni aoftw* Tin Pick nokidea a UCsr 
•ia *ut> hau i buia-ei tub oat orwa m CMC ol *p gi 
Pratt* II you Buy the Super Pack n S««a Shop, we mm add our own ST 

xn r«tn w (SCR Piss Of Owga Hum to coupon tor detatia 

INCLUDING WAT 

Starquafce 
Teal Drive 
Thrust 
Thundercats 
Wlxbail 
Xenon Melbourne House £19.95 
Zynaps Hewton Consultants £19.99 

SPORTS SIMULATIONS 
Elite £19.95 

Seconds Out Tynesolt £19.95 
Summer Olympiad H Tyneeott £18.96 

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE 
Organiser Triangle Publishing £49.96 

JOYSTICK 
Atari CX40 Joystick A tan Corp M M 

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE:£458.97 

With SM124 mono monitor £498 SS With SC1224 colour monitor: £698 SS 

1 040ST -F M p ROFESSIONAL PACK 
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR 
For I'M aertous homa user and me small bualneaa. are are 
pleased to announce s new package baaed around (he 
10WST-FM. Tna 1040ST-FM has i MByte RAM and a 
1 Mbyte built-in disk drtve In addition, ma 1040ST-FM 
now comes with a TV modulator buitt-.n (The previously 
avail*b'« 1040ST-F was designed tar use with a monitor 
only and did not come with a modulator \ This modulator 
allows the 1040ST-F to be plugged directly into any 
domaatic TV mi. and comaa compieta with a lead to 
allow you lo do so The new 'Professional Pack' tram 
Silica includea tna naw I040ST-FM with modulator plua 
tour htgh quality aoflwara packages including a spread-
sheet. aataosea, word processor and programming lang-
uage TIms 'Prolaealonal Pack' software wtll anabia you to 
pet straight down to bualnaea with your new computer. In 
addition to tms software (worth O H M). II you buy tne 
Professional Pack from Silica Shop, you will also receive 
the Silica ST Stanar Kit (worth over £200). Free Of 
Charge Return the coupon foi hirlher information 

£499 
INQLUP1NO VAT 

With SM124 mono monitor £598a 
With SC1224 colour monitor £798® 

ATARI KMGST-FM (Computer} £499.99 
VIP PROFESSIONAL <s<y«*daheei) £149.95 
MICROSOFT WHITE (Wont Processor) £149.95 
SUPEHBASE PERSONAL (Osiauaa) £59.99 
BASIC DISK A MANUAL £24.9* 

NORMAL RRP: OS4.S2 
LESS DISCOUNT: -£385 82 

PROFESSIONAL PACK PRICE: £499.00 

2MI) & 4 M b M E G A ST 
The MEGA ST computers are styled sa •• lightweight keyboard with a separata CPU. 
connected by a couoO tortpnarn style cable There aie two vemona of the MEGA ST. 
ana wth JMbytee of HAM and Uie other with 4Mbyle» Each version ha* a IMpyto 
double aided dak dme built-in to the CPU unit The MEGA S r i do not come with 
modulator buUl-m and must therefore be used wrth a monitor With every MEQA ST 
purchased, we will add the "Professional Pack' software (worm £3M S3] dstaSed 
above, plus the Sa-
ws ST Starter Kk 
(worm Ovsr £2001 
poet Frae Of Charga 
Return the ooupon 
lor further details 

2 M b M E G A S T 

• mono monitor - £996 
+colour monitor•=£1196 

4Mb M E Q A S T 

• mfsJrro^^cl&B 
+colour monitor1 £1496 

J M H 

DTP PageStream £149 •VAT 
=£17136 

Oienap PiAHift.ig (OTP) • one of Sw M • ccmevtert Wv are plewiuil ic announce a rcmrM to* east package tor B>e Alan ST Paoefew PageSesem aam <**, ties (>VAT-ttri.35) me, bunas I aorsa mcf an Alan 1M0ST and a SeMoar* SP-tSOAi pnraar. you can be and mnnlng w*h a t « M ayeta* M Mtv t'000 Soma ot «• faaturaa <* PapaSt/asm an Uaaad to the ip* It you muU krtw vitormewm on *a program comomt ana refc»r » coupon Dekw bcaing tne OTF box 

1 TEXT-PLOW AAOONO GRAPHICS 1 DOTATION OP TWT a OPWHICS ' SL AWT Oil TWIST ANY OSJCCT 
taopumction lino MAWuAL Kf HniXG a KTPtllMATnN 

' OflOUPfNO OP OBJkClS 

ir DO YOU OWN AN ATAR 1 ST? 
• H you already Own an Atan ST computer a 
• ST uaer. let ua know Wa «W be plisssd 
1 FREE OF CHARGE ss they necoms avsiu 

nd nould Hka to be registered on our mailing list aa sn • 
to send you copies 0? our pn«e Usts and nawalamsrs B 
tMe Conipieie me coupon snd return n to our Sidcup 1 
ST ssrvtos that is second to none 

I P L E 

range ot Alan ST com p.. ton offers something for everyone- From the games enthusiast 
who wants the challenge of the very beet In arcade action, to the businessman who wsrvti to 
make financial forecasts or tsufMss presentations The ST otters nigh Quality graphics, 
sound snd speed for the gsmer. whilst providing a fast, user fnendty and aftordeM solution 
to business. The ST is now firmly established in the home environment and boasts s wealth 
ot ueers In education, local government, television, and a vsnety of different buK u r n 
Software for Ihe range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT. 
ACCOUNTS, ART. COMMUNICATIONS. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES. 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, EDUCATION. MUSIC. PROGRAMMING. SPREADSHEETS. WORD 
PROCESSING and more For a Ml list of the software svallabie. as well as detsUs of the ST 
range, complete snd return the coupon below u m M K i a a a a ^ i a w i i a 

520ST-FM E X P L O R E R PACK 
WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE 

The value tor money ottered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack 
featunng the 520ST-FM computer with 512K RAM The 520ST-FM computer now 
comes with a built-in 1 Mb double sided disk drive as well at a free mouse controller 
and a built-in TV modulator. The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includea the 520ST-
FM computer. Ihe arcade game ftanarama. • tutorial- program and some useful 
desktop accessories in addition. II you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we win 
give you Ihe Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £200. FREE OF CHARGE Return the 
ooupon for details ot our Starter Kit and ol the full ST range 

£260 
+ SM124 mono monitor: £398 + SC1224 colour monitor £598 3? 

+VAT= 

£299 

WHY SILICA SHOP? 
Mora you dsoda •Dsn lo buy your new Atan ST ComMar. wc auggas you consider wry carVUSy WHERE you buy II Than SIS MANY compsnMa atw can oftsr you s conpulsr. a iew penpfwak and the toe tsn asflng tittas There sis FEWER companies mho can pttar a wlds isng* ol product* tor your computer snd mpart sitocs and he* when you n**d ft Than • ONLY ONE company nfto can pronde largaal range oi Alan ST mated praducu <n tna UK a W tme Aiar- ST tpecititt toOfMiCw fiipilni and (fur iiIm iup(iQft. ifK" 
htc-r*) trm nawiî ian ma frottvm OHwm) lo your door for ci long •• you r*>jin ifW jrou purctwi* yen* cc*n<HJt»r Th»l ont oomptfry 4 $ac$ Ŝop Wt n««« 
(>mo Mttbî od n ff* compute tM(J tor lan ywn in annual tuf̂ w m ikm tjt EB wMW and can not oian to nwi our cumonMn nouMwanii atft an accuracy and unOorstandinQ wtnoh it taoond lo norw. But donl luat uke cu tnnl lor A Come lata ami return rw ccupcn baton lor our ksast Manayt snd esgin » eipananoa ra Slflcs Shdp apeosM AM tame* 

siuCA STAJrm KIT. wmh M £200 ma wei my Alen ST oornputw bougrt liom Snica 
PftOnSSMMAL mat Free buaM >0fM» 
arm itMOST fU and UEOA STl Ooujl-l Iram SKa 
OeUCJtTtD SttmCMO: k*-oma Alan mt 
attft <*ei yaei d eiperlenoe on Alan lanung THt mu. STOCK RAMQt AS (* yom Alan 
raquliHWili from om piaoa ATTTS SALES SUPPORT: Tha M at SiUa an 
dedcelad lo help you gel *w bad he rw ST mtl CATXLOOUCS: Haled Oinci to yew henw 
aa aoon a* oe print them, taatunng ortan aa ee* 
m all at Ihe near nkaia 
rna o vthsoqht ofuvtH k o-> •» 
orden tfuppee «e» the UK mnlam 
Pmct MATCH PMSMC- Wa • euton on a an pioduct wia prtce' Saaa 
flier TtCHNKAL HtmJNE: MniwO Alan laetiraeai aipana ahuyi at your aanka 

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT 
WORTH OVER £200 

WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS 
ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE FREE UK DELIVERY, 

Silica Shop Ltd. C ^ 2 3 * 3 a m c h S c » ^ t i ^ w s T l a t l > e r t o y Road, Sidcu " 

P L E A S E S E N D F R E E L I T E R A T U R E O N T H E 
Kent. OA14 40X 

ATARI ST 
Mr/Mrs/Ms; 

SILICA SHOP: 
B I D C U F (& M a i l O r d e r ) 

1-4 The Mews. Hmthertey Road. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DX 
l^ayy Hldtm FRIDAY flam - Tpm OPtN: MQN-SAT 9am - S 30pm 

01-309 1111 

L O N D O N 0 1 - 5 8 0 4 0 0 0 
52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P OBA 

OMN; MQN-&AT 93Q»m - eoop,m LATK NIOHT. NOf4E 

I 
I 

I 
I 

L O N D O N 01-628 1234 ext 3914 
SeHtit)Q8s (tst tloor). Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AB 

Postcode: 
Do you already own a computer 
If so. which one do you own? DTP d J 

Surname 



SHOOT 
TO 
KILL... 
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SCREENS AND SCREENS OF DEATH-DEALING 
DESTRUCTION AND MAYHEM! 

Earth is in deadly peril! 
Deep in space — an area 
called Delta — alien 
forces are massed ready 
to attack. And you are the 
onty one to stop theml 
Can you survive and 

destroy the endless 
waves of enemy fighters 
hurled at you by the 
warships? 

Charge — and find out: 
but shoot to kill! 

r f v v 

^ f i 

. i 
m 

Spectrum and SAM Coupe £9.99 cassette 
Thalamui Limited 1 Saturn Houte, Cilleva Park, Aldermaiton, Berkshire RC7 4QW Tel 0734417261 
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Rainbow Arts/Probe 
Sof tware 
• C9.99/C1 2.99 • 

Long, long ago mankind 
lived In tear. Paranoia 
ruled them by day and 

horrific nightmares made 
sleep a dread by night. The 
cause was a Ihree headed 
creature called Morgul with 
fantastic evil magtcal power 
who lived hidden away In lis 
kingdom from where if 
infiltrated man's mind. As 
humanity cowered, a brave 
hero called Oevolon did 
battle with the beast and 

banished it to another 
dimension. For many years 
mankind slept soundly. But 
now the nightmares have 
returned with a ferocity thai 
banishes everyone to Ihelr 
homes lest evil strike them. 
Morgul is affecting them 
even from the other 
dimension 

Only one man has the 
courage to stand up lo his 
fears and attempt to once 
again banish Morgul from 
the lives of mortals: 
Turrlcan, skilled soldier of 
fortune, athletic and heavily 
armoured 

| £ 
m R U i 
X i * 

b. Y 

& £ ; i 

ZWffiL* i: 

i 

Turrican Is set over five 
different worlds and 13 
levels Fight through 
creature-infested landscapes 
using your athletic skills and 
arsenal of weaponry— 
standard pulse-rille, 
lightning beam, grenades, 
mines and energy lines. The 
last three are limited, so 
slocks must be regularly 
replenished and weapon 
power-ups coneciea. 

Collision with the weird 
denizens of Morgul's realm 
lose you vital energy. Make 
use of the gyroscope mode 
{three limes per life) and 
turn Into an Impervious and 
tiesfruclive ball. Extra 
weaponry can be collected 
as well as diamonds, 300 ol 
which provide an extra life. 

Trust Probe to come up 
with the goods, ihe sprites 
are colourful, nicely drawn 

M I f t I f Wow, It* a long time since I've seen this much 
H I U W olfenslva weaponry in a gamafl Turrlcan Is pure 
blast-'am-up action all tha way with a wonderfully detailed 
main sprlta blasting the living daylights out of the enemy 
hordes. My personal favourite Is tha Alien world which Is 
obviously Inspired by tha Glger-asque monsters Irom the 
RhJIey Scott movie. The backdrops are as colourful snd 
Marled as tha character sprites. Turrican Is a no holds barred 
shoot-'em-up that no joystick mangling fan should miss. 

9 3 % 
m a 
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and animated. Tu/rkan 
himself looks well hird a 
range of weaponry l« make 
Rambo jealous Creitures 
and backgrounds art varied 
— there's nothing I kale 
more in a game thar (he 
same sprite being used over 
and over again! Endol level 
monsters and Morgul 
himself are great Ail In all 
Probe and Rainbow Arts 
have produced one if the 
best Speccy games seen this 
year. Just waif for lie sequel 
Apprentice. 

MAF'K 9 5 % 
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Empire 
• C9.99/C 14.99 • 

A plumber's lot — in 
this game — Is not a 
happy one. Pipe Mania 

seas you In the guise ol an 
unlortunate plumber who 
must construct a continuous 
pipeline on the playing grid 
through which the ever-
flowing green Flooz It 
channeled. To (he side of the 
grid you're provided with a 
starting point and a 
dispenser loaded with 
differing pieces of pipe. The 
Idea Is to sal down a preset 
number of piping before (he 
Floozreaches you. You only 
have a head start of a few 
seconds, so building Is a 
matter of some urgency! 

Pipe Mania has three 
different playing modes: 
basic one player, expert one 
player and If a friend Is to 

4 2 1 CRASH JUNE 

hand competitive two player. 
The training mode for all 
three options Is Ihe best lo 
start with as the Flooz flows 
much slower. If you sat a 
piece of pipe down that 
won't fit you can always 
'bomb* It, though It takes 
time to replace and you lose 
SO points: If you find the next 
piece In the dispenser 

doesn't fit, the best thing to 
do Is set It In a different 
place and try lo head the 
Flooz flow towards it. 
Forward thinking counts for a 
lot In this game. 

To end Ihe level fit the set 
amount of piping together 
and watch the Flooz go, 
simple as that — but on later 
levels things become more 

M l P I / Pipe Manla Is wickedly addictive. Once you start 
l l l U I V playing you |ust won't be able to put It down. It's 
one of those games that is really simple, but still catches you 
out. Just make a pipeline as long as you can, using the 
pieces of pipe given to you In random order. The trick Is to 
plan ahead, knowing exactly where you want to stick a four 
way mega pipe with triple bend. The graphics sre very 
simple, nothing to shout about at all, but the sound Is more 
exciting with a groovy tune and plenty of spot effects. Sheer 
payability will keep you busy for a long long time. 

90% 

hecllc. One way sections pop 
up (the Flooz can only head 
In the direction of the 
arrows), end sections appear 
Into which you must guide 
Ihe finished pipeline. 
Indestructible obstacles 
lorca you to go round them. 
If you get a long way and 
die, a helpful password 
system allows you to get 
back Into the action. 

And Pipe Mania Is 
certainly action all the way: 
amazing how a simple Idea 
can create a mega-playable 
game (as In Klax too). The 
graphics are very simple, but 
as there aren't any beefy 
character sprites charging 
round the screen this doesn't' 
really mailer. The sound 
livens up the game no end 
with a great tune and stacks 
of sound effects. Whether 
plumbing strategy Is your 
scene or not, Pipe Mania 
will get your adrenalin Flooz 
flowing! 

MARK 9 1 % 

Amenlc puzzle game — 
It's the fun way to drive 
yourself round the bendl 

PRESENTATION 82% 
GRAPHICS 70% 
SOUND 82% 
PLAYABIUTY 90% 
ADWC71VITY 82% 

O V E R A L L 90% 
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According to Domark 
KIbx is s collection of 
three seme-coloured 

tiles stacked either 
vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally. The aim of this 
game Is simple: create the 
set number of Klass on each 
level to move onto the next. 
Before the fun begins the 
player Is given the choice to 
start on either the level one 
with three drops and no 

bonus, level t l x with tour 
drops and 100000 points 
bonus or level eleven with 
five drops and 200000 point 
bonus. You're then whisked 
to the play screen, a long 
vertical stretch of play area 
end five 'bins'. You control a 
flipper end must catch the 
differently coloured tiles es 
they roll towards you. 

Ujj to five tiles cen be held 
on the flipper at one time, 
though the Idea Is to sling 
them Inlo the bins as fast as 

m e m into tne bins as test as 
possible. But watch I t 
unless you create Klax* the 
bins till very quickly and the 
game endr, drop more than 
your allowed number of 
tiles, and It's over too. If you 
think the first couple of 
screens are easy, jutt welt 
until the tiles Increese In 
speed end number end the 
amount of KJaxs needed lo 
continue rockets up. Panic 
situations are all too 
common, and a cool head la 
needed: 'throw' the tiles 
back up the screen for a few 
seconds If a breathing space 
Is needed. 

tt takes a lot ol practice to 
avoid quick termination, but 
this doesn't detract Irom the 
sheer payability — indeed It 
edds to lonfi term addictlvlty. 
If you're Into puzzle/arcade 
games (and even If you're 
not) you'll kick yourself If 
you don't take a look i t this 
latest Domark release. 

MARK 94% 

IIIPIf Connect Four tsken Into the 90s! Klax Is simply 
H I U R addictive with lightning retiexes a must as play 
gits fester end tistir, and wrong diclslons become 
dlsistrous. An amazing amount of colour Is used, with three 
different borders end only a tiny bit of dish whin thi realty 
well animated tiles roll towerds you. 

What makes Klax so addictive Is the sheer simplicity of It. 
You get to frustrated when the computer decldet to send 
down every colour but the one you want to complete your 
super cross which will gat you millions ol points, you just 
have to hive enothir go! 

1. 

A cricking cola-op conversion 
to tease aed frustrate: Just get 

that straight-|icfc#t ready! 

A c t ! v i s i o n 
m £9.99 • 

Another obscure Sega 
coln-op licence joins 
the growing rank 

produced by Acthrision over 
the past few months. Be the 
brave pilot chosen to fly the 
most sophisticated piece of 

firepower. Each level ends 
with a mechanical 
monstrosity to destroy: e top-
ol-screen meter gives the 
amount of shots needed to 
destroy it. Thit achieved, 
you're presented with your 
hit rate end bonus paints Md 
moved to the next 
battleground.—Soalc Boom 

I I I P I T Y " i 1 s one 01 ™y favourite game styles, i thoot-
N I O W 'em-up, and of course totally unoriginal. It plays 
exectly like Slep Fight and Scramble Spirits: fly around the 
screen shooting everything coming towards you, collect the 
occasional power up Icon to edd extra super weapons or 
extra lives — you know the kind of thing. 

Smell, neat sprite! and highly detailed backgrounds all in 
the same monochrome colour plus OK sound with the; usual 
'boom' eflects end a tuna on the title screen all add uip to a 
predicteble production line clone. 

63% 

pncsocunoN 89% 

QRAPttCS 88% 
SOUND 70% 

PLAYABIUTY 
ADCOYTTY 91% 

aeronautical technology aver 
treated (the Sonic Boom) 
Into enemy territory: six 
vertically scrolling levels 
bursting with deadly 
weaponry. And why? The 
usual domineering taaatic 
group have taken over all the 
military bases of Ihe world. 
Wowl 

Waves ol aircraft rocket 
down tin screen at you, 
ground-baaed gun turrets 
and SAM tiles blast away — 
weave to avoid them while 
trying to hit them with your 
rattier Ineffective weaponry. 
Thank god. tome destroyed 
plane formations drop 
psrachutes: red ones bestow 
spirit Jets (a bit like the 
outriders from Senmilo 
Spirit), whilst yellow 
svpfo&dty increase 

— more sonic whimper —la 
a multi-load cassette thai 
makes you welt for good 
mono graphics, clearly 
visible sprites but onily 
average shoot-'em-ujp action 
not geared to eat the woild 
alight. 

M A R I K M % 

fcn avenge ihoot-'tem-up 
inly for Insatiable addicts 

of the genre. 

PRESENTATION 3 3 
GRAPttCS ' > 
SOUND —i 
PLAYABflJTY 

ADCtCTlYITY z 
OVERALL 59%> o 

CRASH JUNIE • 43 



VIEWS 

u i f i y Simply brilliant. That's the only way to describe 
N l b A As*10 Marine Corps. I haven't enjoyed playing a 
game so much tor ages. There is just so much going on, you 
wouldn't think you were playing on a Spectrum. AMC comes 
in two parts, each as mind blowlngly playable as the last. 
The graphics In both are out of this world. Large, animated 
sprites fill every corner of the game, packed full of colour 
without any clash at all - a masterpiece of programming skill. 
Amazing , but there's more: full colour, animated 
backgrounds, oodles of sound effects and a toe tapping tune. 

Collecting the capsules that drop from (he sky as you run 
along can have a variety of results. Some give you super 
weapons that kill everything In sight, but others release even 
worse nasties to nibbie at your feet! AMC is one game that I 
will he playing for some time. Go on, be a devil and buy a 
copy • you won't be disappointed. 

93% 

4 4 1 CRASH JUNE 

Dynamic 
• E 9 . 9 5 / C 1 4 . 9 5 • 

Having entered into 
orbit round the planet 
Dendar you are woken 

from hypersleep. You area 
member of the AMC (Astro 
Marine Corps, armed with a 
heavy duty assault rifle, and 
are about to be dropped onto 
the planet to fight the 
diabolical Deathbrlngers. 

The Deathbrlngers are a 
gang of Interplanetary 
pirates who wreak havoc 
wherever they land. The 
game splits Into two 
sections. The first has you 
yomping up hill and down 
dale In search ol the 
Deathbrlngers' ship and Is 
played In a left to right 
horizontally scroll with 
plenty of deathbrlnging 
creatures alter your hide. An 
Astro Marine support ship 
will occasionally drop supply 
cannlsters to you, containing 
grenades, energy, shields 
and extra lives. 

Once the end of level 
creature called Krauer Is 
overcome, and you've 
gained secret access to the 
pirate ship, It's onto load two 
which takes you to the 
Deathbringers' planet. Your 
Iree passage to their hideout 
Is not popular, and bloody 
battle ensues. This time your 
target Is the Great Allen 
King, a huge pseudo-robot 
who breathes fire, and tough 
to kill. 

The most impressive part 
olAMCIs the scrolling: multl 
directional movement Is 
Incorporated, giving a great 
feel ot reality. It's a pity the 
colourful, but splodgy sprites 
aren't In the same league. 
The game Is quite playable, 
the challenge Is tough, but 
not Irustratlnglyso. I just 
wish that as much attention 
had been payed to the looks 
as to the technical wizardry. 

MARK 71% 

A technically top notch 
blast-'em-up with a mixed 

reception. 
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U S G o l d / T i a r t a x 
• E9.99/C 14.99 • 

China, 184 AO: an 
unhappy time. A blood 
leud between the Han 

Clan and the Kal Clan has 
escalated Into all-out war. 
The Hans are the good guys, 
but there are only four of 
their warriors left — and 

from there on boredom Is 
just around the comer. The 
thing that strikes you first is 
the lack of colour—all 
graphics are 
monochromatic. The result 
is that the animated sprites 
are disastrously lost In the 
backdrops. Maybe Tiertex 
should be recommended to 
the army, they'd do a great 
job camouflaging vehicles! 

I I I f * I f Dynasty Wart Is one of those games thai suffers 
H I D IV from excellent presentation bul has llttli 
payability. There art tomt really wtll drawn tcratnt of the 
heroes you control, and great graphics In betwstn the levels. 
The actual game tprltts and backgrounds art inothir matter 
though: they're small, undetailed and til In cytn 
monochrome - yukkl 

You htvt to ttraln your eyes to ttt what It going cn, but 
you might ts wtll not bother bectuta II looks more I ke t 
circus tct than t wtrl The horat you rldt moves the itme 
sated backwards aa It dots forwards, and when you try to 
shoot tl somtont tht arrows or bulltls go straight trough 
Ihtml A dirt Impltmtnttllon of i coln-op shoot-'em up 
variant. 50% 

you'rt one ol them! Choose 
which ol the four you play, 
each with equally silly 
names: Shang Fel, Lul Bel, 
Kuan Yu and Shao Yun. Now 
mount your trusty steed and 
lay Into the Kal hordes with 
your R-TypB inspired weapon 
(le the longer the button is 
held the stronger the blow). 
Six horizontally scrolling 
levels of enemy troops 
armed with lances, swords 
end bows await you, all 
punctuated by end-of-level 
Kal Generals to defeat. 

Dynasty Wars kicks off 
with a promising start: a 
good Intro lune and static 
portraits of the heroes. But 

The scrolling judders along 
and just adds to the "why 
bother' feeling that emerges 
after thirty seconds flay. 

M A R K 3 9 % 

A trustratlngly unplayable 
conversion ol e midlocra 

arcade machine. 

PRESENTATION 6ft 30 
GRAPHICS 5ft 

• • 

SOUND 71* 
PLAYABIUTY 4ft _ 

ADOOVTTY 4ft z QELEEE30 
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could ever spend. Chosen by aliens 
[vanquish the Five Guardians Monty | 

is now given Superpowers. 
Follow his latest 

adventures 
as he 
threatens 
to destroy 
all, Including 
himself. 
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Available on: 
CBM AMIGA/ 
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AMSTRAD 

CBM 64/128 
SPECTRUM 
Cassette & Disk 
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Teng en/Do mark 
• C9.9S/C14.99 • 

E 
arty in tha 21*1 
century Ihe game ol 
Gridiron Football took 

a violent turn for the 
better/worse (whichever you 

pro mode with the San 
Francisco Hitmen, Chicago 
Killers, Mleml Terminators 
end Dallas Destroyers. 

If you watch Gridiron 
Football on Channel 4 on 
Sunday evenings you'll know 
what happens (this game is 

hot. and finally critical. The 
only way to slop it exploding 
Is to carry it over the de-fuse 
line. If you make it to the 
end or lose Ihe bell you go 
on the defensive, similar to 
offensive play with e list of 
options appearing. 

prefer). Injured players had 
body perts replaced with 
bionics. With some pleyers 
ending up with over 50% of 
their bodies replaced, the 
Idea popped up to have all 
metal players! By 2022 huge 
robots over 20ft tall have 
replaced human players. It Is 
into this futuristic 
battleground that you are 
thrown. 

First pick a team. In 
practice mode choose 
between the Lot Angelas 
Assassins or the New York 
Enforcers. Then move Into 

very similar). Each team 
takes it In turns to cerry the 
ball up to their opponents' 
end zone to score 
touchdown*. The game 
starts with you being on the 
offensive. Choose from the 
menu of running plays, 
passing plays or option plays 
and one of four formations. 

Time to playl An Incentive 
to fast play and gaining that 
extra yardage Is provided by 
Ihe bell: 350 pounds ot steel 
full ol high explosive! This 
bell stertt cool, but et play 
progresses becomes warm, 

H I P I f Definitely not my cup of tea this: i couldn't stand 
I I | O n playing It for more than tan minutes. It takes 
absolutely ages to toad, alright if you're In tor a real stunner, 
but not it you're greeted by naff futuristic American Football. 
Nothing against American Football, but I object when it's 
played at this speed: It's unbelievably stow. The robot 
players crawl about tha screen In a generally annoying way 
and aren't even vary wall drawn. Graphics are mostly very 
poor, and in black and white too. Sound is equally bad with 
average tunes and the odd effect, including something I think 
was meant to be a crowd cheering. 

45% 
46 • CRASH JUNE 

So go out there and cause 
some aggro! But hang on, 
this game is great in the 
ercadet, but what's 
happened to It?. The small 
stick like robots Judder round 
Ihe pitch more like geriatric 
dormice than big butch 
machines. The title tuna may 
be creditable, but from there 
on In Itt all downhill! 
Programming on this 
obviously never made the 
end-zone. 

MARK 39% 

N I N J A 
Activision/Softwara 
Studios 
• £9.99 • 

Tsukikage (bless you) Is 
a typical Nlnje warrior, 
armed with razor sharp 

Katana sword, Shuriken 
throwing stars, dynamite end 
swlrly blades on a chain. 
With these he sets out to 
destroy an evil Warlock and 
his henchmen. Tsk (as he is 
known to all those who run 
out of breeth trying to 
pronounce his name) is no 
ordinary Nlnje: he's the spirit 
of e white wolf who's taken 
on human shape. 

Tsk starts his monumental 
six-level trek in a ruined 
temple end faces hordes of 
Nlnjas, wolves, old gilt with 
swlrly blades on a chain. 
With these he sets out to 
destroy an evil Warlock and 
his henchmen. Tsk (et he It 
known to all those who run 
out ol breath trying to 

Some of the destroyed 
enemies leeve behind 
crystals which power up your 
weapons: an energy shield 
for your sword, multiple 
Shuriken and dynamite, a 
larger swirty blade and even 
a couple of Nlnje Spirits to 
keep you company can be 
collected. 

Aaagh, pass me the sun 
shedesl This romp suffers 
from some of the worst 
screen clutterltls ever seen. 
Both character and 
background sprites are 
mono, which doesn't hetp 
character Identification. Add 
lo that the amount ot things 
on screen at once and you 
very often die without 
noticing! 

Nlnji Spirit Is en obscure 
coin-op game thet should 
have been left In the dingy 
corner ol the arcade it was 
taken from. 

MARK 55% 

I I I P I f 0 n B 0 1 , h 0 M D i m e s which might be quite good If 
H I D IV you could only see what the hell was going on — 
ona of the w o n t examplea ot screen clutter I've ever seen! 
Large(lsh) sprites Jump about on a highly detailed yitkky 
yeliow monochrome oriental background. Evil killers appear 
alt over the place and before you know tt you're dead! 
Tedious. 

Only lor fans of strained eyes and headaches: the re's a 
good geme in here somewhere, finding It Is tha problem. 

6 1 % 

pronounce hit name) It no 
ordinary Ninfa: he't the spirit 
of a white wolf who's teken 
on human shape. 

Tak starts his monumentel 
six-level trek In a ruined 
temple and faces hordes of 
Ninjas, wolves, old gits with 
sticks end a myriad end of 
level bed guys In haunted 
forests, swamps and 
vertically scrolling cliff 
faces. Choose between the 
four weepons and let rip. 

| An average coi n-op 
conversion hiding (behind e 
• deadly dose of sttreen-

^ ^ m d u t t e r ^ ^ ^ H 
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I n t r o n 
its short life cycle It can 
multiply at an alarming rate, 
flowering in every month of 

GROUNDSEL 
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groundsel suffers from a rust 
disease. This is called puc-
cinia lagenophorae and its 
symptoms are small brown 
p u s l u l r u u M f c * ^ a n d 

secondary infections by sys-
tematically treating rusted 
groundsel with another fun-
gus isolated from soil, called 
botrytis cinerea. The results 
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STARRING DAN DARI 
T h e r e a l i s a t i & ^ I ^ -
telescope in space d 
beginnings and foretell an end s NEXT WEEK Nasa 

launches perhaps 
the most sophisti-
cated instrument 
ever sent into 

space. The Hubble Space Tele-
scope — named after an Ameri-
can pioneer of cosmology — 
promises to revolutionise as-
tronomy and our perception of 
the universe. High above the 
distorting influence of our at-
mosphere. Hubbie's 94-inch eye 
will have the clearest picture of 
the universe we have had. 

In purely numerical terms, 
the telescope will increase the 
volume of the known universe 
by a factor of 100. Astronomers 
are expecting a corresponding 
quantum leap in their 
understanding. 

The idea for a telescope in 
space was first mooted in the 
1920s. Our view of the universe 
from Earth's surface is ham-
pered by the atmosphere: it acts 
as a blanket which filters out 
the fUll range of radiation emit-
ted by objects in space. Only 
certain wavelengths, specifi-
cally, visable light, part of the 
infra-red and some radio fre-
quencies. can get through. 

"In a sense all the images we 
have had up until now are 
dirty' ones." says Professor 
Malcolm Longair. director of 
Edinburgh's Royal Observa-
tory. "Atmospheric turbulence 
also causes problems. Even 
gravity leads to distortions of 
telescope optics." 

During the early years of the 
Space Age. unexplored regions 
of the spectrum were eagerly 
investigated with satellites. Op-
tical astronomers — having the 
advantage of being able to do 
research from the ground — 
decided that if they were going 
to have a telescope it should be 
a biggie, a 3-metre mirror oper-
ated by astronauts. Throughout 
the 1970s, Nasa lobbied hard for 
this "Large Space Telescope", 
using all it had at its command. 

tion," adds Peter Jakobsen. 
Astronomers who have built 

the scientific instruments have 
"guaranteed" access to the tele-
scope for 200 hours. Jakobsen 
himself is interested in primor-
dial clouds of gas created when 
the universe was a tenth of its 
present age. "We do not know 
whether they are still around 
today, or whether they evapo-
rated or coalesced into galaxies. 

"We really don't know what's 
out there," Peter Jakobsen 
says. "The best discoveries are 
the ones we don't know any-
thing about." The same philoso-
phy is echoed by the project's 
decade, adding a bill of $7 mil-
lion per month while it was 
kept in storage. During con-
gressional hearings to secure 
additional funds, administrator 
James Beggs tried to impress 
the political keepers of the 
purse by claiming the Hubble 
telescope was the eighth won-
der of the world. "It ought to be 
at that price," a Congressman 
was heard to retort. 

Such delays and spiralling 
costs led to criticisms that it is 
an idea behind its time. The 
wasn't." The Faint Object Cam-
era will be used to assess the 
mass distribution in galaxies, 
so that theorists can try to pin-
point where this mass might be. 
"We'll have a far harder look at 
the Milky Way. so we may find 
out what causes star forma-
tion," adds Peter Jakobsen. 

Astronomers who have built 
the scientific instruments have 
"guaranteed" access to the tele-
scope for 200 hours. Jakobsen 
himself is interested in primor-
dial clouds of gas created when 
the universe was a tenth of its 
present age. "We do not know 
whether they are still around 
today, or whether they evapo-
rated or coalesced into galaxies 

"We really don't know what's 
out there," Peter Jakobsen 
says. "The best discoveries are 
the ones we don't know any-

photon-counting technique 
veloped by Alec Boksenberg, 
now director of the Royal 
Greenwich Observatory. Th^ 
FOC extends Hubbie's visic 
well into the ultraviolet, raj 
tion which is normally ab-
sorbed by astmospheric oxyg? 
and ozone. 

"Generally speaking, ultra-
violet radiation is emitted by 
hotter objects." says Malcom 
Longair. "There's an awftil lot 
we can learn about the uni-
verse at ultraviolet wave-
lengths." Indeed, astronomers 
class this part of the spectrum 
as the "FM band" because of 
known objects, scientists will 
have a clearer picture of their 
temperature, physical and 
chemical properties. 

Hubbie's technological supe-
riority is a constant refrain in 
Nasa's publicity effort, the ulti-
mate expression of hyperbolic 
gee-whizzery. Its main reflect-
ing mirror is so optically per-
fect that if it were scaled up to 
the size of Australia its mirror 
would have deformations no 
larger than an ant. Its pointing 
ability is equivalent to throw-
scope. "They're the sort you"ll 
find in any Earth-based obser 
vatory," says Malcolm Longair. 
"You might call them an as-
tronomer's tool box." 

The European Space Agency 
provided the "Faint Object 
Camera" (FOC) which uses 
photon-counting techniques de-
veloped by Alec Boksenberg, 
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second set of solar arv, 
violet radiation is ertUfSjj 
hotter objects." says Ma'ij 
Longair. "There's an avj 
we can learn about the 
verse at ultraviolet wave-
lengths." Indeed, astronomer-! 
class this part of the spectrum 
as the "FM band" because of 
the detailed information the 
radiation carries about objects 

The strongest spectral Ijnes 
of the most common elements 
in the universe, are chemical 
fingerprints characteristic of 
each element's unique way of 
ESA's Hubble co-ordinator. 

Europe has a IS per cent 
stake in the project so that Brit 
ish astronomers are exten-
sively involved in the project. 
Another UK connection con 
cerns the all-important power 
supply for the 11-ton telescope. 
British Aerospace have built 
the large solar arrays which 

For Eagle eyes only. 
Eyea down for action in 
the new all colour Eagle. 
32 thrill-filled pag«L 
Out now. 45p. 
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Imageworfcs 
• C9.99/C 14.99 • 

Along time in the 
planning, Dungeon 
Master Inspired 

fl/oodwyeA finally appears 
on tha Spectrum. One ot the 
oldest legends of Trazere is 
the story of the Bloodwych, a 
secret order of psychic 
mages. For many aeons they 
ruled over the city of 
Trelhadwyl, mating out 
punishment and reward to 
the citizens and communing 
with the elements on their 
behalf. 

One day Zendick, second 
In power only to their leader 
Grand Dragon, decided to 
renounce the Bloodwych and 

practice black magic: he 
banished all his Bloodwych 
brothers to an astral plane. 
Now sole master ot 
Trelhadwyl he transformed 
the city. Dark and evil 
creatures of the night 
appeared and five towers 
were built to house energy 
sucking crystals which 
Zendick used to kill the land. 
But the Immortal Bloodwych 
mages weren't finished yet. 
The spirits of two were sent 
to find sixteen worthy 
warriors to destroy the evil 
power. You (and a friend) 
play one of the spirits 
controlling the warriors who 
must recruit reinforcements 
and then collect four crystals 
from as many towers, take 
them to the fifth tower and 

m p i / Bloodwych Is a real challenge. You can spend 
I V I hours exploring the game and Interacting with 
the characters you come across — tha trouble is that most of 
them only want to kill youl The control method Is a little 
confusing at first, you do it all by moving a pointer around Ihe 
screen and selecting the options to move, go into an 
Inventory, fight, etc. This takes time and while you are 
moving the pointer the other character can be stabbing you! 
Moving around the game is awkward too but you soon get 
used to It.—The way all the options are laid out on-screen Is 
bad on the eyes, all tightly packed together and in different 
colours, so playing tor long periods results In a bad 
headache. It's worth it though: I had great lun roaming 
around, finding keys and opening all the doors. Bloodwych 
has a lot of depth and is worth spending some time with. 

7 9 % 
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destroy Zendick. 
From the character 

selection screen choose a 
team of four from 16 
warriors. Four psyche types 
Indicated by a different card 
suit are on offer Spades 
(fighters), Clubs (mages), 
Hearts (adventurers) and 
Diamonds (assassins). 

Movement as all other 
(unctions Is controlled by 
icons, but only the elected 
leader (with a box round his 
character icon) can call the 
shots. Zendlck's creatures 
wander the maze ot corridors 
that make up the towers. 
Energy is lost If your 
characters are hit by them, 
but weapons either carried 
or picked up in the maze can 
be utilised. Exploration Is 
really the aim of this game, 
and Interacting with 
characters met. Though 
slightly tedious tramping 
through miles ot samey 
looking corridors, this should 
provide good entertainment 
for those interested In RPGs. 
The Icon layout Is a bit 
difficult to control, with full 
mastery needing a tot ot 
practice. 

MARK 72% 

An absorbing collect/slash-
'em-up that will keep 

mappers happy for i long 
while. 

PRESENTATION 78% 3 0 
GRAPHICS 80% > 
SOUND 72% — 1 
PLAYABIUTY 79% 

a 

ADOtCTWY 81% z 
O V E R A L L 75% 1 o 

Activision 
• £9 .99 • 

A flight slm about fighter 
bombers this, with 
much touted 3-D 

graphics. You're a pilot after 
the coveted Curtis LeMay 
Bombing Trophy and can 
choose from the McDonnell 
Douglas F-4E Phantom, the 
Panavla Tornado IDS, the 
Saab AJ37 Vlggen and the 

3-0 representations at the 
start are nice, but multi-load 
strikes you down very 
quickly. The shaded 3-D 
landscape graphics are 
pretty impressive too. As 
with many slms a lot of 
practice Is needed, specially 
to complete the later 
missions. A reasonable 
flight simulation for 
aficionados. 

MARK 75% 

ft||pl# At first, Fighter Bomber seems quite promising. 
IvIUIV The plane selection section has some really good 
full-colour aircraft pictures and a 3-D option shows your 
plane spinning around in the air. Then you discover multi-
load (arrghhl). You stop and start the tape so often before 
start ot play, you wonder If It's worth It. Once in you get a 
cockpit view, looking down onto a shaded landscape. Small 
lines amongst all the shading are supposed to represent 
roads and rivers -1 can't quite see it myselt. The thing worth 
looking at Is the aircraft you're flying: you can jump out of the 
cockpit (not literally) and fly about the plane impressing 
yourself with the 3-0 effect — It's quite good, to be honest. 
The actual missions you have to perform get so lost i n the 
hype over the glorious 3-D that you haven't got a clue what 
you're supposed to be doing when you start. Graphically, 
Fighter Bomber will please all flight simulation tans, but the 
game hasn't had any lasting effect on me. 

70% 

MIG-27 Flogger each plane 
has its advantages and 
disadvantages. 

Several 'missions' must 
be flown: Covert, Tactical, 
Strategic and Offensive. 
Within these missions are 
four 'operations' to complete 
to win the cup: Operations 
Sleeper, Spearchucker, Big 
Bird and Molestrangler. For 
realism a range of enemy' 
craft try to stop you from 
completing the course. 

A graphically pre tty and 
competent 3 - D flight i l m 
tor the technically m i n d e d , 

PRESENTATION Stftl 

GRAPHICS Mm 

SOUND 96* 

PUYABIUTY JLUFCJ 
Mr% 

ADKCTIVTTY em 
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1 C N D E R AVAILABLE FOR: 
SPECTRUM 

COMMODORE 
AMSTRAD 

£2.99 EACH 

HIT SQUAD 



WIN A MEGA CAMERA AND 
HEAPS OF GAMES THANKS TO 
RAINBOW ARTS! 

^'LLLUSUI.14 

Just what can Rainbow Arts' 
latest hero do? He can shoot, 
move about and shoot a bit 
more because he's a super 
hero from Hell! Except, he's 
from Earth — but it has turned a 
bit hellish due to an invasion 
attack by a vicious trouble-
maker name of Morgul and his 
not-so-merry band of death-
dealing minions! Turrican heads 
off into futuristic scenes 
shooting anything that moves)! 
And soon you could be shooting 
anything that moves with a 
spiffing Polaroid Image 
System camera —'cos it's the 
first prize in this hotline compol! 

The Image System camera is 
the latest Instant sharp shooter 
from Polaroid — just press the 

button and, hey presto! out 
pops the picture! Featuring a 
sonar disk to measure distance 
and subject, a three-element 
lens, an auto-shutter system 
and heaps of lights and twiddly 
bits at the backt! You'll be quids 
in with this prize 'cos it's worth 
well over 100 quid. 
And that's not all — also up for 
grabs are 20 — 20!!!— 
Rainbow Arts games. Take 
your winning pick from X-Out, 
Rock N Roll or the CRASH 
Smashing Spherical I And 
there's also a game for the first 
prize winner too! 

•ZOOM INI 
Yes, zoom in for a mega prize 
by ringing the CRASH Compo 
Hotline! Dial 0898 555 084 and 
listen to the questions being 
read out over the phone. When 
you have your answers, write 
them down on a postcard or the 
back of a sealed envelope and 
send it to: NEWSFIELD, 
TURRICAMERA COMPO, 

• CRASH, Ludlow, Shropshire 
SYS 1JW. And make sure your 
entries arrive by June 24II 

•DIAL AWAY 

0 8 9 8 555 0 8 4 
WIN A RUDDY GREAT 
CAMERA! 

Calls cost 25p per minute during ofl-peak 
time and 3Bp per minute at ail other times. 
It you don't pay the phone bill ask the 
person who does I CRASH Hotlines are 
brought to you by CRASH Ltd and 
Chatterbox Ltd. 

WHAT THE JIGGINS 
IS CRASH UP TO?! 
FIND OUT ON JUNE 
24 WHEN CRASH 
GOES SUPERNOVA 
— THE NATION'S 
PLAYING OUR 
GAMES!! 

M O iM M 
Prepare for an attack on your secses next month as 
CRASH launches the JULY issue on June 24! What's it 
got? It's got the flaming lot!!! 
* READ!! All the latest reviews, previews and fun 
packed regulars that make up your fave Speccy mag!I 
* PLAY!!! Another load of swingorilliant games for 
you to play on the Powertape!!! 
* EAT!! Another FREE! groovy chewy bar!! (Waistline 
expansion ahoy!) and next month... 
* LISTEN!!!! 
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R A T M A M 'S ° s*iac'ow in darkness, 
D M I l v l H I l as elusive as a dream. High 
above the seamy streets of GOTHAM, he is a 
criminal's nightmare.The only hope for a desperate 
city - BATMAN. 
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THE HOTTEST COIN-OP 
NOW FOR YOUR HOME MICRO 

S'tbis is definitely the best fllnrr tie-in 
to date, and is an utterly superb game 
in its own right - don't miss it" 

PART MAN... PART MACHINE 
ALL COP... ROBOCOP 

3 m 

SPECTRUM 

COMMODORE ATARI ST 

£9.95 £19.99 
AMSTRAD * # ' ' 

Ocean Software Limited 6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS "telephone 061 832 6633 Telex: 669977 OCEANS C Fax: 061 834 0650 


